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Precision mass measurements for the astrophysical rp-process and electron cooling of
trapped ions
Precision mass measurements of rare isotopes with decay half-lives far below one second
are of importance to a variety of applications including studies of nuclear structure and nu-
clear astrophysics as well as tests of fundamental symmetries. The first part of this thesis
discusses mass measurements of neutron-deficient gallium isotopes in direct vicinity of the
proton drip line. The reported measurements of 60−63Ga were performed with the multiple-
reflection time-of-flight mass spectrometer of TRIUMF’s Ion Trap for Atomic and Nuclear
Science (TITAN) in Vancouver, Canada. The measurements mark the first direct mass de-
termination of 60Ga and yield a 61Ga mass value three times more precise than the literature
value from AME2020. Our 60Ga mass value constrains the location of the proton dripline
in the gallium isotope chain and extends the experimentally evaluated isobaric multiplet
mass equation for isospin triplets up to A = 60. The improved precision of the 61Ga mass
has important implications for the astrophysical rapid proton capture process (rp-process).
Calculations in a single-zone model demonstrate that the improved mass data substantially
reduces uncertainties in the predicted light curves of Type I X-ray bursts.
TITAN has demonstrated that charge breeding provides a powerful means to increase the
precision and resolving power of Penning trapmassmeasurements of radioactive ions. How-
ever, the charge breeding process deteriorates the ion beam quality, thus mitigating the ben-
efits associated with Penning trap mass spectrometry of highly charged ions (HCI). As a
potential remedy for the beam quality loss, a cooler Penning trap has been developed in
order to investigate the prospects of electron cooling the HCI prior to the mass measure-
ment. The second part of this thesis reports exploratory studies of electron cooling of singly
charged ions in this cooler Penning trap. Comparison of measured ion energy evolutions to
a cooling model provides a detailed understanding of the underlying cooling dynamics. Ex-
trapolation of the model enables the deduction of tentative estimates of the expected cooling
times for radioactive HCI.
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Präzisionsmassenmessungen für den astrophysikalischen rp-Prozess und Elektro-
nenkühlung von gefangenen Ionen
Präzisionsmassenmessungen an seltenen Isotopen mit Zerfallshalbwertszeiten weit unter
einer Sekunde sind relevant für eine Vielzahl von wissenschaftlichen Anwendungen, wie
zum Beispiel Untersuchungen zur Atomkernstruktur und im Bereich der nuklearen As-
trophysik sowie Tests von fundamentalen Symmetrien. Der erste Teil dieser Dissertation
diskutiert Massenmessungen an neutronenarmen Galliumisotopen in direkter Nähe der Pro-
tonenabbruchkante. Die hier präsentierten Messungen an 60−63Ga wurden mit demMultire-
flektionsflugzeitspektrometer von TRIUMF’s Ion Trap for Atomic and Nuclear Science (TI-
TAN) in Vancouver, Kanada durchgeführt. Die Messungen stellen die erste direkte Massen-
messung des Grundzustands von 60Ga dar und liefern einen 61Ga Massenwert, der dreimal
genauer ist als der Literaturwert in AME2020. Der neue 60Ga Massenwert ist von Bedeu-
tung für die Position der Protonenabbruchkante in der Gallium-Isotopenkette und erweitert
die experimentell-evaluierte isobarische Multiplet-Massengleichung für Isospintripletts zur
Massenzahl A = 60. Die verbesserte Genauigkeit der Masse von 61Ga hat wichtige Imp-
likationen für den astrophysikalischen, schnellen Protoneinfangprozess (engl.: rp-process).
Berechnungen mit einem Ein-Zonen-Modell demonstrieren die substantzielle Reduktion
von Ungenauigkeiten in Modellvorhersagen der Lichtkurven kosmischer Röntgenstrahlen-
blitze des ersten Typs (engl.: Type I X-ray bursts).
Das TITAN-Experiment hat demonstriert, dass Ladungsbrütung eine Möglichkeit bietet,
die Präzision und das Auflösungsvermögen von Penningfallenmassenspektrometrie an ra-
dioaktiven Ionen zu verbessern. Der Ladungsbrütungsprozess verringert allerdings die Io-
nenstrahlqualität, was wiederum die genannten Vorteile von Massenmessungen an hochge-
ladenen Ionen abschwächt. Als mögliche Gegenmaßnahme für den Strahlqualitätsverlust
wurde eine Kühlfalle entwickelt, um die Machbarkeit von Elektronenkühlung der kurzlebi-
gen, hochgeladenen Ionen vor der Massenmessung zu testen. Der zweite Teil dieser Dis-
sertation beschreibt Untersuchungen der Elektronenkühlung von einfachgeladenen Ionen in
dieser Kühl-Penningfalle. Der Vergleich gemessener Zeitverläufe der Ionenenergien mit
einem vereinfachten Kühlmodell liefert ein detailiertes Verständnis der zugrundeliegenden
Kühlungsdynamik. Extrapolation derModellrechnungen erlaubt die grobe Abschätzung der
erwartbaren Kühlzeiten für radioaktive, hochgeladene Ionen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction – from the masses of single
nuclei to the physics of neutron stars

The mass of an atomic nucleus is one of its fundamental properties. Through the binding
energy, i.e. the energy equivalent of the mass difference between the bound nucleon system
and the sum of its isolated constituents, the nuclear mass provides a sensitive measure of
the interactions between its underlying protons and neutrons. Giving access to the valuable
information decoded in nuclear binding energies, precision measurements of atomic masses
form a key technique for nuclear structure studies [1, 2], tests of fundamental symmetries [3,
4] and nuclear astrophysics [5–7].

Atomic mass measurements have long emerged as a major driving force for studies of
nuclear structure. Substantial efforts in this field evolve around questions such as: How do
interactions between nucleons arise from the underlying quark-gluon dynamics of quantum
chromodynamics? What happens to the structure of a nucleus as one successively changes
its proton or neutron content? Where lie the limits of nuclear existence?

In search for answers to these questions, a variety of algebraic mass relations [8–11]
have been formulated that combine the mass values of multiple, close-by nuclides with
the goal to isolate certain nuclear structure aspects or features of the underlying nuclear
interactions. Arguably the most fundamental mass relations are given by the one-proton
and one-neutron separation energies, which are denoted Sp and Sn, and measure the minimal
energy required to release a proton or neutron from the nucleus, respectively. Successively
following an isotopic chain to regions far away from the valley ofβ-stability, the backbone of
the Segrè chart of nuclides formed by all non-radioactive isotopes, one eventually reaches an
isotope for which Sp or Sn become negative. Isotopes where this is the case are energetically
unstable and decay by emission of a nucleon [12]. The zero-crossing of Sp and Sn thus
delineate the so-called proton and neutron drip line, respectively— two fundamental bounds
of nuclear stability [13].

The advent of accelerator-based isotope production techniques [14–16] in the second
half of the last century has enabled physicists to synthesize and probe radioactive isotopes
that are not naturally occurring on earth and therefore referred to as rare isotopes. As the
isotope production capabilities and the sensitivity of experimental techniques advanced, ex-
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perimentalists have been able to access rare isotopes increasingly far from the valley of
stability [17]. In many cases, studies of rare isotopes far from stability have revealed ex-
otic phenomena that find no counterpart in stable nuclides and whose description poses a
challenge — or rather opportunity of growth — for nuclear structure theory. The prime ex-
ample of such exotic behavior is the emergence of unexpectedly tight binding in some rare
isotopes whose proton number Z and neutron number N differ from the canonical magic
numbers [18, 19] predicted by the nuclear shell model [20].

Of special interest to this thesis are neutron-deficient isotopes in the vicinity of the pro-
ton drip line at mass numbers A ≈ 40–70, a region of the nuclear chart that hosts a rich
set of interconnected physics [12, 17]. Due to the Coulomb repulsion between protons,
the proton drip line lies substantially closer to stability than the neutron drip line. While
neutron-unbound nuclides (Sn < 0) are known to decay on times scales far below one
nanosecond [21], the Coulomb barrier allows nuclides beyond the proton drip line (Sp < 0)
to exist in metastable states that, in exceptional cases, exhibit half-lives of several 100ms
against proton emission [22]. The comparatively long half-lives of some proton-unbound
nuclides introduce subtleties in the experimental localization of the proton drip line and
demand accurate mass measurements to stringently map out the, in many isotopic chains
unknown, position of this important limit of nuclear stability [17, 23].

Another topic that has seen large interest in this region of the nuclear chart is the sym-
metric structure of isobars (i.e. nuclides of the same mass number) on either side of the
N = Z line. These nuclides can be interconverted by exchange of their proton and neutron
numbers and are thus referred to as mirror nuclei. Assuming that nucleon-nucleon forces
conserved isospin symmetry and correcting for the mass difference of the proton and neu-
tron, the mass difference of mirror nuclei would be expected to be fully explained by the
Coulomb interaction. The experimental observation that mirror nuclei do not adhere to this
expectation became known as the Nolen-Schiffer anomaly [24] and was explained by the
fact that isospin symmetry in nuclei is not only broken by the Coulomb interaction but to a
lesser degree also violated by nucleon-nucleon forces [25, 26]. Studies of the mass differ-
ences of isobaric nuclides around the N = Z line therefore provide important information
for the development of isospin nonconserving corrections to nuclear shell models [27, 28].
A powerful tool to test and refine such isospin nonconserving corrections is the isobaric mul-
tiplet mass equation (IMME) [8] which relates the masses of isobaric analog states in nuclei
nearN = Z, as will be detailed in the subsequent chapter. Isospin-symmetry-breaking cor-
rections find important application in tests of fundamental symmetries of the electroweak
interaction [4, 29] which are based on superallowed Fermi β-decays of nuclides withN ≈ Z

such as 62Ga [30].
Atomic mass measurements also provide essential inputs for nuclear astrophysics since

they determine the Q-values and thus the absolute rates and temperature sensitivity of nu-
clear reactions underlying explosive cosmic nucleosynthesis scenarios such as supernovae
and Type I X-ray bursts [5, 31]. A key objective of the nuclear astrophysics community [32]
is to understand the structure of neutron stars and the wealth of exotic physics assumed to
occur within them [33]. Their extreme gravity and density conditions make neutron stars
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valuable tools to constrain the equation of state of dense nuclear matter [34–36] or to elu-
cidate phenomena such as neutron superfluidity and proton superconductivity [32, 37]. As
I will lay out in chapter 2, the quest to unravel details about the internal structure and the
exotic physics of neutron stars [32, 38] is a multi-disciplinary endeavour that requires con-
tributions from astronomy, nuclear astrophysics and nuclear physics.

A promising way to extract information about neutron stars lies in Type I X-ray
bursts [39], recurring, thermonuclear explosions that are frequently observed on the sur-
face of accreting neutron stars. By modelling the nuclear reaction sequences that power
these cosmic events nuclear astrophysicists may predict the light curves of X-ray bursts [40]
and, by comparing their predictions to astronomical observation, deduce critical information
about the parameters of the underlying neutron star [41–45].

The primary energy source of Type I X-ray bursts is the rapid proton capture process
(rp-process) [46, 47], a sequence of fast proton capture reactions and slower β-decays that
may synthesize neutron-deficient isotopes up to the A ≈ 100 region [48]. The rp-process
is known to critically affect the shape of the X-ray burst light curve [49]. Sensitivity stud-
ies [50, 51] have demonstrated that X-ray burst model predictions depend critically on nu-
clear properties of nuclides along the rp-process path, especially those near so-called waiting
point nuclei whose comparatively small proton captureQ-values and long β-decay half-lives
may slow down the thermonuclear energy generation. Although many of the relevant model
inputs, in particular masses and β-decay half-lives, have been measured over the last two
decades, a number of critical masses and other nuclear properties remain unmeasured or are
not known accurately enough [51]. Chapter 2 gives a more detailed description of the men-
tioned interplay between astronomy, nuclear astrophysics and nuclear physics in the quest
to constrain the properties of neutron stars. It further discusses the special role played by
nuclear masses in pinning down the rp-process flow and presents a detailed motivation for
the mass measurements reported in this thesis.

This thesis covers two main topics and is thus effectively split into two parts. The major
goal of the first part of thesis is to reduce prediction uncertainties of X-ray burst models
deriving from ill-constrained nuclear properties near the 60Zn rp-process waiting point. To
this end, precisionmassmeasurements of neutron-deficient gallium isotopeswere conducted
at TRIUMF’s Ion Trap for Atomic and Nuclear Science (TITAN) [52, 53] in Vancouver,
Canada. The measurements were performed with a multiple-reflection time-of-flight mass
spectrometer (MR-TOF-MS) [54], a comparatively new type ofmass spectrometer that, over
the last decade, has extended the reach of precision mass measurement facilities worldwide
closer to the nuclear drip lines. To provide context for the discussion of the measurement
results, the central techniques for mass measurements of rare isotopes as well as the primary
isotope production methods are reviewed in chapter 3. Chapter 4 gives an overview of
the TITAN experiment and introduces the experimental components of relevance to this
thesis. Chapter 5 presents the results and implications of the gallium mass measurements.
After a description of the data analysis procedure, the obtained mass values are reported and
compared to pre-existing data. Subsequently, the implications of the new data with respect
to the location of the proton drip line, the isobaric multiplet mass equation and X-ray burst
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model predictions are discussed.
While the addition of an MR-TOF-MS has substantially extended the sensitivity limit

for mass measurements at TITAN, parallel efforts have been focused on further improving
the precision limit of the facility [55–57]. These technical developments will enable high-
precision measurements for fundamental-symmetry tests and Q-value determinations for
neutrino physics [57]. A key feature that distinguishes TITAN [58] from other mass mea-
surement setups at rare isotope beam facilities, is its combination of an electron beam ion
trap (EBIT) charge breeder [59] with a Penning trap mass spectrometer [60] which allows
for the charge of the radioactive ions of interest to be raised prior to the mass measure-
ment. Exploiting the linear increase of a trapped ion’s cyclotron frequency with the charge
state, TITAN has demonstrated that charge breeding of radioactive ions can substantially
increase the achievable mass precision and resolving power [61–63], or alternatively reduce
the overall measurement time needed to reach a given precision level [61]. However, charge
breeding in an EBIT deteriorates the ion beam quality [64], which, in turn, negatively affects
the mass measurement and mitigates the benefits of high charge states. In order to access
the full potential of Penning trap mass spectrometry with radioactive HCI, it is desirable to
cool the charge bred ions prior to the mass measurement [65]. Cooling of radioactive HCI is
an experimental challenge, as established cooling techniques such as buffer gas cooling are
not applicable [65] due to the short decay half-lives or the HCI’s tendency to undergo charge
exchanging collisions with neutral gas particles. Electron cooling of HCI in a cooler Pen-
ning trap has been proposed as a promising alternative [65] but remains to be demonstrated
experimentally. To investigate the prospects of this cooling method in regards to cooling of
short-lived radioactive HCI, a cooler Penning trap was developed at TITAN [55, 65].

As the second main topic of this thesis, exploratory studies of electron cooling of singly
charged ions were performed with TITAN’s cooler Penning trap (CPET). These investiga-
tions and the technical developments that enabled them are reported in chapter 6. The sys-
tematic studies of electron cooling of singly charged ions are analyzed in a cooling model
that is adjusted to the experimental results. Extrapolation of themodel results to HCI enables
us to comment on the prospects of the technique for cooling of charge-bred, radioactive ions.

The thesis closes with conclusions and an outlook in chapter 7.



Chapter 2

Background - X-ray bursts and nuclear
physics near the proton drip line

Precision measurements on rare isotopes near the proton drip line are important to a rich set
of interconnected physics, ranging from the macroscopic properties of neutron stars down
to the microscopic interactions of individual nucleons. The first half of this chapter gives
an overview of our understanding of type I X-ray bursts and outlines how these cosmic
scenarios can serve as unique probes of explosive nucleosynthesis, the exotic physics of
neutron stars and the properties of matter under extreme density conditions. The discussion
highlights the importance of accurate nuclear properties for X-ray burst models and empha-
sizes the special role played by nuclear masses. The gradually narrowing focus leads into
a detailed astrophysical motivation of the mass measurements of neutron-deficient gallium
isotopes presented in this thesis.

In regions where nuclear properties have not yet been measured, predictions from nu-
clear theory become essential ingredients of nucleosynthesis models. The second half of
this chapter thus introduces some of the most common theoretical tools for predictions of
masses and other nuclear structure observables of astrophysical interest. After a brief re-
view of global mass models, the discussion turns to local mass extrapolation methods and
shell-model studies of nuclides near the N = Z line. A focus is placed on the subtle but
often critical role of isospin-symmetry breaking in nuclear interactions.

2.1 Type I X-ray bursts
Type I X-ray bursts1 are the most frequently observed thermonuclear explosions in the
universe [66]. They take place on the surface of accreting neutron stars and are fuelled by
the typically hydrogen- and helium-rich matter accumulated from the outer layers of a faint,
low-mass (M < 1M⊙, whereM⊙ denotes the solar mass) companion star [39].

The matter transfer between both stars is not necessarily continuous but may occur in
intermittent episodes [67]. During these so-called outbursts, the matter from the companion

1The classification as type I indicates that the X-ray burst arises from a thermonuclear runaway instead of
accretion instabilities as is the case for the much less common Type II X-ray bursts [66].
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star overflows from its Roche lobe and forms an accretion disk around the neutron star. As
the material spirals inward and reaches the neutron star surface, pressure gradients cause it
to distribute evenly across the stellar surface and form a thin (∼ 1–10m) spherical shell [68].
In its approach to the neutron star surface, the accretedmatter releases significant amounts of
gravitational binding energy (≈ 200MeV per nucleon [37]). The released gravitational en-
ergy heats the stellar environment and results in the emission of blackbody radiation which
can be detected by distant telescopes as a persistent flux of X-rays. As more accreted ma-
terial piles up, the extreme surface gravity of the neutron star (gNS ≈ 1012m/s2 [69]) com-
presses thematter deeper in the accretion layer, resulting in a gradual increase in pressure and
temperature. Eventually, suitable conditions are reached to trigger a thermonuclear runaway
through a thin-shell instability [70]. The ensuing thermonuclear explosion releases enor-
mous amounts of energy (1032–1033 J [71]) over typically 10–100 s and results in a bright
X-ray flash that is≈ 10-100 times more luminous than the persistent X-ray emission during
the accretion phase [69]. Despite the enormous energy release, the X-ray burst is not pow-
erful enough to affect the integrity of the neutron star; once the unstable nuclear burning
ceases, a new cycle of accretion and subsequent thermonuclear ignition may follow. X-ray
bursts can thus be observed as series of bright, recurring flashes.

Besides being fascinating objects of study in their own right, X-ray bursts further allow
us to refine our understanding of explosive nucleosynthesis [31, 42] and can act as sensitive
probes of the underlying neutron star [72]. The primary energy source of most X-ray bursts
is the rp-process [46, 47] which synthesizes increasingly heavy, proton-rich nuclides up to
the A ≈ 100 region [48]. After the thermonuclear burning ceases, these nuclides and their
decay products stay behind as the burst ashes. It has been conjectured [47, 73] that the
burst ashes might contribute to the solar elemental abundances and thus help to explain the
unexpectedly large abundance of certain proton-rich isotopes, the so-called light p-nuclei,
in the solar system [47, 74]. However, it remains unclear whether substantial amounts of
material can be ejected out of the extreme gravitational field of the neutron star [67, 71].

Over the last decade, an increasing emphasis has been placed on using X-ray bursts to
probe the hosting neutron star [75]. Comparing astrophysical model predictions to X-ray
burst observations enables the extraction of system parameters [40, 42, 43, 71, 76–79] such
as the accretion rate, the fuel composition or neutron star mass and radius. Section 2.1.1, will
introduce some of the exotic neutron star physics that can, in principle, be elucidated through
X-ray burst model-observation comparisons. However, the quantitative extraction of sys-
tem parameters requires robust astrophysical models and accurate nuclear physics inputs.
Model-observation comparisons are therefore inherently collaborative and interdisciplinary
endeavours. Sections 2.1.2, 2.1.3 and 2.1.4 outline the respective roles that astronomy, the-
oretical astrophysics and nuclear physics play in the collective effort to understand X-ray
burst phenomena and constrain the properties of neutron stars. Section 2.1.4 highlights the
special importance of masses in determining the nuclear reaction paths that power X-ray
bursts. Section 2.1.5 details the astrophysical motivation for the gallium mass measure-
ments presented in this thesis.
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2.1.1 Neutron stars as laboratories of ultradense matter

Neutron stars are among the most extreme environments in the observable universe. Com-
pressing a mass of 1–2M⊙ into a sphere with a radius of about 10 km [80], they contain
matter at densities more than three times higher than the typical interior density of heavy
nuclei (ρ0 = 2.8×1014 g cm−3 [81]) and exhibit a surface gravity roughly 11 orders of mag-
nitude stronger than that of the earth. The behaviour ofmatter under such extreme conditions
is poorly understood and its theoretical description poses a major challenge for modern fun-
damental physics. While terrestrial studies of dense matter with heavy ion colliders [82]
inherently involve high temperatures, neutron stars provide a unique avenue to study ultra-
dense matter at comparatively low temperatures (T ∼ 108K), where macroscopic quantum
phenomena such as superfluidity and superconductivity are expected to occur [32, 72, 83].

Neutron stars can therefore serve as distant laboratories for studies of cold, ultradense
matter as well as for tests of general relativity [32, 80, 84]. One of the major questions con-
cerning the physics of ultradense matter is that of its equation of state [35, 36, 85], i.e. the
relation between pressure and energy density. The most direct way to constrain the dense
matter equation of state lies in measuring the neutron star’s mass and radius [34, 72, 86, 87].
While neutron star masses are comparatively well constrained from pulsar timing measure-
ments [88], observational radius determinations are challenging and still involve significant
uncertainties [86, 88]. The recent addition of radius constraints from gravitational wave
astronomy [44] has improved the situation [88]. However, since all radius determination
methods rely on astrophysical model assumptions, it is important to pursue multiple, inde-
pendent approaches to minimize the risk of model-dependent systematic uncertainties [86].

Already early theoretical studies pointed out the possibility to use X-ray burst obser-
vations to extract the mass, radius and other global properties of the underlying neutron
star [89–91]. In recent years, constraints derived from X-ray burst observations have been
showing an increasing level of convergence with detailed observations [34, 72, 86, 88, 92]
and reinforced the interest in using these events as probes of the interior of neutron stars
and dense matter in general. Comparisons of X-ray burst model predictions to astronomi-
cal observations can, in principle, provide detailed constraints on many of the astrophysi-
cal parameters of interest [42, 43, 79]. However, such constraints are presently still ham-
pered by astrophysical model uncertainties and insufficient knowledge of nuclear physics
inputs [43, 50, 51, 93]. The following sections will provide selected examples of how burst
observations can be used to constrain neutron star properties and how these constraints are
affected by nuclear physics uncertainties.

Although X-ray bursts take place in the outermost layers of neutron stars, they crucially
affect the thermal structure and matter composition of deeper stellar regions. This is best
seen by considering the journey of accreted material through the different radial layers of
the neutron star, as illustrated in Fig. 2.1. The outermost layers of the accreting neutron star
are given by a gaseous atmosphere on top of an optically-thick, liquid ocean [67]. Together,
they are referred to as the neutron star envelope and form the hosting environment for all
types of X-ray bursts. The rp-process in X-ray bursts [47, 94] (see section 2.1.4 for details)
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Figure 2.1. Radial structure of a neutron star in a logarithmic scale. The large arrows
indicate the inward transport and the processing of the accreted fuel and the X-ray burst
ashes through nuclear reactions. Figure adapted from [38] (Courtesy of H. Schatz), ©2016,
with permission from Elsevier.

synthesizes the accreted hydrogen- and helium-rich fuel in the atmosphere into heavier,
proton-rich isotopes. The latter stay behind as the burst ashes once the unstable burning
ceases. As new material accretes on top of them, the burst ashes are successively incorpo-
rated into the ocean. There, they may provide a sufficient carbon enrichment to cause the
ignition of a powerful carbon-flash referred to as superburst [95].

If not consumed by a superburst, the burst ashes migrate deeper into the neutron star and
enter its∼ 1 km-thick, solid crust. The outer crust is composed of a Coulomb lattice of fully
ionized nuclei and a degenerate electron gas. The inner crust is characterized by sufficiently
high densities (ρ > 4.3×1011 g cm−3 [85]) for some neutrons to “drip” out of the nuclei, thus
adding a superfluid of free neutrons to the electron gas and the crystal lattice. The degener-
ate electron gas induces electron capture reactions that successively convert the proton-rich
ashes into neutron-rich nuclei. The high electron densities further screen the Coulomb bar-
riers to such a degree that zero-point oscillations around the crystal lattice sites can induce
fusion reactions [37, 96]. In contrast to thermonuclear fusion, these pycnonuclear fusion re-
actions are pressure driven and essentially temperature insensitive [38]. The electron capture
and fusion reactions cause the processed ashes to become progressively more neutron-rich
as the depth and density increases. Some neutron star crusts [97] (and oceans [98]) contain
pairs of neighbouring neutron-rich nuclei that undergo repeated cycles of electron captures
and β-decays which remove substantial amounts of energy from the crust through neutrino
emission. Shells of nuclei undergoing these so-called urca cooling cycles may act as ther-
mal barriers [97] between different layers of the neutron star. Crustal heating and neutrino
cooling processes affect the temperature conditions in the envelope [71, 97–99], which in
turn influence the ignition of X-ray bursts [5, 100]. A comprehensive understanding of these
processes requires reliable crust models which in turn depend on accurate mass values for
neutron-rich nuclei [5].
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At the transition region from the inner crust to the neutron star core, some theories pre-
dict nuclear matter to re-arrange into complex, non-spherical topologies, termed “nuclear
pasta” [37, 101]. Since the burst ashes define the initial material for the nuclear processing
within the crust [99], X-ray bursts are critical in understanding the matter composition and
the exotic physics of the neutron star crust [71, 99].

Although it makes up most of the neutron star’s volume and holds roughly 99% of its
bulkmass [75], little is known about the neutron star core. It is assumed to consist of uniform
nuclear matter compressed to a multiple of the nuclear saturation density ρ0 [85]. It has
further been conjectured that the pressure in the inner core might be high enough to cause
nucleons to disintegrate into exotic phases of quark matter [35]. Questions concerning the
phases of matter in the inner core of the neutron star will only find definitive answers with
tighter constraints on the dense matter equation of state.

2.1.2 Astronomical observations

Due to their brightness and recurring nature, X-ray bursts have been extensively studied by
observational astronomy. Since their discovery in 1975 [102], more than 7000 bursts from
more than 110 different sources have been observed with space-based X-ray telescopes [39].
These observations provide essential data for the study and modelling of X-ray burst phe-
nomena.

Particularly detailed observations have been obtained with the Proportional Counter Ar-
ray installed on the Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer (RXTE) satellite [67], which recorded
more than 1100 bursts with timing resolutions as low as 1µs [103]. Since the decom-
missioning of RXTE in 2012, a new generation of X-ray telescopes has taken over. It in-
cludes instruments such as theNuclear Spectroscopic TelescopeArray (NuSTAR) [104], As-
troSat [105] and The Neutron star Interior Composition Explorer (NICER) [106], which are
presently mapping the X-ray sky with expanded spectral range [67] and unprecedented sen-
sitivity. These astronomical efforts have resulted in extensive observational catalogues [103,
107, 108] that make high-quality data available for benchmarking of X-ray burst mod-
els [40, 42, 43].

The most important observables of an X-ray burst are the recurrence time and the shape
of the light curve, i.e. the time evolution of the observed photon flux. These observational
features are sensitive to parameters of the binary system such as the accretion rate, the fuel
composition and the neutron-star spin frequency [66]. X-ray bursts can be broadly catego-
rized by their duration [39].

The light curves of the most common class of Type I X-ray bursts are characterized by a
fast rise of the luminosity over typically≈ 1–10 s followed by a slower decay over timescales
of ≈ 10–100 s [66]. The recurrence times typically range from hours to days [39]. Through
astrophysical modelling, this class of X-ray bursts has been associated with hydrogen and
helium burning in the neutron star atmosphere [109–111]. Different fuel composition upon
ignition give rise to systematic variations in the observational features [103]. These varia-
tions are a result of the complicated interplay between hydrogen and helium burning and up
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Figure 2.2. Representative light curves for observed Type I X-ray bursts with different fuel
compositions. The light curves observed from the sources 4U 1820-303, SAX J1808.4-3658
and GS 1826-24 are typical for a pure He, a He-rich and a mixed H/He burst, respectively.
The former two bursts exhibit photospheric radius expansion (see text for details). Figure
adapted from [67]. ©IOP Publishing. Reproduced with permission. All rights reserved.

to seven distinct burst ignition regimes have been theoretically predicted [39, 107].
Fig. 2.2 shows examples of observed light curves of H and/or He powered X-ray bursts

with different fuel compositions. The light curve from the source 4U 1820-303 shows the
rapid rise and the high peak luminosity typical for a pure He Type I X-ray burst. The less
bright light curve observed from SAX J1808.4-3658 is accorded to a He-rich ignition envi-
ronment. The light curve from GS 1826-24 is characterized by a moderate peak luminosity
and an extended tail – typical characteristics of a mixed H/He Type I X-ray bursts [111].
The longer durations of hydrogen-burning bursts are the result of an extended rp-process
which includes slow nuclear β-decays that delay the cooling of the neutron star envelope
(see section 2.1.4 for details). Due to its regular recurrence times, GS 1826-24 has been
the prime target of model-observation comparisons [40–43] and is often referred to as the
“clocked burster” or the “textbook burster”.

Two other classes of bursts with longer durations have been identified [39]. So-called
superbursts exhibit durations of many hours to days and are about 1000 times more ener-
getic than regular Type I X-ray bursts [112]. These events are thought to be triggered by
carbon burning in the neutron star ocean [113]. Intermediate duration bursts fall between
regular bursts and superbursts in terms of both their duration and their energy release [114].
These bursts are believed to arise from helium ignition in deeper layers of the neutron star
envelope [113]. We will not discuss the less common intermediate bursts and superbursts
any further and focus on H/He-fuelled bursts from here on.

Several methods for neutron star mass and radius determinations [75, 83] exploit that
most burst emission spectra resemble that of a black body [110, 115]. Of particular inter-
est [34, 83, 86] are bursts exhibiting photospheric radius expansion [116]. These events are
sufficiently intense to exceed the Eddington luminosity, at which point the radiation pres-
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sure exceeds the gravitational compression at the stellar surface, causing the photosphere2 to
lift off from the stellar surface. This effect is most commonly seen in powerful He-fuelled
bursts [39], such as the ones from 4U 1820-303 and SAX J1808.4-3658 in Fig. 2.2. The
expansion is accompanied by a decrease in the observed black body temperature. After
sufficient radial expansion, the luminosity drops below the Eddington limit, causing the
photosphere to contract and its temperature to rise again. The observed photon flux at the
moment the photosphere touches back down on the stellar surface, FTD,∞, is assumed to
equal the Eddington flux [86]

FTD,∞ =
1

4πd2
4πGMc

κ

(

1− 2GM

Rc2

)1/2

, (2.1)

where d is the distance to the observer, κ is the opacity of the atmosphere,M and R are the
neutron star mass and radius, respectively, G is the gravitational constant, c is the speed of
light. The touchdown is followed by a gradual cool-down of the atmosphere [75]. Through-
out this cooling tail of the light curve, the apparent emission area A stays constant and can
be determined by simultaneous measurement of the flux F∞ and the black body temperature
T∞ using the relation [86]

A =
F∞

σT 4
∞

=
R2

d2f 4
c

(

1− 2GM

Rc2

)−1

, (2.2)

where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and the color correction factor fc = T∞/Teff ac-
counts for absorption-induced deviations between the observed black body temperature T∞
and the effective surface temperature Teff. When d, κ and fc are sufficiently well known,
these two equations can be used to determine the stellar massM and radius R.

Such observational mass-radius determinations require detailed modelling of the neu-
tron star atmosphere and robust knowledge of its chemical composition. The opacity κ
arises from Thompson scattering and can be estimated from the atmospheric hydrogen mass
fractionXH via κ = 0.2(1+XH)cm2 g−1 [66]. The color correction factor fc is determined
from atmosphere models [81, 117, 118] and depends on the metallicity3 of the atmosphere.
Since the predicted burst ashes affect the chemical composition of the atmosphere [119],
reliable X-ray burst models are therefore critical for neutron star mass and radius determi-
nations from observed photospheric radius expansion bursts.

2.1.3 X-ray burst models and model-observation comparisons

Computationalmodels have been instrumental in shaping our current understanding ofX-ray
bursts. They allow astrophysicists to interpret burst observations in terms of the underlying
nuclear reaction sequences and enable the extraction of system parameters such as the accre-
tion rate, and the matter composition of the neutron star envelope. While this has facilitated

2The photosphere refers to the innermost optically-thin layer of a stellar atmosphere.
3Metallicity here refers to the mass fraction of elements heavier than hydrogen and helium - a common

definition used in astronomy and astrophysics.
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detailed deductions of many astrophysical parameters, such as the accretion rate and the fuel
composition [40], the reliable extraction of neutron star properties is more challenging and
presently still hampered by nuclear uncertainties, as will be illustrated below. X-ray burst
models are therefore also important to guide experimental efforts by identifying the most
critical nuclear input uncertainties [42, 43, 50, 51].

Already shortly before the first observations of X-ray bursts in 1975 [102, 120], numeri-
cal studies had indicated the high likelihood of unstable nuclear burning in the outer layers of
neutrons stars [70]. Extending this pioneering work, further modelling efforts [91, 109, 121]
could confirm the first X-ray bursts observations as results of thermonuclear explosions on
the surface of accreting neutron stars. While these early models succeeded in qualitatively
reproducing the gross observational features of X-ray bursts [110], the computationally-
limited size of the underlying nuclear reaction networks prevented a more quantitative the-
oretical description. Subsequent studies steadily increased the size of the modelled reaction
networks [122–124].

In 2001, a landmark study by Schatz et al. [48] used a single-zone model with a reac-
tion network of more than 600 isotopes to cover, for the first time, the full range of X-ray
burst nucleosynthesis. The model approximated the neutron star envelope as a single spheri-
cally symmetric layer. The astrophysical density and temperature evolution within this layer
was tracked self-consistently, accounting for their interplay with the nuclear energy genera-
tion. This study established that, even under the most favourable conditions, the rp process
ultimately terminates in a cyclic reaction flow pattern, the SnSbTe cycle [48], suggesting
A ≈ 107 as the upper mass limit of the produced burst ashes.

Another milestone was reached in 2007, when Heger at al. [40] reproduced large parts of
the observed light curve of the clocked burster GS 1826-24 in one-dimensional multi-zone
simulations4 with the hydrodynamics code KEPLER [94, 125]. Due to further computa-
tional advances and improved nuclear input data, multi-zone models are now able to closely
match observed features of GS 1826-24 [42, 43, 126], as illustrated in Fig. 2.3. At first
glance, these successes indicate that model-observation comparisons might soon be able to
yield important constraints on neutron star properties.

However, the close agreement between models and observation should be taken with
caution since many possible sources of systematic uncertainties remain unquantified. To
verify the numerical fidelity of the models, they have to be tested against each other [77].
First direct comparisons [42, 68] have shown unexplained discrepancies and call for more
systematic cross checks between different multi-zone models [42]. Within the variety of
bursting behaviours, there are also still a number of astrophysical phenomena that can-
not be reproduced by the models. Some examples are superbursts and the flame spread-
ing across the neutron star surface during burst ignition. So far, attempts to model su-
perbursts [95, 127] have not been able to match all observational features. Flame spread-
ing [128] refers to the assumption that the unstable thermonuclear burning first ignites at
localized hot spots and subsequently spreads across the entire neutron star surface. Numer-

41D multi-zone simulations approximate the neutron star envelope as a stack of spherically symmetric
shells and can thus resolve radial gradients in temperature, density and matter composition. [94]
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a) b)

Figure 2.4. a) Neutron star redshift-distance constraints extracted from X-ray burst model-
observation comparisons after variation of different reaction rates [43]. Lines indicate the
corresponding 68% (red), 95% (orange) and 99% (gray) confidence regions. b) Neutron star
mass-radius constraints derived from the 68% confidence intervals of selected (1+ z) from
a). Radius constraints from other astrophysical observables [84, 131–133] are also shown
and the region excluded by causality [134] is indicated in black. Variation of the nuclear
model inputs induced large prediction uncertainties. Figures reproduced with permission
from [43]. ©AAS.

baseline result.
With the gravitational redshift constrained, the following general relativistic relation was

used to place bounds on the neutron star mass-to-radius ratio M/R:

1 + z =

(

1− 2GM

Rc2

)−1/2

. (2.4)

The mass-radius prediction bands resulting from the baseline result and from variation of the
two most critical reaction rates are shown in Fig. 2.4 b). The baseline prediction shows that,
in principle, X-ray burst model-observation comparisons have great potential to constrain
neutron star properties. When combined with independent determinations of MNS, these
constraints could yield RNS estimates and help to constrain the equation of state of neutron
star matter. However, at present, ill-constrained nuclear model inputs can evidently induce
substantial prediction uncertainties. In fact, the 10-fold reduction of the 15O(α, γ) rate com-
pared to the baseline rate from [135] contradicts constraints derived from causality [134].

This example illustrates that critical nuclear uncertainties have to be addressed before
neutron star properties can be reliably constrained by X-ray burst model-observation com-
parisons. Meisel et al. also noted [43] that additional systematic uncertainties might arise
from neglected astrophysical effects such as flame spreading. Further exploration of these
effects and detailed evaluations of the sensitivity of model-observation comparisons to other
nuclear inputs such as masses are desirable. As nuclear mass uncertainties have shown sig-
nificant impact on predicted light curves and burst ashes [51, 93, 136], model-observation
comparisons can also be assumed to be sensitive to nuclear mass inputs. Nuclear masses are
further important inputs for calculations of unmeasured reaction rates and can therefore also
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indirectly induce reaction rate uncertainties [5]. More experimental work is needed to elim-
inate the impact of nuclear uncertainties on model-observation comparisons. This would
mark an important step towards the long-term goal of using neutron stars as laboratories of
ultradense matter.

2.1.4 The rp-process and the importance of nuclear masses

The energy generation and the nucleosynthesis in X-ray bursts is determined by the under-
lying nuclear reaction sequences. Burst observables such as the light curve or the com-
position of the burst ashes are sensitive to nuclear input uncertainties. Therefore, nuclear
physics plays an important role in understanding the variety of observed burst phenomena
and accurate nuclear properties are essential inputs for X-ray burst models.

Mixed H/He bursts are frequently observed and exhibit the most extensive nucleosyn-
thesis, making them ideally suited to probe the impact of nuclear inputs on model predic-
tions [137]. The reaction flow in these bursts is determined by the 3α-process, the hot CNO
cycles, the αp-process and the rp-process [67]. The interplay between these processes has
been described in detail in [94] and [138]. The presentation here first gives a broad overview
of the main reaction sequences underlying a H/He-fuelled X-ray burst before focusing on
the role of the rp-process.

Fig. 2.5 shows the simulated reaction flow of a mixed H/He X-ray burst, indicating the
extent of the different reaction sequences and the respective parts of the light curve that
they power. Since the hydrogen-burning, hot CNO cycles become temperature independent
at T ≳ 0.7GK, they alone cannot induce a thermonuclear runaway [139]. Instead, He
burning through the temperature-sensitive 3α-process provides the trigger for burst ignition,
resulting in sufficiently high temperatures to activate breakout reactions from the hot CNO
cycles [39].

The breakout reactions form the start of the αp-process [46], a series of (α,p) reactions
and proton captures (p,γ). These reactions boost the nuclear energy generation rate, causing
the sharp initial rise of the burst light curve. Due to the increasing height of the Coulomb
barriers, (α,p)-reactions become successively less likely at higher masses, eventually caus-
ing the αp-process to fade out. The extent of theαp-process strongly depends on the specific
astrophysical temperatures [5] but never reaches beyond the Sc region [6]. The proton-rich
nuclei it produces form the seeds for the rapid proton capture process (rp-process).

The rp-process [46, 109, 137] acts as themain energy source of mixedH/He bursts [138].
Through a sequence of rapid proton captures and slower β-decays it synthesizes increasingly
heavy neutron-deficient isotopes, under ideal conditions up to the massA ≈ 100 [48] region
(see Fig. 2.5).

The reaction path of the rp-process is primarily fought out in a competition of proton
captures, (p,γ), photodisintegrations, (γ,p), and β-decays [46]. The rates of the reverse pro-
cess of photodisintegration, λ(γ,p), can be calculated from the corresponding proton capture
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Figure 2.5. Nuclear reaction sequences powering Type I X-ray bursts. The black line shows
the main reaction flow predicted by a simulation of a mixed H/He burst. The coloured
lines indicate the extent of the underlying reaction sequences on the nuclear chart and the
respective parts of the light curve that they drive are marked in the inset. See text for details.
Figure from [67]. ©IOP Publishing. Reproduced with permission. All rights reserved.

rates, ⟨p, γ⟩, using the principle of detailed balance [47]:

λ(γ,p) =
(2Jp + 1)Gf

Gi

(
µkBT

2πℏ2

) 3

2

exp
(

−Q(p,γ)

kBT

)

⟨p, γ⟩, (2.5)

where Gi and Gf denote the partition functions of the initial and the final nucleus, respec-
tively, µ is the reduced mass of a proton and the final nucleus (after photodisintegration),
Jp is the proton spin, T is the temperature, kB is the Boltzmann constant, ℏ is the reduced
Planck constant, and ⟨p, γ⟩ and Q(p,γ) denote the proton capture rate and Q-value, respec-
tively. At the typical proton densities and temperatures during an X-ray burst, the proton
capture rates are generally much higher than the competing β-decay and photodisintegration
rates, causing matter to be transferred upwards along an isotone5 to increasingly proton-rich
nuclei. As the proton drip line is approached, theQ(p,γ)-values decrease and the exponential
function in Eqn. 2.5 causes the inverse photodisintegration events to become increasingly
competitive with proton captures. Eventually, the photodisintegration rates become high
enough to hamper further forward flow through proton captures, resulting in a local (p,γ)-
(γ,p) equilibrium [51]. This forces the rp-process to proceed through a slow β-decay into

5An isotone refers to nuclides with identical neutron numberN but differing proton numbers Z and forms
a vertical line in the Segrè chart of nuclides (when plotting Z over N ).
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the next isotonic chain. There, the reaction flow can continue through rapid proton cap-
tures again. At typical X-ray burst conditions with temperatures of T ≈ 1GK, densities
of ρ ≈ 106 g/cm3 and an initial hydrogen mass fraction of XH ≈ 0.7, local equilibrium is
achieved if Q(p,γ) ≲ 1MeV [47, 67].

Nuclides with such a small positive or negativeQ(p,γ)-value and a long β-decay half-life
with respect to the overall burst duration can considerably delay the forward reaction flow
and act as so-called waiting points. In a typical mixed H/He burst, the first major waiting
point is given by 56Ni [73] (terrestrial half-life of t1/2 = 6.1 d). The reaction flow impedance
imposed by 56Ni reduces the nuclear energy generation rate and causes the temperature and
luminosity to peak, as indicated by the star in Fig. 2.5. Further rp-process waiting points
at higher masses (60Zn, 64Ge, 68Se and 72Kr) may subsequently delay the nuclear energy
release, resulting in a light curve with an extended cooling tail [111] (see e.g. the GS 1826-
24 burst light curve in Fig. 2.2).

The slow β-decay of a waiting point nucleus a can be bypassed through the sequential
two-proton capture reaction a(p, γ)b(p, γ)c [140]. At temperatures T ≲ 1.4GK, the net
forward reaction flow is then essentially determined by the rate for two-proton capture on
nucleus a [47]

⟨2p, γ⟩a =
2Gb

(2Jp + 1)Ga

(
2πℏ2

µkBT

) 3

2

exp
(
Qa(p,γ)

kBT

)

⟨p, γ⟩b , (2.6)

which depends linearly on the rate for proton capture on the intermediate nucleus, ⟨p, γ⟩b,
and exponentially on the Q-value for proton capture on the waiting point nucleus, Qa(p,γ).

A reliable determination of the rp-process path, and in extension the burst light curve
and the ash composition, requires accurate β-decay half-lives, and proton capture rates and
Q-values [32, 66]. The proton capture Q-values are fully determined by nuclear masses via
the relation

Q(p,γ) = m(A,Z) +mp −m(A+ 1, Z + 1), (2.7)

wherem(A,Z) denotes the mass of the nuclide with mass number A and proton number Z,
andmp denotes the mass of the proton. Due to the exponential dependence on the Q-value
in Eqn. 2.6, nuclear masses thus sensitively affect the rp-process flow near waiting point
nuclei. Consequentially, accurate mass values, especially near waiting points, are crucial
inputs for X-ray burst models [5, 31, 93]. Since masses enter Eqn.s 2.5 and 2.6 through a
Boltzmann factor, the required mass precision depends on the astrophysical temperatures.
At typical thermal energies of kBT ≈ 86 keV in an X-ray burst, masses should be measured
to a precision on the order of 10 keV to removemass-induced uncertainties from burst model
predictions [5].

Large efforts (see e.g. [137]) at rare isotope beam facilities have been devoted to con-
straining the relevant nuclear inputs for modelling the astrophysical rp-process. The β-
decay half-lives of the contributing nuclides have essentially all been measured [32]. Many
of the nuclear masses have been experimentally determined but some critical ones remain
to be measured or are not known accurately enough [51]. Direct measurements of reaction
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rates are particularly challenging since they often require higher beam intensities than cur-
rently available at rare isotope beam facilities [137]. Consequently, most proton capture
rates along the rp-process path have so far escaped direct measurements [32]. The upcom-
ing next-generation rare isotope beam facilities will substantially extend the experimental
reach [67]; but even then, many of the relevant capture rates will likely not be directly mea-
surable.

In the absence of direct measurements, capture rates have to be theoretically estimated.
Reaction rate estimates are typically performed using a statistical Hauser-Feshbach [141,
142] approach or a narrow-resonance approximation [143–145] . The widely used Hauser-
Feshbach calculations determine reaction rates as an average over many close-lying reaction
resonances. At temperatures above 1GK, this approach is valid for most nuclei along the
path of the rp-process [47]. However, for nuclei close to the proton drip line or near nu-
clear shell closures, the reaction cross sections may be dominated by only a few isolated
resonances, rendering the high-level density assumption of the Hauser-Feshbach approach
invalid [142, 143, 146]. In these cases, reaction rates are more appropriately approximated
as a sum over a few narrow resonances [147]:

⟨p, γ⟩ ∝
∑

j

(ωγ)j exp(−Ej/kT ), (2.8)

where Ej = Ex
j − Q is the energy of the resonance leading to the level with excitation

energy Ex
j in the compound nucleus. The resonance strengths ωγ are given by [147, 148]

ωγ =
2(J + 1)

(2Jp + 1)(2Jg + 1)

ΓpΓγ

Γp + Γγ

, (2.9)

where J is the resonance spin, Jg is the ground-state spin of the initial nucleus, Γp is the
proton partial width, Γγ is the γ partial width. Narrow-resonance rate estimates thus require
detailed knowledge of the spins, parities, level energies and partial widths of the contributing
states in the target nucleus [143]. This nuclear structure information is ideally obtained
through indirect measurements [149], or otherwise deduced from nuclear structure models,
typically the nuclear shell model (see e.g. [143]).

Through the exponential dependence on the resonance energiesEj , and thus theQ-value,
reaction rate estimates are also critically affected by nuclear masses and again mass uncer-
tainties of the order of 10 keV are desirable [5]. This is true for the Hauser-Feshbach [150,
section 5.4.2] as well as for the narrow-resonance formalism. In the latter case, the sensi-
tivity to nuclear masses is even stronger since the proton widths Γp in Eqn. 2.9 are also a
function of resonance energies Ej [5].

2.1.5 Nuclear uncertainties near the 60Zn rp-process waiting point
This thesis presents mass measurements of 60−63Ga that address nuclear uncertainties near
the important 60Zn waiting point. The rp-process flow in this region of the nuclear chart
is indicated in Fig. 2.6. At temperatures of T ≈ 1GK, the small proton capture Q-value
of 60Zn (Q(p,γ) = 250(40) keV [151]) induces a (p,γ)-(γ,p) equilibrium between 60Zn and
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and categorized it as one of only a few nuclear mass uncertainties that substantially affected
the model predictions for a typical mixed H/He burst. Due to the astrophysical importance
of the 61Ga mass and due to concerns about potentially underestimated systematic uncer-
tainties in earlier measurements, they strongly recommended a re-measurement of this mass
value.

Analogous to the secondary bypass of 56Ni via 57Zn [154] (see Fig. 2.6), the 60Zn wait-
ing point could, in principle, also be partially bypassed through the sequential two-proton
capture 59Zn(p, γ)60Ga(p, γ)61Ge. This hypothesis was first expressed by Blank et al. in
1995 [155]. In 2001, rp-process simulations based on a semi-empirical estimate of the 60Ga
mass indicated [156] that this branching only redirects a minor fraction of the reaction flow
around 60Zn. This indication was supported by a 2007 decay study [157] which found 61Ge
to undergo β-delayed proton emission leading to 60Zn with a branching ratio of at least
62(4)%. To definitively determine the strength of this branching, a robust determination of
the Q value for the 59Zn(p,γ) reaction [or equivalently of the one-proton separation energy
of 60Ga, Sp(

60Ga)] has been needed.

2.2 Nuclearmass and structure predictions for astrophysics

Despite extensive experimental efforts, many nuclear inputs of relevance to nucleosynthe-
sis models such as masses, half-lives and excitation energies are still unmeasured or not
constrained accurately enough by experiment. As we have seen in the previous sections,
many properties of the neutron-deficient nuclei along the rp-process path remain experimen-
tally unknown. Since the rapid neutron capture process (r-process) proceeds even further
from nuclear stability than the rp-process, involving many isotopes with particularly short
half-lives and low production yields, the lack of experimental data is even more severe on
the neutron-rich side of the nuclear chart. Nuclear theory is therefore essential to provide
accurate predictions of unmeasured masses and other nuclear properties for astrophysical
models.

The following sections review the most popular methods for mass predictions of rare
isotopes, with a focus on proton-rich nuclides along the rp-process path. Accurate mass
measurements of rare isotopes offer important benchmarks and add valuable anchor points
for the refinement of the various theoretical approaches. As a fundamental boundary of nu-
clear stability, the proton drip line offers particularly well-suited testing grounds for mass
prediction methods. The mass measurements presented in chapter 5 of this thesis constrain
the location of the proton drip line in the gallium isotope chain, allowing us to test the ex-
trapolation power of the various mass prediction methods discussed in the following. Sec-
tion 2.2.1 gives an overview over global mass models that enable mass predictions across
the entire nuclear chart. Local mass relations based on the symmetric structure of nuclides
along the N = Z line are discussed in section 2.2.2.

Relations describing the mass splitting of isobaric nuclides near the N = Z line are of
special interest since they further serve as sensitive probes of isospin-symmetry breaking and
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the nature of nucleon-nucleon interactions inside nuclei. Section 2.2.3 outlines how such
measures of the isobaric mass splitting enable the description of isospin-forbidden processes
within the nuclear shell model and extend our understanding of nuclear interactions.

2.2.1 Global mass models
Global nuclear mass models aim to describe all bound nuclei and are therefore the most
universal frameworks for predictions of masses and other nuclear properties. An inherent
advantage of such universal frameworks lies in the guaranteed consistency of the model pre-
dictions which prevents ambiguities that can arise when nuclear quantities of astrophysical
interest are deduced using nuclear structure inputs from different sources. The develop-
ment of nuclear mass models has been driven by an interplay between nuclear theory and
experiment. Therein, the continual increase of experimental data far from nuclear stability
provides testing grounds for current models, creates stimuli for their refinements and adds
anchor points to expand their extrapolation power. A comprehensive discussion of the wide
variety of available mass models can be found in [10]. Generally, global mass models are
based on one of the following approaches:

1. Macroscopic mass models aim to phenomenologically describe the bulk properties
of nuclei while neglecting a detailed description of the underlying nucleon-nucleon
interactions. The classic example is the Bethe-Weizsäcker mass formula [158, 159]
which models the nucleus as an incompressible, liquid drop and predicts its nuclear
binding energy as [160]

EB(A,Z) = avolA− asurA
2/3 − aC

Z(Z − 1)

A1/3
− asym

(A− 2Z)2

A
(2.10)

where the parameters avol, asur, aC and asym are typically determined by fits to experi-
mental data. The first and second term correspond to the volume and surface-tension
contributions to the energy of a spherical liquid drop, respectively. They are mani-
festations of the short-range character of the nuclear force and the essentially incom-
pressible nature of nuclear matter – a consequence of the Pauli principle. The third
term accounts for the reduced binding due to the Coulomb repulsion between protons.
The final term is based on the Pauli principle and accounts for the empirical fact that
large asymmetries in the proton and neutron numbers are energetically unfavourable.

Despite it’s simplicity, the Bethe-Weizäcker mass formula reproduces experimental
binding energies with surprising accuracy (relative deviations from experiment below
2% for A ≥ 50) and correctly predicts a number of nuclear phenomena such as the
curvature of the valley of β-stability and the parabolic form of the mass excesses
within an isobaric chain (the “mass parabola”). However, as seen in Fig. 2.7, the
formula fails to reproduce the binding energies of light nuclei and the exceptionally
strong binding of nuclei with specific proton and neutron numbers, the so-calledmagic
numbers which are associated with closed-shell nucleon configurations. While the
first of these two shortcomings can be remedied by inclusion of a surface symmetry
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ertheless, significant efforts have been directed at the development of microscopic
mass models since they are assumed to provide, at least in principle, higher extrapo-
lation power than more phenomenological approaches [170]. So far, predictions from
ab-initio theories [171, 172] that solve the nuclear many-body problem with realistic
nucleon-nucleon forces have either not shown the required accuracy for astrophysical
applications (δm ≤ 10–100 keV) or been computationally restricted to light nuclei.

To overcome these limitations and enable predictions for all bound nuclei, micro-
scopic mass models treat nucleons as the relevant degrees of freedom but use phe-
nomenological effective forces to approximate the interactions between them. These
effective forces contain microscopically-motivated phenomenological terms whose
parameters are adjusted in fits to experimental data. The so-called microscopic mass
models are therefore clearly not fully microscopic [10]. Once an effective force has
been specified, the nuclear many-body problem is solved non-relativistically in a
Hartree-Fock-Bogolyubov (HFB) variational approach, an extension of the Hartree-
Fock method with pairing correlations built into the trial wavefunctions [170]. The
most widely used effective interactions are non-relativistic, zero-range forces of
Skyrme type [173]; but, despite the higher computational costs, also non-relativistic,
finite-range forces of Gogny type [174] and relativistic forces [175] have been used
to construct mass models. With an effective force specified, the nuclear many-body
problem is solved by self-consistently minimizing the total energy functional of the
system in a variational mean-field approach [176]. In the latter, the many-body prob-
lem is effectively simplified to a single-particle problem by assuming that each nu-
cleon moves in a mean field created by all other nucleons.

The two microscopic mass models tested in this thesis are both based on Skyrme-type
forces and use the non-relativistic HFB variational approach [170]. The first model is
a mass table calculated [13, 177] using the HFB solver HFBTHO [178] and the SkM⋆

force [179]. The second model, dubbed HFB-30 [180], is a recent variant of a series
of Skyrme-HFB models optimized for astrophysical applications [181]. From HFB-9
on, the Skyrme forces underlying these models have not only been fitted to mass data
but also to calculations of the equation of state of pure neutron matter using realistic
nuclear forces. As a result, these microscopic models can in principle also provide
unified frameworks for predictions of the matter composition and the equations of
state throughout all layers of a neutron star [182]. Such predictions have in turn been
shown to rely on precise mass measurements of neutron-rich isotopes [183].

Empowered by advances in high-performance computing, microscopic models have
seen impressive progress over the last two decades and have started to reach similar
accuracy as microscopic-macroscopic models. This is evidenced by an RMS devia-
tion of ≈ 570 keV [180] between HFB-30 predictions and all measured masses (see
also [184]). These developments are of special interest to the astrophysics commu-
nity since the effective forces underlying microscopic mass models enable predictions
beyond ground-state properties such as level densities and β-decay strengths [181].
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2.2.2 Local mass predictions and the isobaric multiplet mass equation

With typical uncertainties of several 100 keV [169], mass predictions from global massmod-
els are oftentimes not accurate enough to eliminate mass-induced uncertainties from astro-
physical models. Local extrapolations of known masses can provide more accurate mass
estimates but are only applicable a few isotopes beyond experimentally explored territory.
For this reason, simulations of r-process nucleosynthesis are presently forced to rely almost
exclusively on inputs from global mass models. The situation is different on the neutron-
deficient side of the nuclear chart since many isotopes near the proton dripline have already
been studied experimentally. In this region, local mass extrapolations are powerful tools
to estimate nuclear masses for rp-process simulations, mappings of the proton dripline and
other nuclear structure applications.

Some local extrapolation methods such as the Audi-Wapstra systematics [185], the
Garvey-Kelson relations [186–188] and mass relations based on the residual proton-neutron
interaction [189–191] are applicable near all experimentally explored regions of the nuclear
chart. A different class of local extrapolation methods is founded on the concept of isospin
symmetry and can only be applied near theN = Z line. These methods are of special inter-
est to this thesis, as they enable particularly accurate mass estimates and provide sensitive
probes of nucleon-nucleon interactions.

Isospin symmetry is an approximate symmetry that ignores the Coulomb interaction,
and treats protons and neutrons as different states of the same particle: The nucleon with an
isospin of T = 1/2. Adopting the convention where the proton and the neutron carry isospin
projections Tz(p) = −1/2 and Tz(n) = +1/2, respectively, the total isospin projection of
a nucleus with N neutrons and Z protons is given by Tz = (N −Z)/2. Isospin follows the
same mathematical formalism as the intrinsic spin of a quantum particle.

Each nuclear state with isospin T is part of an isospin multiplet formed by 2T + 1 so-
called isobaric analogue states with the same mass number A, identical total angular mo-
mentum (also “nuclear spin”) J , same parity π and similar excitation energy. If isospin
was an exact symmetry, the isobaric analogue states in a multiplet would exhibit identical
masses and binding energies as hypothetically illustrated in Fig. 2.9 a).

However, as a result of the different masses and electric charges of u and d quarks,
isospin symmetry is broken by three distinct effects [25]: (1) the Coulomb interaction
which only affects the protons, (2) the neutron-proton mass difference ((mn −mp)/mp ≈
0.14% [192]), and (3) the charge dependence (i.e. isospin nonconservation) of nuclear
forces. Although the Coulomb interaction is by far the most dominant symmetry-breaking
contribution, the much smaller isospin-nonconserving (INC) forces of nuclear origin can
also not be neglected in certain applications, as will be discussed in the subsequent section.
The symmetry breaking lifts the mass degeneracy of isobaric analogue states (see Fig. 2.9
b)) and causes them to contain small admixtures of states with different isospin. Fortunately,
in most multiplets, such isospin mixing is sufficiently small for T and Tz to remain useful
quantum numbers.

The binding energies EB and mass excesses ME of two mirror nuclei in a multiplet
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T and other quantum numbers α through a quadratic function of their isospin projection Tz:

ME(α, T, Tz) = a(α, T ) + b(α, T )Tz + c(α, T )T 2
z , (2.13)

where the coefficients a, b and c are either theoretically predicted or deduced from fits to ex-
perimental data (see e.g. the dotted lines in Fig. 2.9).The IMME can enable mass predictions
of proton-rich nuclides near theN = Z line with an accuracy down to a few 10 keV [203]. It
has further been used to predict level energies as well as nuclear spins and parities of excited
isobaric analogue states [204–206].

The Tz and T 2
z terms in Eqn. 2.13 depend on the isovector and isotensor parts of the

INC nuclear Hamiltonian, respectively [193]. Extensive experimental work has been dedi-
cated to test the validity of the quadratic form of the IMME. Most of these tests confirmed
its validity [207–209] but in a few multiplets a need for cubic or quartic terms in Tz, was
found [210–212]. These higher-order correction terms are thought to arise from isospin
mixing [203, 213], three- or higher-body components in the nuclear interaction [193, 202],
or density-dependent INC terms in the nuclear Hamiltonian [214]. The IMME can therefore
serve as a probe of the fundamental nature of nuclear forces. It also plays an important role
in the construction of isospin-nonconserving nuclear forces for shell-model predictions of
nuclear structure properties, as will be detailed in the following section.

2.2.3 The shell model and isospin-nonconserving interactions

The nuclear shell model is one of the most successful tools for nuclear structure predic-
tions. The model was conceived independently by Maria Goeppert-Mayer and Hans Jensen
in 1949 in close analogy to the atomic shell model. The most striking feature of the nu-
clear shell model is that it correctly reproduces the exceptionally high binding energies of
nuclei with magic neutron or proton numbers (see Fig 2.7). In contrast to many global mass
models, it not only predicts ground-state properties but also provides detailed information of
excited states. Among other applications, it can therefore yield crucial ingredients for reac-
tion rate calculations based on the narrow-resonance formalism such as excitation energies,
nuclear spins J , proton partial widths Γp and γ partial widths Γγ (see section 2.1.4) and has
been used to predict various thermonuclear reaction rates of relevance for rp-process sim-
ulations [143, 144, 204, 206, 215, 216]. Before discussing the role of INC interactions in
shell-model calculations, a brief account of the central features of the shell model is given.
For comprehensive reviews, the reader is referred to [217] and [218].

In its most basic form, the shell model treats each nucleon as moving independently un-
der the influence of a spherically symmetric mean-field potential U(r) jointly created by all
nucleons. Assuming a two-body-type nucleon-nucleon interaction V , the full Hamiltonian
of the nuclear many-body problem,

H =
A∑

i

Ki +
A∑

i>j

V (r⃗i − r⃗j), (2.14)
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is then approximated as

H =
A∑

i

(Ki + U(ri))

︸ ︷︷ ︸

H0

+
A∑

i>j

V (r⃗i − r⃗j)−
A∑

i

U(ri)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Vres

≈
A∑

i

(Ki + U(ri)), (2.15)

where r⃗i and Ki denote the position vector and the kinetic energy of the i-th nucleon, re-
spectively. This approximation effectively reduces the nuclear many-body problem to a set
of single-particle problems. Solving the single-particle Schrödinger equation H0ψ = εiψ,
results in a set of single-particle orbitals with an associated spectrum of single-particle ener-
gies εi. The full nuclear wavefunction is then given by the Slater determinant of the single-
particle wavefunctions. Due to the Pauli principle, each orbital can only hold a finite number
of fermionic nucleons that therefore successively populate higher-energy orbitals. The har-
monic oscillator potential UHO(r) = mω2r2/2 with nucleon massm and angular frequency
ω is a popular ansatz for the mean-field potential but, taken alone, it fails to reproduce the
magic nucleon numbers [see leftmost level scheme in Fig. 2.10 a)].

A more appropriate description is obtained by additionally including a centrifugal term
with a quadratic angular moment operator l̂2 and a spin-orbit coupling term l⃗ · s⃗. The single-
particle energies then form the rightmost level scheme shown in Fig. 2.10 (a) and each level
is (2j + 1)-fold degenerate (with j being the respective total angular momentum quantum
number). The centrifugal and the spin-orbit coupling terms in the average potential break the
equidistant spacing and the degeneracy of the harmonic oscillator levels and cause orbitals
to form clusters known as the (major) shells. The increased energy spacings between these
clusters, also known as the shell gaps, are found at the magic nucleon numbers. As a direct
consequence, this independent-particle variant of the shell model correctly describes the
outstanding stability of nuclei with magic proton or neutron configurations. For nuclei that
deviate from a magic configuration by no more than one nucleon, the model also correctly
predicts other nuclear properties such as spins and parities [219].

For nuclei that differ from a closed-shell configuration by more than one nucleon, the
residual interactionVres =

∑

i(Vi−U(ri)) between the valence nucleons becomes important.
It leads to a mixing of different single-particle configurations and shifts the single-particle
energies relative to each other. Within the interacting shell model, residual interactions are
treated as particle-hole excitations across the Fermi surface [217]. They enter the nuclear
Hamiltonian in the form of two-body matrix elements. The many-body problem then con-
sists in diagonalizing the full Hamiltonian H = H0 + Vres in a basis of the eigenstates of
the independent-particle Hamiltonian H0. However, the matrix size and the computation
time grow rapidly with the number of contributing orbitals [220]; shell-model calculations
of all but the lightest nuclei are therefore performed in a truncated model space that only
permits interactions between nucleons in a few valence orbitals, while higher- and lower-
lying orbitals are considered inert and not included in the diagonalization (see Fig. 2.10
b). To correctly reproduce a subset of the eigenvalues of the full Hamiltonian, calculations
in the model space have to be performed using an effective Hamiltonian Heff that absorbs
the excluded interactions with nucleons in core orbitals as well as three- and higher-body
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shell-model Hamiltonians with INC terms of nuclear as well as Coulomb origin [27]. Their
procedure to obtain the charge-dependent (or INC) Hamiltonians involved adding empirical
INC forces as perturbations to an isospin-conserving Hamiltonian. The strength parame-
ters of the INC terms were adjusted in fits to experimental b and c coefficients. The INC
forces deduced by Ormand and Brown have been widely used to model isospin-forbidden
processes, particularly in sd-shell nuclei [195, 204, 231]. Motivated by the increase in
computational power and the much expanded experimental data, Lam et al. presented
an updated version of Brown and Ormand’s charge-dependent sd-shell Hamiltonian [28].
While this Hamiltonian has enabled precise predictions of excitation energies, it only poorly
matches the experimental ground-state binding energies [223]. This shortcoming has re-
cently been addressed through the development of a new set of effective INC Hamiltonians
for the sd-shell. Instead of posthumously applying INC corrections to a pre-determined
isospin-conserving Hamiltonian, these Hamiltonians were based on a consistent adjustment
of isospin-conserving and charge-dependent terms [223, 232]. One of these Hamiltoni-
ans produced the remarkable agreement between experimental and theoretical c coefficients
seen in Fig. 2.11.

Similarly well adjusted shell-model frameworks for the pf shell are actively being pur-
sued [232] but not available yet. This is due both to the limited availability of experimental
binding and excitation energy data in this region and to the computational complexity aris-
ing from the significant size of the pf -shell valence space. Although Ormand and Brown
also presented an INC Hamiltonian for the pf shell, this framework is likely less well-tuned
since the lack of experimental data prevented a local fit to c coefficients.

The role of charge-dependent nuclear forces in the pf shell has been debated in the lit-
erature. Studies of Coulomb energy differences, i.e. the shifts between excitation energies
of isobaric analogue states have indicated that isospin-symmetry breaking of nuclear in-
teractions is indispensable to explain the Coulomb energy differences in the f7/2 shell but
becomes less critical towards the upper pf -shell region [200, 233, 234]. Other work [235]
has challenged this assertion and suggested nuclear INC forces to have a universal strength
across the entire pf shell. More binding and excitation energy data is required to resolve
these questions [201]. Microscopic INC shell-model Hamiltonians deduced from realistic
nucleon-nucleon interactions could greatly help to clarify the roles of the different sources
of isospin-symmetry breaking. However, microscopic frameworks have so far failed to de-
scribe the experimental binding energy differences of isobaric analogue states [236–238].
Empirical interactions therefore continue to be the tools of choice for shell-model studies of
isospin-mixing and isospin-forbidden processes.

Experimental data on T = 1/2 and T = 1 multiplets are also important for adjust-
ments of effective forces for mean-field calculations (such as those performed within the
microscopic mass models mentioned in section 2.2.1). This was demonstrated in a recent
study on isospin-nonconservation in the masses of nuclei along the N = Z line [239]. In
that study, the inclusion of empirical INC terms with only two fit parameters enabled a cor-
rect reproduction of the experimental mirror and triplet displacement energies (equivalent
to IMME b and c coefficients, respectively). These results are in line with the earlier find-
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ings of shell-model studies and highlight the universal relevance of INC forces in effective
nuclear interactions [239].

In aggregate, all these results point to the importance of high-quality experimental data
on isobaric analogue states both to test and construct INC forces for studies of isospin-
forbidden processes. The most recent comprehensive evaluations of experimental data on
isobaric analogue states and the associated IMME coefficients were given by Lam et al. in
2013 [193] and by MacCormick et al. in 2014 [203]. Due to a lack of experimental data, the
T = 1 isospin triplets evaluated in these studies only extended up to A = 58. Additional
experimental data at higher masses is needed to test the importance of INC forces in the
upper pf shell and, if necessary, to re-tune the associated strength parameters [240]. A
well-adjusted empirical INC Hamiltonian for the pf shell would be of relevance both to
nuclear structure as well as nuclear astrophysics. The first direct mass measurement of 60Ga
presented in chapter 5 allows us to re-evaluate and extend the T = 1 IMME coefficients
in the pf shell. The obtained trends are compared to shell-model predictions obtained with
a charge-dependent version of the GXPF1A Hamiltonian [241] with INC terms from the
early work by Ormand and Brown [27, 228]. Details of the evaluation procedure and the
emerging trends in the IMME coefficients are discussed in chapter 5.4.2.



Chapter 3

Fundamentals of mass spectrometry of
rare isotopes

Through the binding energy, the mass of a nucleus provides a sensitive measure of the inter-
actions between its constituent nucleons. In experimental practice, the atomic mass is, how-
ever, often the more convenient quantity as most precision mass measurements have so far
been performed on singly charged atomic ions rather than bare nuclei [242]. In these cases,
the measured atomic (or rather ionic) mass is readily converted into the nuclear mass by
correcting for the mass and the atomic binding energy of the bound electrons (see e.g. [151]
for details). To access the valuable nuclear structure information decoded in the masses
of nuclei far from stability, a range of complementary techniques have been developed for
mass spectrometry of rare isotopes. These mass measurement techniques can be subdivided
into direct and indirect methods.

Indirect mass measurements are based on measuring the Q-values for nuclear reactions
or decays, i.e. the mass difference between the initial and the final states involved in the
process. Assuming the energies of all other contributing states are known, the mass of a
nuclide partaking in a reaction can be reconstructed from the measured Q-value [152]. In-
direct mass determinations can provide high-precision mass determinations [243] but may
be prone to systematic mass shifts [244]. This is particularly true for cases where excited
nuclear states are involved and the relevant level structure information is limited, or when
the reaction kinematics become ambiguous [245]. Such complications may, for example, be
encountered in studies of β-decays, where the energy released in the reaction is distributed
among three reaction products (the daughter nuclide, a β-particle and a (anti)neutrino). In
this case, the reactionQ-value has to be deduced in a detector-response-corrected extrapola-
tion [246] of the measured β-particle energy spectrum to the zero-crossing of the underlying
energy distribution, the so-called β-endpoint energy. In multiple instances, such mass deter-
minations have shown substantial deviations of several 100 keV from the mass values later
accepted in the literature [244, 247–250].

Direct mass measurements are based on probing the motion of ions under the influence
of well-controlled electromagnetic fields. Since the equations of motion in such fields de-
pend on the ions’ mass-to-charge ratios and the electromagnetic field strength along the

33
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ion path, these techniques provide direct access to the ions’ inertial mass. While the ion
charge is usually known upfront or straightforward to determine due to its discrete nature,
the strength of the electromagnetic fields must be precisely determined through calibration
measurements with reference ions of well-known mass. The mass of the ions of interest is
then measured in relation to the mass of the reference ions and oftentimes expressed as a ra-
tio or a difference of the respective mass-to-charge ratios [152]. Generally, the measurement
precision increases with the time over which the ions are stored inside the electromagnetic
fields. The ion storage can be realized at a wide range of length and energy scales. In storage
rings and MR-TOF-MS the ions are guided onto closed macroscopic orbits with respective
revolution path lengths of ≈ 100m [251] and ≈ 1m [252] and typical kinetic energies of
several 100MeV/u [253] and a few keV [254], respectively. In Penning traps, the ions
are restricted to microscopic trajectories with motional amplitudes below 1mm [255] and
kinetic energies of less than a few eV [58]. Combining particle storage in well-controlled en-
vironments with single-ion-sensitive detection schemes, direct mass measurements enable
high-precision and high-accuracy determinations of the masses of rare isotopes [1].

A few words should be devoted to the general conventions adopted to report mass mea-
surements for nuclear science. Experimental mass results are usually tabulated [152] as
atomic mass values m in units of the unified atomic mass unit1 u, or as (atomic) mass ex-
cesses

ME(A,Z) = m(A,Z)− A u, (3.1)

in units of keV. Note that, exploiting Einstein’s mass-energy equivalence, the term 1/c2 has
been omitted in the unit of the mass excess value. This shorthand notation is commonly
used in the particle and nuclear physics communities and will also be followed throughout
this thesis.

This chapter focuses on direct techniques for mass measurements of rare isotopes. The
first challenge in realizing such measurements is oftentimes the production of the nuclides
of interest. To provide the necessary context, section 3.1 thus first introduces the primary
methods for production and separation of rare isotopes. Subsequently, the different tech-
niques used for direct mass measurements in storage rings (section 3.2), in Penning traps
(section 3.3) and in multiple-reflection time-of-flight mass spectrometers (section 3.4) are
reviewed. Section 3.5 concludes the chapter with a direct comparison of the different tech-
niques.

3.1 Production and separation of rare isotopes
Over the last decades rare isotope science has primarily been driven by two complementary
approaches of producing rare isotope beams (RIBs) [15], namely the in-flight separation
method and the isotope separation on-line (ISOL) method. Both techniques are based on
bombarding production targets with energetic ion beams to induce nuclear reactions that
can synthesize radioisotopes far from stability. These primary beams have to be generated

11 u is defined as 1/12 of the mass of an isolated, neutral 12C atom.
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by large particle accelerators which form the core of every RIB facility. Since the radiation
background induced by the reactions in the target area (up to ≈ 15TBq for ISOL targets at
TRIUMF [256]) is too high for most experiments, the isotopes of interest are formed into
secondary ion beams (the RIBs) and delivered to separate experimental areas, usually lo-
cated at a distance of more than 10m from the radiation-shielded production region. The
production and study of isotopes farther from nuclear stability becomes increasingly chal-
lenging, since, generally, both the production cross sections and the decay half-lives drop as
one moves closer to the limits of nuclear stability. At the time of writing, more than 3000 of
the about 7000 particle-bound isotopes assumed to exist [13] across the nuclear chart have
been produced and identified at RIB facilities [16].

The in-flight separation method

In the in-flight separation method [257], a heavy ion beam (e.g. 84Kr, 132Xe or 238U) [258] is
accelerated to very high energies (≈ 50MeV/u – 2GeV/u) and impinged onto a production
target, thus triggering projectile fragmentation and induced fission reactions that generate
a wide array of radioisotopes. The target is thin (typical areal density ∼ 1 g/cm2 [259]),
in the sense that it cannot stop the recoiling reaction products. Instead, the high projectile
momenta cause the reaction products to be forward scattered out of the target. With suitable
ion optics, nearly 100% of the highly ionized reaction products can be collected [257] and
shaped into a secondary beam. Before the beam is delivered to experimental setups, unre-
acted primary beam particles and undesired reaction products are suppressed in a fragment
separator, resulting in a purified rare isotope beam. The isotopic separation [258] is based
on the mass-to-charge ratio dependence of the particles’ magnetic rigidity Bρ in bending
magnets and the element-specific energy loss ∆E in an energy degrader.

A principal advantage of the in-flight method is that the rare isotope beam formation
proceeds independent of the chemical properties of the isotopes of interest [257] as the rela-
tivistic reaction products are not stopped inside the target. The minimal half-life of the iso-
topes accessible at an in-flight facility is dictated by their flight time through the fragment
separator and lies on the order of only 100 ns. Since the produced nuclides emerge from the
target at typically ≈ 90% of the primary beam energy [257], a post-acceleration of the rare
isotopes is generally not necessary. This makes the method well-suited for high-energy stud-
ies (> 100MeV/u) of rare isotopes with half-lives down into the µs-range [260]. However,
the inherent momentum spread arising from the reaction kinematics results in secondary
beams of poor beam quality, with transverse emittances of ϵ⊥ ∼ 40 πmmmrad [258, 261]
and longitudinal momentum spreads of several percent [257]. The delivery of these beams
to experiments at low energies (<15MeV/u), requires complex preparation steps, such as
the capture in a gas stopping cell, cooling for phase space reduction and post-acceleration
to the desired energy [262]. These steps involve considerable efficiency losses [263, 264]
and typically take several 10ms [265], resulting in prohibitive decay losses for isotopes
with half-lives below 20ms. Nevertheless, the in-flight technique remains the production
method of choice for the discovery of new isotopes and studies of extremely exotic nuclides
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with sub-ms half-lives. As such, it is presently used at a number of RIB facilities [15],
including GSI [266], NSCL [267] and RIKEN [268], and will see continued usage in the
next-generation facilities FAIR [269] and FRIB [270].

The ISOL method

In the isotope separation on-line (ISOL) method [271] a thick target of a high-Z material is
bombarded with an intense (≈ 1–100µA), high-energy (∼ 100MeV/u) beam of light ions,
generating radioisotopes in fission, spallation and fragmentation reactions. Due to the target
thickness (∼ 10–100 g/cm2 [272]) and the reaction kinematics, the generated nuclides are
stopped inside the target and neutralize. For delivery to experiments, they are extracted from
the target, ionized by a surface, laser or plasma ion source, re-accelerated and magnetically
mass separated to form a secondary beam.

The resulting rare isotope beams exhibit a high beam quality with transverse emittances
of ϵ⊥ ≈ 10 πmmmrad and beam energies of ≤ 10 keV [273]. Thus, they can be directly
delivered to low-energy experiments. This makes the ISOL method particularly attractive
for precision measurements with stopped beams, such as ion-trap-based mass spectrometry.
The needs of experiments at energies ≥ 60 keV are met via post-acceleration. The yields
of isotopes produced with the ISOL method depend not only on the in-target production
cross sections, but also on the diffusion through the target and the desorption from its sur-
face [274]. To quicken these processes, the target is heated to temperatures on the order of
2000 ◦C. Typical release times range from a fewmilliseconds in ideal cases tomultiple hours
for non-volatile elements such as the refractory metals. As a result, the latter have remained
largely inaccessible at ISOL facilities. For the many elements with suitable release proper-
ties, however, the ISOL method can provide some of the most intense rare isotope beams
available today [275]. These benefits are presently being exploited at a number of ISOL
facilities around the world [15], such as CERN-ISOLDE [276], SPIRAL1 [277] at GANIL
and ISAC [275] at TRIUMF. To meet the increasing demand for rare isotope beams, the
former is presently undergoing the HIE-ISOLDE upgrade [278] and the latter two will soon
get expanded by the upcoming SPIRAL2 [279] and ARIEL [280] facilities, respectively.

3.2 Storage ring mass spectrometry
Heavy-ion storage rings provide a versatile tool [281–283] for mass spectrometry and half-
life measurements with rare isotope beams. Able to store and optionally cool relativistic
beams of highly charged ion, they are well-suited to couple directly to a fragment separator.
It is therefore not suprising that all storage rings presently operated with radioactive beams
are found at in-flight facilities, namely the Experimental Storage Ring (ESR) [251] at GSI,
the experimental Cooler Storage Ring (CSRe) [284] at the Institue of Modern Physics (IMP)
in Lanzhou and the Rare-RI Ring (R3) [285] at RIKEN.However, efforts are underway [286]
to add the first storage ring to an ISOL facility. Allowing to guide radioactive ion beams
many times through a gaseous target, storage rings also have large potential for measuring
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nuclear reactions of astrophysical relevance [287, 288]. They can further act as preparation
stages for precision experiments with stable highly-charged ions at rest, as foreseen at the
HITRAP facility [289] at GSI. The following will only focus on the basic principles of mass
measurements with storage rings.

Storage ringmass spectrometry relies on the fact that the revolution frequency ν of an ion
circulating at a velocity v depends on its mass-to-charge ratio m

q
. The revolution frequency

in a storage ring can be shown to obey the following differential relationship [290]:

∆ν

ν
= − 1

γ2t

∆(m/q)

(m/q)
+

(

1− γ2

γ2t

)
∆v

v
, (3.2)

where γ = (1 − (v/c)2)−
1

2 is the Lorentz factor, v is the particle velocity and γt is an ion-
optical parameter, referred to as the transition point. A direct proportionality between the
revolution frequency and the mass-to-charge ratio of stored ions is obtained by making the
second term in Eqn. 3.2 negligible. This can be achieved in the following two ways:

1. Schottky mass spectrometry (SMS): This method [291] relies on minimizing the
beam velocity spread via electron cooling: ∆v

v
→ 0. To this end, a cold electron

beam is accelerated to the nominal ion beam energy and merged with the ion beam
over a straight subsection of the ring, as indicated on the left in Fig. 3.1. In the centre-
of-mass frame, the ions are thus subjected to a cold electron plasma that sympathet-
ically cools them through Coulomb interactions. As a result, both the longitudinal
and the transversal ion velocity spread are gradually compressed [292]. A more de-
tailed description of the electron cooling mechanism can be found in section 6.2, or
in Ref. [293] along with technical details of electron coolers. Electron cooling can re-
duce the beam’s velocity spread from typically a few percent after fragment separation
to ∆v

v
< 1× 10−6 [283, 294].

The revolving ions are non-destructively detected by recording the current induced on
a pair of pick-up electrodes placed around the beam path. The pick-up signals exhibit
periodic fluctuations due to the beam’s non-uniform line charge density arising from
the discrete number of stored ions. By amplifying and Fourier analyzing this so-
called Schottky noise [295] over many thousand revolutions, one obtains a revolution
frequency spectrum with up to single-ion sensitivity [296].

Using simultaneously stored ion species of well-known mass as calibrants, the spec-
trum can be used for precise mass determinations with mass uncertainties down to
δm
m

≈ 1×10−7 and mass resolving powers2 approachingR = m
∆m

= 1000 000 [294].
A drawback of Schottkymass spectrometry is the long duration of the cooling process,
which usually takes 1–10 s [281, 290], even when combining electron cooling with
stochastic pre-cooling [297]. As a result, the technique is not applicable to short-lived
nuclides with half-lives < 1 s.

2The resolving power quantifies a spectrometers capability to distinguish two close-lying peaks. Following
the most common convention used in mass spectrometry, throughout this thesis, the smallest discernible mass
difference∆m is taken as the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of a peak. The ability to resolve two peaks
not only depends on their spacing but also on other factors including their amplitude ratio and their shapes.
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it enables mass measurements of nuclides as short-lived as a few 10µs. Typically,
relative mass uncertainties of δm

m
≈ 106−107 and resolving powers ofR ≈ 100 000−

200 000 are achieved [283]. As an example, IMS at the CSRe provided the first direct
mass measurement of 65As [299] with a mass uncertainty of 85 keV, thus constraining
the rp process flow near the 64Ge waiting point.

Over the last decade, the introduction of resonant pick-up cavities [296] has greatly
improved the speed and sensitvity of Schottky pick-up detection, thus enabling precise
revolution frequency measurements of single ions within only a few 10ms. The im-
proved pick-up detection facilitates Schottky mass spectrometry of uncooled beams
in an isochronously-tuned storage ring. This hybrid-approach holds prospects for
high-resolution mass measurements of isotopes with half-lives> 10ms [294] but still
requires more experimental exploration.

3.3 Penning trap mass spectrometry

Developed by Hans Dehmelt in the 1950s based on early ideas by Michel Penning [300]
and John R. Pierce [301] and recognized with the 1989 Nobel Prize in Physics, Penning
traps have developed into the most accurate mass spectrometers available at present. As
such they are used for ultra-high precision ( δm

m
< 10−10) tests of fundamental physics with

stable nuclides [1, 3, 302]. Enabling mass measurements of short-lived isotopes with half-
lives below 100ms at 10 ppb-level accuracy [1], they have also emerged as an indispensable
tool for studies with rare isotopes [302, 303] and have been installed at almost every major
radioactive beam facility [3].

Penning traps combine a strong magnetic field with a weak electrostatic field to confine
ions to a small volume in space, typically much below 1 cm3. The ion confinement to such a
small volume offers a number of advantages. It allows to engineer the electric and magnetic
fields probed by trapped ions to extreme levels of precision and stability. By creating an ultra
high vacuum in the trapping region, ions can be confined in a well-controlled environment
over extended periods of time (from seconds up to more than a year in extreme cases [304]).
The result is a near-ideal setup for precision measurements on single particles.

An additional advantage of Penning traps is their conceptual simplicity. With an appro-
priately shaped electrostatic field, the motion of a single ion in a Penning trap is described
by a small set of analytical equations, as will be detailed in section 3.3.1. Experimenters
have exploited the simplicity of the equations of motion to develop powerful techniques to
manipulate and probe the microscopic motions of trapped ions. These techniques form the
basis of Penning trap mass spectrometry.

A complication of precision measurements in ion traps lies in the fact that the rare iso-
topes have to be brought to kinetic energies of no more than a few 10 eV [1, 65]. Even
for ISOL beams with typical transport energies of several 10 keV, the efficient transport of
rare isotopes into ion traps therefore requires elaborate preparation steps for deceleration,
bunching and phase-space cooling. Introducing additional ion losses and delaying the time
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between isotope production and measurement, these preparations can hamper or prohibit
studies of particularly short-lived or rare isotopes. Some of the typical preparation stages
are described in chapter 4 in the context of the TITAN ion trapping facility.

All variants of Penning trap mass spectrometry are based on determining the true cy-
clotron frequency

νc =
1

2π

q

m
B (3.3)

of an ion with charge q and massm circulating in a strong, homogeneous magnetic field. To
accurately extract an ion’s mass from its true cyclotron frequency, one needs exact knowl-
edge of themagnetic field strengthB. The latter is calibrated bymeasuring the true cyclotron
frequency νc,ref of reference ions with a well-known massmref and charge qref. The mass of
the ion of interest is then obtained from the following frequency ratio:

r =
νc,ref

νc
=
qref

q

m

mref
(3.4)

After a brief theoretical account of the ion motion in a Penning trap in section 3.3.1, the
principal ion manipulation and frequency detection schemes of relevance to nuclear mass
measurements are discussed in sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3, respectively.

3.3.1 Confinement and motion of ions in an ideal Penning trap

Consider a single ion of charge q and mass m moving in a perfect vacuum. Subjecting the
ion to a uniform magnetic field of the form B⃗ = Be⃗z will cause it to circulate around the
field lines at the true (angular) cyclotron frequency

ωc = 2π νc =
q

m
B (3.5)

and thus confine it radially. To trap the ion in all three dimensions, an axially-confining
electric potential is superimposed upon the magnetic field. The most simple axisymmetric
configuration that achieves this [305] is a quadrupolar potential of the form

ϕ(r, z) =
V0

2d2

(

z2 − r2

2

)

, (3.6)

where we have adopted cylindrical coordinates (r, φ, z). Such a potential can be created
by a set of three electrodes whose shapes follow hyperboloids of revolution around the z-
axis: a central “ring” electrode biased to a potential V0 with respect to the two “end-caps”.
This type of electrode geometry is shown in Fig. 3.2 a) and characterized by the single
parameter d2 = 1

2
(z20 +

r2
0

2
). Near the trap’s symmetry axis, a quadrupole potential can also

be well approximated by a set of cylindrical trap electrodes with well-chosen length ratios,
the electrode geometry of such a cylindrical Penning trap is shown in Fig. 3.2 b).

The quadrupole potential from Eqn. 3.6 gives rise to the following electric field compo-
nents:

Ez =
V0z

d2
and E⃗r = −V0r

2d2
e⃗r. (3.7)
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They can further be shown to obey the following relations [308]:

ωc = ω+ + ω− (3.12)
ω2
c = ω2

+ + ω2
− + ω2

z , (3.13)

the second of which is also referred to as the Brown-Gabrielse invariance theorem [308].
These relations have important implications for precision mass measurements in Penning
traps. They imply that, although the true cyclotron frequency ωc cannot be directly mea-
sured, it can still be determined by measuring individual eigenfrequencies or combinations
thereof. How exactly these relations are exploited for precisionmassmeasurements of short-
lived isotopes will be detailed further below.

The real Penning trap

Many of the idealized assumptions underlying the above treatment are, at least to a small
degree, violated in real Penning traps.

For example, the exact creation of the potential in Eqn. 3.6 would require hyperbolically-
shaped electrodes of infinite extension. Field imperfections introduced by the finite elec-
trode size can, however, be compensated by introducing additional correction electrodes.
Moreover, many contemporary Penning traps consist of easier-to-machine cylindrical elec-
trodes, as schematically shown in Fig. 3.2. With a sufficient number of correction electrodes,
these configurations can still closely approximate the ideal quadrupole potential near the trap
centre [308].

Other imperfections of real Penning traps include spatial inhomogeneities and tempo-
ral fluctuations of the magnetic field, mechanical imperfections in the electrode surfaces,
misalignment between the electrode structure and the magnetic field axis, and Coulomb
interactions among multiple stored ions. If uncompensated, all these effects may induce
systematic shifts of the measured eigenfrequencies, and thus negatively affect a mass mea-
surement. Detailed evaluations of how such systematic effects impact mass measurements
with TITAN’s precision Penning trap have been presented in [309, 310].

An important foundation of Penning trapmass spectrometry is the fact that both Eqn. 3.12
and 3.13 are to first order unaffected by small trap misalignment and anharmonic distortions
in the axial trap potential [308, 311]. Penning trap mass measurements of rare isotopes are
based on Eqn. 3.12 which enables mass determinations with uncertainties down to a few
parts in 1010 [3, 311]. Mass measurements with even higher accuracy are presently only
achievable with stable or long-lived nuclides (T1/2 ≳ 1 h) and rely on the Brown-Gabrielse
invariance theorem [311] (Eqn. 3.13).

3.3.2 Radiofrequency excitation of ion motions

Precision measurements in Penning traps require fine control over the motion of trapped
ions. This can be achieved by creating radiofrequency (RF) fields inside the trap [312]. To
this end, the static electrode voltages for trapping are mixed with oscillating voltages of the
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b) Dipole excitation at ωRF = ω+

+VRF

-VRF

r0

a) Creation of dipole fields

Figure 3.3. Dipole RF excitation of an ion stored in a Penning trap: a) Applying an alter-
nating voltage VRF(t) = VRF,0 cos(ωRFt+ ϕRF) with the indicated polarities to the segments
of an azimuthally-split ring electrode creates a dipole RF field near the trap centre. b) Tra-
jectory of an ion (blue line) under dipole excitation at ωRF = ω+. The resonant excitation
gradually increases the amplitude of the reduced cyclotron motion while leaving the under-
lying magnetron orbit (solid red line) on its initial trajectory (dashed red line).

form
VRF(t) = VRF,0 cos(ωRFt+ ϕRF). (3.14)

An RF field applied at an eigenfrequency, or at sums or differences of eigenfrequencies can
resonantly transfer energy into the ion motion. Hence, these ion manipulations are referred
to as RF excitations.

Dipole excitations

Dipole RF excitations provide control over the amplitude of individual eigenmotions [1].
They are regularly used to centre ions in the trap or to remove contaminant ions [1, 313].

To manipulate the radial eigenmotions, one of the trap electrodes (usually the ring elec-
trode) is azimuthally split into four (or more) segments. Applying the alternating voltage
VRF(t) with a 180◦ phase shift to two opposing electrodes, as indicated in Fig. 3.3 a), creates
a dipolar RF field near the trap centre and induces a periodic force on the ion [1]:

Fy = qEy = q
Vr,0

r
cos(ωRFt+ ϕRF), (3.15)

where Vr,0 is the RF amplitude at a distance r from the trap centre. When the frequency of
the RF drive ωRF matches one of the radial eigenfrequencies, the respective eigenmotion is
either resonantly excited or damped, depending on the relative phase between the RF field
and the ion motion.
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b) Quadrupole excitation at ωRF = ωca) Creation of quadrupole fields

r0

+VRF

-VRF

+VRF

-VRF

Figure 3.4. Quadrupole excitation of an ion stored in a Penning trap: a) Applying an alter-
nating voltage VRF(t) = VRF,0 cos(ωRFt+ϕRF)with the shown polarities to the segments of a
four-fold split electrode creates a quadrupole RF field near the trap centre. b) Trajectory of
an ion (blue line) under quadrupole excitation at ωRF = ω++ω− = ωc. The excitation grad-
ually converts the initial pure magnetron motion (dashed red line) into reduced cyclotron
motion, causing a widening of the reduced cyclotron orbit while decreasing the magnetron
amplitude (solid red line).

Since the amplitude of the reduced cyclotron motion grows with increasing energy, an
excitation at ωRF = ω+ can be used to gradually widen the cyclotron orbit [see Fig. 3.3
b)], eventually leading to ion loss against an electrode surface. By exploiting the mass
dependence of ω+, such dipole excitations can be used to selectively remove unwanted ion
species from the trap [1, 313].

Quadrupole excitations

Quadrupole excitations are used to couple the different eigenmotions of an ion [1]. They
form the basis for multiple of the mass measurement schemes described in the next section
and are also of relevance for buffer-gas cooling in Penning traps [314].

Applying the alternating voltage VRF from Eqn. 3.14 with opposite polarity to neighbor-
ing segments of a fourfold-split ring electrode, as shown in Fig. 3.4 a), creates a quadrupole
RF field near the trap centre and exerts the following periodic force on the ion:

Fx = qEx = q
Vr,0

2r2
sin(ωRFt+ ϕRF)y (3.16)

Fy = qEy = q
Vr,0

2r2
sin(ωRFt+ ϕRF)x, (3.17)

where Vr,0 is the RF amplitude at a distance r from the trap centre.
Applied at the sum frequency ωRF = ωc = ω++ω−, the quadrupole RF field resonantly

couples the radial eigenmotions, periodically transferring energy between the magnetron
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and the reduced cyclotron motion. An ion initially on a pure magnetron orbit is thus forced
onto a trajectory with a gradually increasing reduced cyclotron amplitude and a simultane-
ously decreasing magnetron amplitude. The first half of such an interconversion is shown
in Fig. 3.4 b). After the so-called conversion time Tconv, an initial pure magnetron mo-
tion of amplitude r− = 1mm is fully converted into a pure reduced cyclotron motion of
identical amplitude r+ = 1mm. Excitation slightly off resonance only induces a partial
conversion of both eigenmotions. Since the reduced cyclotron motion is significantly faster
than the magnetron motion (ω+ ≫ ω−), the conversion results in a detectable increase in
the ion’s radial kinetic energy [1]. The RF-induced gain in radial energy is exploited in the
time-of-flight ion cyclotron resonance (TOF-ICR) method [312] to determine the ion’s pure
cyclotron frequency, as will be detailed below.

3.3.3 Frequency measurement techniques
Every Penning trap mass measurement is based on a determination of the true (angular)
cyclotron frequency ωc = qB

m
. This section introduces the three major techniques used to

access ωc experimentally.
To accurately extract an ion’s mass from its true cyclotron frequency, one needs exact

knowledge of the magnetic field strength B. The latter is obtained by determining the true
cyclotron frequency of calibrant ions with a well-known mass. To minimize the influence
of temporal drifts of the magnetic field strength, the magnetic field calibration is repeated
periodically.

The time-of-flight ion cyclotron resonance (TOF-ICR) method

Over most of the past three decades, the time-of-flight ion cyclotron resonance (TOF-ICR)
technique [312, 315] has been the primary method for Penning trap mass measurements of
short-lived isotopes. It is based on the resonant coupling of the magnetron and the reduced
cyclotronmotions due to quadrupole excitation at the sidebandωc = ω++ω−. The technique
has been shown to produce relative mass uncertainties of δm

m
≈ 10−7 − 10−9.

In a TOF-ICR measurement, ions of interest are initially prepared in a pure magnetron
motion, either by applying suitable dipole excitations or via direct injection onto a mag-
netron orbit with a Lorentz steerer [316]. Applying a quadrupole excitation at ωRF = ωc

with a well-chosen amplitude and duration TRF yields a full conversion of the magnetron
into reduced cylotron motion. As discussed in section 3.3.2, the conversion significantly
increases the ion’s radial kinetic energy Er. On-resonance excitation (ωRF = ωc) results in
the maximal gain in radial energy. Off-resonance excitation can only produce a partial con-
version, and therefore yields a smaller radial energy gain [312]. As a result, the ion’s final
radial energy becomes a measure of the degree of conversion and depends on the applied
excitation frequency: Er = Er(ωRF).

Changes in radial energy are monitored by extracting the ions axially onto a TOF de-
tector placed ≈ 1m outside the trap in a region of weak magnetic field (B ≤ 100mT).
The magnetic field gradient along the extraction flight path interacts with the ion’s orbital
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resonant excitation yields the maximal radial energy, the minimal TOF is found at ωRF = ωc.
A precise determination of ωc is obtained by fitting the theoretical line shape [312] to the
TOF resonance data. The FWHM of the central lobe of the resonance is Fourier limited to
∆νc ≈ 0.9/TRF [318]. Hence, the achievable resolving power is given by:

R =
νc

∆νc
≈ 1.1 νcTRF. (3.20)

Typical excitation times of several 100ms and true cyclotron frequencies on the order of
1MHz result in resolving powers of up to R ≈ 106. For mass measurements of very short-
lived nuclides, excitation times as short as a few 10ms have been realized [319, 320].

A variant of the TOF-ICR technique is the Ramsey excitation scheme [321, 322]. Instead
of a single excitation pulse of duration TRF, the Ramsey scheme uses two phase-coherent
excitation pulses of the same amplitude and identical durations tON, separated by a wait-
ing time tOFF. This results in a modified TOF resonance curve with narrow lobes of near-
identical amplitude, as displayed in Fig. 3.5 c). The FWHM of the central lobe is given
by ∆νc ≈ 0.6/TRF [318] and scales with the total length of the two-pulse excitation pattern
TRF = tON + tOFF + tON. Due to the smaller∆νc and the larger number of pronounced TOF
lobes available to constrain a fit, the Ramsey TOF-ICR method yields a roughly three times
higher precision [322] compared to a one-pulse excitation with identical TRF. In principle,
it also provides a higher resolving power. In practice, however, the one-pulse excitation
scheme is oftentimes preferable for the resolution of close-lying nuclear isomers because its
prominent central lobe is easier to distinguish from the side lobes of an overlapping TOF
resonance [318, 323].

The phase-imaging ion cyclotron resonance (PI-ICR) method

Developed roughly 10 years ago, the phase-imaging ion cyclotron resonance (PI-ICR)
method [324] has enabled direct measurements of the radial eigenfrequencies by projec-
tion of the radial ion motion onto a position-sensitive detector. Again exploiting Eqn. 3.12,
the true cyclotron frequency is then determined from the sum of the radial eigenfrequencies:
ω++ω− = ωc. Compared to the TOF-ICRmethod, the PI-ICR technique offers a more than
10-times higher resolving power [318, 325] and is 5 times more precise or alternatively 25
times faster [318]. Due to these advantages, all Penning trap experiments at rare isotope
beam facilities are presently either planning to or have already adopted this technique [3].

The principle of the PI-ICR method is displayed in Fig. 3.6. Dipole excitations are
used to prepare an ion in an (ideally) pure radial eigenmotion. After an excitation-free
phase accumulation time T , the ion is extracted onto a position-sensitive micro-channel
plate (MCP) detector [326] placed in a region of weak magnetic field (B ≤ 10mT). The
diverging magnetic field lines expand extracted ion clouds, resulting in magnified images of
the radial ion positions in the trap. These images are used to monitor the radial ion motion
in the trap. The frequency of the given eigenmotion ν is extracted from the total phase φtot

acquired over the phase accumulation time T [318]:

ν =
φtot

2πT
=

2πN + φ

2πT
, (3.21)
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charges [57], or by reducing∆r+ through cooling prior to the frequencymeasurement [324].
Under typical trapping conditions resolving powers of up to 5× 106 are achievable, making
the PI-ICR technique a powerful tool for the resolution of low-lying nuclear isomers with
excitation energies of a few 10 keV [327].

Due to its non-scanning nature, the PI-ICR technique is also more sensitive than the
TOF-ICRmethod. While the latter usually requires several 100 ions for a reliable frequency
determination, a PI-ICRmeasurement may be performedwith only a few 10 ions [325]. This
makes the PI-ICR methods well-suited for mass measurements of low-yield nuclides with
production rates below 100 particles per hour.

The Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR) method

In contrast to the two previous techniques, the FT-ICR method [328] provides a means to
determine the true cyclotron frequency non-destructively, i.e. without losing the ion. As a
result, a precision mass measurement can in principle be performed with a single ion.

The ion eigenfrequencies are measured by picking up the minuscule image currents
(∼ 1 fA) that oscillating ions induce on the trap electrodes. The signal amplitude is raised
to a detectable level using a narrow-band RLC resonance circuit and a low-noise ampli-
fier. To achieve single-ion sensitivity, the trap electrodes and the detection circuit must be
cooled to cryogenic temperatures (T ≈ 5K) to suppress otherwise overwhelming John-
son noise [302]. For a frequency measurement, the oscillating signal in the time domain
is Fourier transformed. Hence, the measurement precision increases linearly with the ion
observation time. Usually, the axial oscillation is monitored while the radial eigenmotions
are indirectly probed by coupling them to the axial eigenmotion [1]. A high-precision fre-
quency determination usually relies on time-consuming (≥ 1 s long) pre-cooling [329] of
the ion motion and requires observation times on the order of 1 s to several 10 s [330].

Due to the resulting measurement timescales and the technical challenges involved in
achieving single-ion sensitivity, FT-ICR mass spectrometry has so far only been used for
measurements of non-radioactive and long-lived particles (T 1

2

> 1 h). Exploiting the Brown-
Gabrielse invariance theorem, these measurements have achieved mass uncertainties as low
as δm

m
≈ 10−11 [331].

Two on-line ion trapping facilities are presently striving to extend the FT-ICR technique
to rare isotopes for mass measurements of nuclides with extremely low production yields
below 1 particle per day. The SHIPTRAP facility [332, 333] plans to exploit it for mass
measurements of single trans-uranium isotopes [334] with typical half-lives> 1 s, while the
LEBIT experiment will explore the applicability of the technique to low-yield isotopes with
half-lives far below 1 s [335].

3.4 Multiple reflection time-of-flight mass spectrometry
Roughly a decade ago, MR-TOF-MS emerged as competitive instruments [336] for pre-
cision mass measurements of rare isotopes [254] and applications within analytical chem-
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istry [337]. A key feature of these devices is their fast measurement cycles with typical du-
rations of about 10ms. Achieving mass uncertainties on the order of δm

m
≈ 10−7 [338, 339]

in such short time frames, MR-TOF-MS are particularly well suited for mass measurements
of very short-lived isotopes. Additionally, they can also serve as high-resolution isobar
separators, with typical resolving powers of several 100 000. Their non-scanning measure-
ment cycles combined with single-ion detection provide high sensitivity. Their broad mass
range and isobar-separation capability make them useful tools for diagnosing and optimiz-
ing the composition of rare isotope beams [340]. Due to these benefits, they have quickly
been adopted by on-line ion trapping facilities worldwide [336], and are now in operation
or planned to be installed at almost every major RIB facility [183, 252, 339, 341–343].

Before addressing specifics of MR-TOF-MS in section 3.4.2, the basic principles of
TOF mass spectrometry are introduced in the context of simpler systems in section 3.4.1.
Technical details of TITAN’s MR-TOF-MS [54] which was used for the gallium mass mea-
surements reported in this thesis will be discussed in section 4.2.5.

3.4.1 Principles of time-of-flight mass spectrometry
The basic equation exploited in TOFmass spectrometers is readily derived from the equation
for the total energy Etot of a non-relativistic ion of charge q and mass m travelling along a
path C through an electrostatic optical system:

Etot = qV0 =
mv(z)2

2
+ qV (z) (3.23)

where V0 and V (z) denote the electrostatic potentials at the starting position and along the
flight path, respectively. Re-arranging for v = dz

dt
, we find the time of flight to obey the

following relation:

t =

ˆ

C

dz

v(z)
=

√
m

2q

ˆ

C

dz
√

V0 − V (z)
∝
√
m

q
. (3.24)

Since t ∝
√

m
q
, ions with different mass-to-charge ratios will take different times to fly

through the system. Recording the ions on a time-sensitive detector at the end of the flight
path, one obtains a time-of-flight spectrum with distinct peaks. The mass-to-charge ratios
corresponding to the different TOF peaks are then extracted using an equation of the type:

m

q
= a t2 = a (tobs − t0)

2, (3.25)

where we have introduced a system-dependent constant of proportionality a and a small
time-offset t0, which accounts for electronic delays in a realistic TOF measurement. The
constants a and t0 are calibrated using ions of well-known mass.

Sincem ∝ t2, the mass resolving power of a TOF mass spectrometer is given by:

R =
m

∆m
=

t

2∆t
, (3.26)

where ∆t denotes the FWHM of a TOF peak. To achieve the maximal resolving power,
one therefore has to realize long flight times while keeping the width of the TOF peaks ∆t
minimal.
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expansion. A lack of degrees of freedom prevents higher-order time focussing in the sim-
plistic spectrometer considered here. However, the additional degrees of freedom available
in a TOF spectrometer with two acceleration stages [345] would already allow one to either
freely shift the position of the first-order time focus within the drift section or to realize a
time focus up to second order [344].

Initial velocity spread and turn-around time

The second critical cause of TOF aberrations is a spread of the initial ion velocities. An
ion initially travelling away from the detector with velocity −v0 is decelerated by the elec-
tric field until it comes to rest at its turning point after the turn-around time tta = mv0

qE
.

From this point on, it will behave identical to a particle started at zero velocity but with a
corresponding displacement from the reference position, i.e. it acts equivalent to the blue
particle in Fig. 3.8. Assuming the first-order time focus falls onto the detector plane, the
particle will thus to first order acquire the same flight time as the reference particle plus
a time lag t0 = +tta [346]. Analogously, a particle starting at the nominal position with
velocity +v0, will to first order acquire the same flight time as a reference particle started
at time t0 = −tta. Assuming a thermalized ion sample at temperature T , the FWHM of the
TOF peak resulting from the initial particle velocities is thus given by [347]:

∆tta =
m∆v0
qE

=

√

8ln(2)mkBT

qE
. (3.31)

Consequentially, there is two ways to reduce the peak broadening induced by the initial
ion velocities: (1) Cooling to reduce the ion temperature T prior to acceleration into the
TOF analyzer or (2) the use of a strong acceleration gradient E. For an ion bunch with
a spatial spread ∆z0 the second option comes at the price of an increased energy spread
∆K = qE∆z0. Relative energy spreads beyond a few permille quickly deteriorate the
quality of a low-order time focus, thus resulting in peak broadening. One therefore faces a
trade-off between the turn-around time ∆tta and the ion energy spread ∆K.

For ions of mass m = 100 u at T = 300K and a typical acceleration gradient of E =

100Vmm−1, the induced time spread amounts to ∆tta ≈ 4 ns. Using ∆z0 = 0.5mm as a
realistic approximation for the initial spatial spread of the ion positions, the above conditions
result in an energy spread of ∆K ≈ 50 eV. At typical ion energies of Kref ≈ 5 keV, this
translates into a substantial relative ion energy spread of δ ≈ 1%. Such large energy spreads
cause peak broadening due to higher-order aberrations. One therefore needs TOF analyzers
with excellent time-focussing capabilities with respect to the ion energies.

Isochronicity and energy focussing

Electrostatic ion mirrors provide a suitable means to reduce TOF aberrations arising from
ion energy spread. The energy-spread compensation is based on the fact that faster ions
penetrate deeper into the repulsive mirror potential and thus acquire a longer flight path than
slower ions, as illustrated in Fig. 3.9. This enables the creation of a secondary time focus
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3.4.2 Multiple-reflection time-of-flight mass spectrometers
Let us estimate the required dimensions for a TOF mass spectrometer for applications in
rare-isotope science. Typical nuclear structure studies demand relative mass uncertainties of
δm
m

≈ 10−6 or below. In order to target very low-yield isotopes, one may aim to achieve this
uncertainty level with as few asNions = 20 detected ions. The relative statistical uncertainty
of a TOF mass measurement obeys the following relation with the mass resolving power
and the measurement statistics Nions [254, 350]:

δm

m
= C

1

R
√
Nions

, (3.34)

where the constant of proportionality C depends on the specific shape of the TOF peaks
produced by the spectrometer [350]. Assuming Gaussian peaks, one finds C ≈ 0.42. The
mass resolving power required for the aforementioned measurement is thus on the order
of R ≈ 110 000. The minimal width of the TOF peaks can be estimated as ∆t ≈ 4 ns
since reducing the turnaround time much below this level is technically challenging [346].
Plugging these numbers into Eqn. 3.26 yields aminimal flight time of t ≈ 0.9ms . Assuming
ions of mass 100 u and a kinetic energy ofKref = 1 keV, the demanded resolution would be
achieved after a flight path of ≈ 39m. A linear TOF mass spectrometer or a reflectron of
this size are impractical.

A convenient way to realize mass resolving powers R ≥ 100 000 is to fold the flight
path up by reflecting ions many times between two opposing electrostatic mirrors. Such a
multiple-reflection time-of-flight mass spectrometer (MR-TOF-MS) can either be realized
as an open- or a closed-path system [254], as illustrated in Fig. 3.10. An open-path system
provides an, in principle, unlimited mass range at the expense of a limited path length. A
closed-path system is generally more compact and offers an incrementable, theoretically
unlimited path length, since ions can be sent onto arbitrarily many closed loops inside the
device. Due to these advantages, all MR-TOF-MS installed at rare isotope beam facilities
presently use closed-path TOF analyzers. The following discussion will therefore only con-
sider closed-path systems.

The mass resolving power of an MR-TOF-MS is given by [252]:

R =
tl +Nata

2
√

(∆tl)2 + (Na∆ta)2
, (3.35)

where Na is the number of revolutions completed in the TOF analyzer, tl denotes the flight
time without any reflections, ∆tl is the peak broadening arising from the non-ideal ion
starting conditions, ta is the flight time for one revolution and ∆ta is mean time spread
acquired per revolution in the TOF analyzer. In the limit Na → ∞, the resolving power
becomes independent of the initial bunch conditions and asymptotically approaches R∞ =

limNa→∞(R) = ta
2∆ta

. A long flight path inside a well-designed TOF analyzer with minimal
TOF aberrations ∆ta is thus an effective way to overcome the limitations imposed by the
turn-around time. For an MR-TOF-MS, the calibration equation (Eqn. 3.25) is modified
to [350]:

m

q
=

c (t− t0)
2

(1 +Nab)2
, (3.36)
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analyzer by temporarily lowering the otherwise reflective potential of one of the ion mirrors
[see Fig. 3.11 b)]. In the second scheme, the mirror voltages remain static whereas the drift
tube is switched to lower (or raise) the ion energies to a level below (or above) the maxima
of the mirror potential. To prevent an increase in energy spread, the drift tube is pulsed when
the ions are localized in its field-free central region [see Fig. 3.11 c)]. Since the drift tube
essentially acts as an elevator in energy space, this injection/ejection scheme is referred to
as an in-trap lift [352]. The two schemes come with distinct benefits and challenges, and
both are currently in use at MR-TOF-MS at RIB facilities (see e.g. [252, 254, 352]). While
the pulsed-mirror scheme provides a larger mass range (see below for details), the switching
of the mirror potentials complicates the stabilization of the mirror voltages during the TOF
analysis. Stable mirror voltages are a prerequisite to achieving high mass resolving pow-
ers, as voltage fluctuations add up over the typically several 100 ion reflections and expand
the ion phase space beyond what can be compensated with the ion mirrors. As detailed in
section 4.2.5, TITAN’s MR-TOF-MS [54] uses the pulsed-mirror scheme for ion injection.

The ion-optical design of the ion mirrors should fulfil the following criteria [346]:

• stable ion trajectories over flight paths of several 100m

• minimal TOF aberrations due to the initial spatial, angular and energy spread of the
ion bunches

• grid-less electrodes to avoid transmission loss over the large numbers of reflections.

These demands are met by using ion mirrors composed of a stack of gridless, concentric
electrodes. To provide enough degrees of freedom for higher-order time focussing with
respect to the ion energies and their longitudinal position spread, the ion mirrors typically
consist of 4–6 electrodes (see e.g. [183, 341, 342, 346, 353]). Four-electrode mirrors as used
in TITAN’sMR-TOF-MS enable third-order time focusingwith respect to the ion energy and
second-order time focusing with respect to spatial spreads of the ion bunches [346]. While
the outer mirror electrodes are kept at retarding potentials, the innermost mirror electrodes
are usually biased to an accelerating potential to provide transversal focussing. A schematic
of a TOF analyzer is shown in Fig. 3.11, along with a point-to-parallel focused ion trajectory
and typical mirror potentials.

Ion detection and isobar separation

After a sufficient amount of TOF separation has been acquired, ions are ejected from the TOF
analyzer and either guided onto a time-sensitive detector for mass measurement or isobar
separated by discarding undesired ion species. To make the total flight path isochronous,
the time-focus has to be matched with the detector plane. This can either be achieved by
applying carefully tuned mirror voltages or by installing a reflectron at the ejection end of
the TOF analyzer [254]. Present MR-TOF-MS use a number of different schemes for time-
focus matching as detailed in [354].

Besides mass measurements, an MR-TOF-MS may also be used for isobar separation.
Several schemes have been developed to discard undesired isobaric contaminants after TOF
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separation. A so-called Bradbury-Nielsen ion gate [355] uses a harp-like arrangement of
wires alternatingly biased to opposite polarities to deflect ions outside the accepted beam
path. Placing the ion gate close to a time-focus plane and pulsing the wire voltages with a
well-chosen timing allows one to only deflect undesired ion species while letting the ions
of interest pass with near-unit efficiency [252, 254]. Since many passes through the wires
result in non-negligble ion losses, the ion gate should be placed outside the TOF analyzer.
Pulsing an in-trap lift with a well-chosen timing allows to selectively eject a specific ion
species and thus provides an alternative way to isolate the ions of interest [356]. The third
approach presently used for isobar separation is to guide the mass-separated ions back to
the injection Paul trap where they are then selectively re-captured. This so-called mass-
selective retrapping [357] is used for isobar separation in TITAN’s MR-TOF-MS. Since
the re-captured ion samples can also be re-cooled and re-injected into the TOF analyzer,
this scheme allows one to operate the spectrometer as its own isobar separator. The mass-
selective retrapping technique proved essential for the first direct mass measurement of 60Ga
and is described in more detail in section 4.2.5.

Unambiguous mass range

A drawback of closed-path TOF analyzers is their limited mass range. As ions successively
separate in time, lighter ions will eventually lap heavier ones. Subsequently extracting the
ions onto the detector, the light ions will have completed more revolutions inside the TOF
analyzer and thus have acquired a longer flight path than the heavier ones. This introduces
ambiguities in the spectrum since peaks at a larger TOF do not necessarily correspond to
larger mass-to-charge ratios anymore. Assuming a pulsed-mirror ejection scheme and a
large number of revolutionsNa, the non-ambiguousmass range can be estimated from [358]:

mmax

mmin
≈ 1 +

2(1− λmir)

Na

, (3.37)

where Na denotes the number of completed revolutions and λmir is the fraction of a revolu-
tion period that ions spent inside one mirror.

In the case of TITAN’s MR-TOF-MS, 1 − λmir ≈ 0.68 [359]. Even after several 100
revolutions, the mass acceptance is thus sufficiently wide to ensure an identical number of
revolutions for isobaric species. To achieve a non-ambiguous spectrum, a pulsed deflector
installed inside the TOF analyzer can be used to selectively remove ions that deviate from
the nominal number of revolutions. Such amass-range selector [252] is installed in TITAN’s
MR-TOF-MS, as detailed in section 4.2.5. In principle, a mass measurement can even be
performed when the calibrant species and the species of interest have completed different
revolution numbers [350]. However, in such multi-turn calibrations care must be taken that
none of the analyzed species has been affected by switched electric fields and the analysis
must include careful checks for additional systematic uncertainty contributions [350]. Due
to these complications, it is usually preferable to use an isobaric mass calibrant, if available.

For MR-TOF-MS using an in-trap lift for ion ejection, the term (1−λmir) Eqn. 3.37 has
to be replaced by half the fraction of a revolution period that the ions spent inside the field-
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Table 3.1. Comparison of typical performance figures of different techniques for direct pre-
cision mass measurements. In measurements of short-lived isotopes the given performance
figures may not be simultaneously achievable.

Technique Observation Required Precision Resolving Mass
time ion number δm

m
power R range

SMS 1–10 s 1–10 ions 10−7 1× 106 Broad
IMS 10–300µs 1–10 ions 10−6 − 10−7 1− 2× 105 Moderate
MR-TOF-MS 10ms > 10 ions 10−7 105 − 106 Moderate
TOF-ICR-MS 10–1000ms > 100 ions 10−7 − 10−9 1× 106 Narrow
PI-ICR-MS 10–1000ms > 10 ions 10−8 − 10−10 106 − 107 Narrow
FT-ICR-MS 1–1000 s 1 ion 10−7 − 10−11 107 − 1011 Narrow

free region of the central drift tube [358]. This number is usually not larger than 0.3 [358],
causing even the flight paths of isobars to become ambiguous after a few 100 revolutions.

3.5 Comparison of mass spectrometry techniques
An overview of the performance characteristics of the different approaches discussed in this
chapter is given in table 3.1. In many regards, the different techniques are complemen-
tary. For direct mass measurements of rare isotopes with sub-ms half-lives, isochronous
mass spectrometry (IMS) in storage rings is the only applicable technique. On the other
hand, Penning trap mass spectrometers hold a monopoly for high-precision measurements
of longer-lived or stable isotopes with half-lives above3 50ms and relative mass uncertain-
ties distinctly below δm

m
= 10−7.

For mass measurements of rare isotopes with less stringent precision requirements, MR-
TOF-MS have started to challenge Penning traps as the unrivalled work horses. Due to their
fast measurement cycles and their high sensitivity, MR-TOF-MS are particularly well suited
for measurements of short-lived isotopes with 5ms ≤ t1/2 ≤ 50ms or species with low
production yields below 100 particles per hour. Due to impressive technical progress over
the last years, MR-TOF-MS now regularly achieve mass uncertainties of δm

m
≤ 10−7 [338,

339, 360], thus making them powerful tools not only for nuclear structure studies but also for
nuclear astrophysics. The fact that MR-TOF-MS are now regularly used as high-resolution
beam purifiers for Penning trap mass spectrometers highlights the complementarity of both
instrument types.

3As an exception to this general rule, the TITAN facility has demonstrated that magnetron orbit preparation
by ion injection with a Lorentz steerer [316] enables Penning trap mass measurements of nuclides with half-
lives below 10ms [320].



Chapter 4

Mass measurements of rare isotopes at
TITAN

The mass measurements of neutron-deficient gallium isotopes discussed in this thesis were
performed at TRIUMF’s Ion Trap for Atomic and Nuclear Science (TITAN) [52]. The TI-
TAN facility is an array of charged particle traps specialized on mass measurements and
in-trap decay spectroscopy of exotic isotopes. It is located in the low-energy section of the
Isotope Separator and Accelerator (ISAC) facility [256] in Vancouver, Canada.

This chapter gives an overview of the scientific program and the experimental compo-
nents of the TITAN facility. Building on the review of the primary methods for the pro-
duction of rare isotope beams in section 3.1, specifics of exotic isotope generation at ISAC,
as well as the available yields for neutron-deficient gallium isotopes are discussed in sec-
tion 4.1. Section 4.2 proceeds with an overview of the mass measurement program at the
TITAN facility and introduces its various ion traps.

4.1 Production of rare isotopes at ISAC
The Isotope Separator and Accelerator (ISAC) facility [256] at TRIUMF delivers radioac-
tive beams to a variety of experimental setups for studies in nuclear physics, nuclear as-
trophysics, fundamental symmetries and material science [275, 361]. An overview of the
rare isotope beam production at ISAC is shown in Fig. 4.1. Radioisotopes are generated
by impinging a high current (up to 100µA), 480MeV proton beam from TRIUMF’s H−

cyclotron [362] on a set of target foils housed inside a target/ion source assembly. Possi-
ble target materials include Nb, Ta as well as composites such as UCx, SiC and ZrC [363].
For fast diffusion and effusion of the produced nuclides out of the target into the ionization
tube, the target assembly is resistively heated to high temperatures of up to 2300 ◦C [363].
Depending on the element of interest and experimental requirements, the produced iso-
topes are either ionized with a Re surface ion source, a forced electron-beam-induced arc
discharge (FEBIAD) plasma ion source [364], TRIUMF’s Resonant Ionization Laser Ion
Source (TRILIS) [365] or a surface-ion rejecting ion-guide laser ion source (IG-LIS) [366].
The ionized particles are electrostatically accelerated and undergo mass-to-charge ratio (A/q)
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dioactive decay losses and give access to nuclides with half-lives of only a few mil-
liseconds. This capability was highlighted in a precision mass measurement of the
halo nucleus 11Li [320] with a half-life of only 8.8ms – the fastest Penning trap mass
measurement to date.

• Increased mass precision and resolution through charge breeding – A dedicated
on-line charge breeder provides TITAN with the unique ability to perform Penning
trap mass measurements of short-lived, highly charged ions [58]. This approach has
the demonstrated potential [382] to significantly boost the achievable mass precision
and resolving power, thereby opening new pathways to high-precision tests of funda-
mental symmetries [61] or the resolution of low-lying nuclear isomers [63].

• Versatility – The interconnected array of ion traps installed at TITAN provides high
flexibility. This allows experimenters to tailor the beam preparation steps to the spe-
cific demands of a given measurement. Moreover, it enables uninterrupted readiness
for on-line measurements, even when one of the measurement traps is undergoing
technical upgrades or off-line development.

• Sensitivity – Efficient mass measurement schemes and single-ion sensitive detec-
tion allows TITAN to leverage the intense radioactive beams available at the ISAC
facility. The addition of an multiple-reflection time-of-flight mass spectrometer (MR-
TOF-MS) and isobar separator [54] in 2017 has strongly increased the sensitivity and
background-handling capability of the TITAN setup [339].

Fig. 4.3 shows an overview of the core components of the TITAN facility. To accommo-
date spatial constraints, the TITAN setupwasmounted on an elevated platform in the ISAC-I
experimental hall. The first stage of the system is formed by a radiofrequency quadrupole
(RFQ) cooler& buncher which prepares incoming beams for efficient transfer into the down-
stream ion traps. When no radioactive beam is injected from ISAC, a surface ion source can
provide stable beams for testing and technical development. An electrostatic beamline links
all ion traps and is used to transport ion bunches between them. The measurement Pen-
ning trap (MPET) (see section 4.2.4 for details) enables mass measurements on short-lived,
singly charged ions with relative uncertainties of δm

m
≈ 10−8. Alternatively, the ion charge

state can first be raised in an electron beam ion trap (EBIT) charge breeder, thereby en-
abling PTMS of highly charged radioisotopes. The benefits and challenges of this unique
approach as well as the potential of decay spectroscopy in TITAN’s EBIT are discussed in
section 4.2.2. A multiple-reflection time-of-flight mass spectrometer (MR-TOF-MS) and
isobar separator can either serve as a high-resolution beam purifier for the other ion traps
or act as a standalone mass spectrometer. The gallium mass measurements reported in this
thesis were performed with the MR-TOF-MS after beam preparation in the RFQ cooler &
buncher. Section 4.2.5 gives a technical overview of the MR-TOF-MS and discusses how it
has extended TITAN’s reach to more exotic nuclides. Fig. 4.3 also shows the tentative posi-
tion of a possible cooler Penning trap (CPET) upgrade for electron cooling of highly charged
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only be achieved if the stability parameter q = 2zeVRF
mωRFr20

lies in the range 0 < q < qmax = 0.92.
To ensure optimal confinement, the frequency and amplitude of the RF drive therefore have
to be tuned to the given ion mass.

Starting from an ion guide, three-dimensional ion trapping is a straightforward exten-
sion. It only requires the superposition of a confining electrostatic potential along the sym-
metry axis, for example created by repelling endcap electrodes on either end of the ion guide,
or by axially segmenting the RFQ rods and applying suitable DC voltage offsets. This type
of device is the aforementioned linear Paul trap [351], as first conceived by nobel laureate
Wolfgang Paul1.

A light buffer gas injected into a linear Paul trap sympathetically cools stored ions, caus-
ing them to accumulate in the trap’s potential minimum. The result is in an efficient setup
for cooling and bunching ion beams [397]. When too heavy buffer-gas atoms are used, ion-
atom collisions in high-field regions can transfer significant amounts of energy from the
RF field into the ion motion, resulting in a net heating effect [398–400]. This so-called RF
heating is minimized by using a buffer gas of low-mass atoms. It is further advisable to use
inert gases to prevent ion loss through chemical reactions.Therefore, helium is usually the
buffer gas of choice for TITAN’s and other coolers & bunchers, and was also used for the
gallium measurement campaign reported on in this thesis.

TITAN’s RFQ cooler & buncher [401] is a linear Paul trap comprised of four 70 cm-long
quadrupole rods, each lengthwise split into 24 segments to allow the application of axial drag
fields. The electrode structure of the device is schematically depicted in Fig. 4.5 a) and c). In
contrast to RFQ coolers and bunchers at other RIB facilities [384, 386, 391, 392], the radial
confinement in TITAN’s cooler & buncher is provided by a digital, i.e. square-wave, RF
drive. The square-wave driver offers advantages over conventional sinusoidal RF generators
since it provides a more than 1.5 times deeper pseudo-potential at a given RF amplitude and
can deliver high RF amplitudes (Vpp ≤ 800V) over a wide range of frequencies (νRF ≈ 200–
1200 kHz) [383]. This high bandwidth enables efficient trapping of ions over an extremely
wide range of masses (A ≈ 4− 220).

The RFQ cooler & buncher is floated to a high voltage carefully adjusted such that the
incoming ions enter the system with kinetic energies of only a few 10 eV. After a few
milliseconds of buffer gas cooling, the ions accumulate in the potential minimum near the
trap exit. To eject them from the trap, the DC voltages of electrode segments 22 and 24
are switched to form an extraction gradient [red dashed line in Fig. 4.5 b)]. Helium gas at
pressures of the order of 1 × 10−2mbar generates cold ion bunches with energy spreads
of ≈5 eV which can be extracted at rates as high as 100Hz. The extraction rate used in a
specific experiment is dictated by the requirements of the used measurement trap and the
half-lives of the species of interest.

After ejection from the RFQ cooler & buncher, the ion bunch is accelerated into a pulsed
drift tube initially kept at a high voltage VDT, typically a few kV below VTRFC. Once the ions
are centred in the drift tube, it is pulsed to earth ground, thereby removing potential energy

1Regrettably, the author cannot claim any family relations with this pioneer in the field of ion trapping –
and has certainly never done so to test the gullibility of his colleagues.
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Figure 4.5. Schematic of the TITAN RFQ cooler & buncher depicting the axial segmen-
tation of the RFQ rods (a) along with typical axial potentials during the ion cooling and
ejection phases (b). The radial cross section and the biasing scheme of the quadrupole rods
is shown in (c). The injected ions are buffer-gas cooled, accumulate in the potential mini-
mum, and are eventually ejected as cold ion bunches suited for capture in downstream ion
traps. Adapted from [383], ©2012, with permission from Elsevier.

from the ions. In this way, the voltage difference between the RFQ cooler & buncher and
the initial drift tube bias, VTRFC − VDT, defines the final beam energy for transport to one
of other ion traps at TITAN. The MR-TOF-MS measurements reported in chapter 5 were
performed with a 50Hz extraction cycle and a transport energy of ≈ 1.3 keV.

4.2.2 Electron beam ion trap

TITAN’s array of ion traps includes an electron beam ion trap [59] for on-line charge breed-
ing of radioactive ions. The primary motivations for charge breeding at TITAN are high-
precisionmassmeasurementswith highly charged ions (HCI) and in-trap decay spectroscopy.
Before discussing the advantages and challenges of on-line charge breeding for PTMS, I will
introduce the device and its basic operating principles.

The TITAN EBIT [59] was designed and built [402] at the Max-Planck-Institute for
Nuclear Physics (MPIK) in Heidelberg. After installation at TITAN, it was commissioned
with first radioactive ion beams in 2008. A simplified schematic of the device is shown
in Fig. 4.6. Two superconducting coils in a Helmholtz-like configuration create a strong
magnetic field (up to 6T) that confines ions radially. Voltages applied to a set of drift tubes
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The central drift tube of TITAN EBIT is azimuthally segmented, thereby providing op-
tical access to the ion trapping region through a set of 25µm-thin beryllium windows. This
enables the collection of X- and γ-rays transversally-emitted from trapped, charge-bred ions.
This feature has been exploited for in-trap decay spectroscopy campaigns [406–408] at TI-
TAN. Such measurements benefit from a strong suppression of background from emitted
β-particles [409] because the axial magnetic field guides charged particles onto spiralling
trajectories around the field lines and causes them to leave the trap axially, hence preventing
β-particles from reaching the radiation detectors.

A recent proof-of-principle experiment [410] has demonstrated that TITAN EBIT can
further be used to create high-quality beams composed of recoil ions from β-decays of
trapped HCI. The efficient recapture of recoil ions is facilitated by the strong confinement
provided by the electron space charge and the high magnetic field. Assuming a beam of the
progenitor nuclide is available, this technique can give access to isotopes for which direct
production is hampered at an ISOL facility, for example by target chemistry restrictions (see
section 3.1).

The benefits of charge breeding

Since the ion cyclotron frequency increases linearly with the charge state, charge breeding
has the potential to increase the achievable mass precision in PTMS. For instance, the rela-
tive statistical uncertainty of a mass measurement performed with the TOF-ICR technique2

(see section 3.3.3) scales as
δm

m
∝ m

qBTexc
√
Nions

, (4.1)

where m is the ion mass, B is the magnetic field strength, TRF is the RF excitation time
andNions is the number of detected ions. The field strength of superconducting magnets for
precision measurements is technically limited to ⪅10T, the excitation time is constrained
by the half-life of the species of interest and the measurement statistics (

√
Nions) are often

restricted by low production yields. The most practical path to higher mass precision is
therefore to raise the ions’ charge before the mass measurement [58]. TITAN has pursued
this avenue and successfully performed high-precision mass measurements of short-lived
HCI [61]. On-line charge breeding is especially beneficial for tests of fundamental symme-
tries which demand mass precisions of δm

m
≤ 1× 10−8 [2].

For many cases in nuclear astrophysics and nuclear structure, the required mass uncer-
tainties of 1× 10−6 > δm

m
> 1× 10−8 [2] are readily achieved with SCI. In these instances,

charge breeding may alternatively shorten the measurement time, since it allows to reach a
given precision level with quadratically lower statistics. Faster measurements due to charge
breeding not only shorten the required radioactive beam time. They can further reduce
the impact of system instabilities such as power supply drifts due to day-night-temperature

2Charged-particle simulations indicate [57] that similar gains in precision and resolving power can be ex-
pectedwhen usingHCIwith themore recent PI-ICR technique [318]. The latter is currently being implemented
for TITAN’s precision Penning trap MPET.
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variation, thus resulting in smaller systematic uncertainties and a potentially higher mass
accuracy.

The use of HCI further increases the resolving power of PTMS [63, 382]. Again con-
sidering the TOF-ICR technique, the mass resolving power obeys the scaling

R =
νc

∆νc
∝ qBTRF

m
, (4.2)

where ∆νc denotes the FWHM of the central lobe of the TOF resonance. As seen from
Eqn. 4.2, the only practical path to higher resolution with singly charged ions is longer
RF excitation times. However, for short-lived isotopes, TRF is often severely limited since
decay losses degrade the quality of the TOF resonance, and thus the achievable resolving
power. Charge breeding therefore offers an alternative path to higher resolution and thereby
provides a powerful tool to resolve low-lying nuclear isomers with half-lives t1/2 ≥ 50ms.
This was demonstrated in a TITAN mass measurement of 78Rb [63], where charge breeding
to q = 10 e and an excitation time of TRF = 197ms enabled the separation of a 110 keV
isomer from the corresponding ground state (R ≈ 650 000).

Moreover, charge breeding can lend a way to isobarically purify radioactive ion beams
via so-called threshold charge breeding [382]. This technique was first demonstrated by
the separation of 71Ga21+ and 71Ge22+ ions in a Q-value measurement at TITAN [411].
The Ga and Ge ions were predominantly bred into neon-like charge states by adjusting the
electron beam energy to 2 keV, i.e. just below the respective ionization-energy thresholds
for breeding beyond the atomic shell closure, EIP(Ga21+) = 2.01 keV and EIP(Ge22+) =

2.18 keV. Due to their different charges, the two isobars were then easily separated during
transport to the MPET.

Challenges of on-line charge breeding

Besides the aforementioned benefits, on-line charge breeding of rare isotopes introduces a
number of practical challenges.

The above discussion has not taken efficiency considerations into account. However,
charge breeding in an EBIT is accompanied by non-negligible losses of the available amount
of the ions of interest. Primary causes for a reduced efficiency as compared to a mass mea-
surement with singly charged ions are additional decay losses and the population of multiple
charge states inherent to the charge breeding process. Further efficiency losses occur in the
injection into and extraction from the EBIT as well as the transport and capture into the
MPET. If the reduced system efficiency cannot be compensated by increasing the rare iso-
tope beam intensity (as is often the case for low-yield isotopes), the lower measurement
statistics mitigate the effective precision gain from charge breeding. In practice, it is there-
fore necessary to assess the expected benefits from charge breeding on a case-by-case basis
in the experiment planning stage. The detailed treatment presented in [62] enables a quan-
titative evaluation of the expected precision gain from charge breeding.

An additional complication resulting from charge breeding is an increased probability
for charge exchange with residual gas in the MPET. These reactions cause losses of the
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charge state of interest and deteriorate the quality of TOF resonances. To prevent this, the
MPET has recently been upgraded to a cryogenic trap for improved vacuum conditions.

In addition to efficiency losses, charge breeding reduces the ion beam quality.Whereas
singly charged ion bunches from the RFQ cooler & buncher typically exhibit longitudinal
energy spreads of≈5 eV [412], measurements of 85Rb13+ ions extracted from the EBIT have
shown longitudinal energy spreads of ∆E(FWHM) ≈ 20 eV/q [64]. The charge breeding
process also is accompanied by an increase in the transverse emittance. The increased longi-
tudinal energy spread as well as the larger transverse emittance reduce the capture efficiency
into the MPET and enlarge the volume the HCI occupy inside the trap. As a result they are
subjected to larger magnetic field inhomogeneity, increasing systematic frequency shifts.
To mitigate these issues and preserve a high mass accuracy, the phase space of the HCI
needs to be compressed.

4.2.3 Cooler Penning trap

Electron cooling in a Penning trap has been proposed [65] as a promising way to counteract
the beam quality losses due to charge breeding in TITAN EBIT. To explore the prospects
of this technique, we have performed detailed studies of electron cooling in a designated
cooler Penning trap (CPET). Details on the electron cooling process, the CPET off-line test
setup and the results of these tests are reported in chapter 6.

4.2.4 Measurement Penning trap

The MPET is a Penning trap mass spectrometer for precision measurements of short-lived
radioisotopes. It is TITAN’s tool of choice for science cases that require mass precisions of
δm
m
< 1×10−7. The Penning trap’s hyperbolical electrode structure is housed inside a 3.7T

superconducting magnet with a highly homogeneous field throughout the trapping region
(with manufacture specifications of ∆Bz

B
≤ 1 × 10−9 throughout a cylindrical volume of

2 cm-length and 1 cm diameter [60]). The Penning trap is framed by ion optics for injection
and extraction. A Lorentz steerer [316] enables direct and precise injection of ions into
an initial magnetron orbit and circumvents the need to prepare the initial radial ion motion
with a typically several 10ms-long dipole RF excitations. This makes the MPET capable of
rapid Penning trap mass spectrometry (PTMS), as evidenced by the first Penning trap mass
measurement of the halo nucleus 11Li [320] with a half-life of only 8.8ms. Since the trap
electrodes are operated at low voltages (≤ 36V) with respect to earth ground, the injection
optics further include a pulsed drift tube to lower the energy of the incoming ion bunches
from typical transport energies of ≈ 2 keV to a level suitable for dynamic capture into the
trap (ideally no more than a few eV inside the MPET). A schematic and a photograph of
the original trap structure are shown in Fig. 4.7. Azimuthal segmentation of the correction
electrodes enables RF excitation of the radial ion motions. A Chevron-type micro-channel
plate (MCP) detector [413] outside the cryomagnet is used to count extracted ions and record
their time-of-flight. MCP detectors enable single-ion detection with sub-ns time resolution.
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TAN, the MR-TOF-MS has demonstrated a precision level suitable for many science cases
within nuclear structure and astrophysics. Moreover, due to fast measurement cycles and
its high sensitivity (see below for details), the MR-TOF-MS has extended the reach of mass
measurements at TITAN towards more exotic isotopes with shorter half-lives and lower pro-
duction yields. This capability was first showcased in a direct comparison with the MPET
in on-line mass measurements of neutron-rich titanium isotopes [19]. Along this isotopic
chain, the MR-TOF-MS was abled to reach two nuclides farther from stability than the Pen-
ning trap mass spectrometer.

More comprehensively, the TITAN MR-TOF-MS is characterized by the following set
of performance metrics:

• Broadband measurement: The large mass acceptance enables simultaneous mea-
surement of all species contained in a cocktail beam. This makes the device a power-
ful tool for beam diagnostics and optimization of rare isotope yields [340].

• Rapid measurement: With typical measurement cycles of 10–100Hz, isotopes with
half-lives on the order of 10ms can be targeted.

• Sensitivity: Efficient ion transport and single-ion detection result in an overall sys-
tem efficiency of ≈ 30% [339]. In contrast to TOF-ICR-MS, MR-TOF-MS is a non-
scanning technique and enables precision mass measurements with less than 50 de-
tected ions, as demonstrated in the 60Ga measurement reported in chapter 5.

• High resolution: An optimized ion optical design combinedwith stabilization against
short-term fluctuations of the mirror voltages and correction of long-term drifts
with time-resolved mass calibrations [350] enable resolving powers of up to
R ≈ 400 000 [339].

• High accuracy and precision: The instrument enables mass measurements with rel-
ative mass uncertainties of the order of δm

m
≈ 1× 10−7 [339].

• Background-handling capability: The device can handle signal-to-background ra-
tios of 1:104 [339]. Using the mass-selective re-trapping technique [357] to deploy
the MR-TOF-MS as its own isobar separator can provide up 4 additional orders of
magnitude in dynamic range [339].

A cross-sectional view of the device is shown in Fig. 4.8. TheMR-TOF-MS is comprised
of a buffer-gas-filled RFQ transport system (p ∼ 10−2mbar) and a TOF analyzer under high
vacuum (p ∼ 10−7mbar).

RFQ transport system

The RFQ transport system uses helium gas-filled RFQ ion guides [252] (see section 4.2.1)
for efficient ion transfer at low energies (∼ 1 eV). Each ion guide is composed of four
resistive plastic rods (≈ 5Ωmm−1) [339], allowing the creation of linear axial drag fields
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Ion bunches from the RFQ cooler & buncher enter the input RFQ through a pulsed
aperture which is used as an ion gate. Switching the aperture potential between an open and
a reflective setting only allows ions in a specific mass-to-charge range to enter the system.
The selected ions accumulate inside the input RFQ and are then transported through the
switchyard and the transfer RFQ into an injection trap system. The latter consists of two
linear Paul traps: a pre-trap for ion accumulation and initial cooling, and an injection trap for
final ion bunch preparation and injection into the TOF analyzer. For ion injection, a strong
accelerating gradient (≈ 80Vmm−1) [339] is formed inside the injection trap by rapidly
switching the potentials of the planar end-cap electrodes. The strong extraction gradient
reduces the ions’ turn-around times in the injection trap, thereby minimizing the initial time
spread of ion samples in the TOF analyzer. The temporal bunch compression comes at the
price of a large energy spread of≈ 17 eV [339], which has to be compensated by ion mirrors
with a high isochronicity (see section 3.4.1).

TOF analyzer

The TOF analyzer [344] is a scaled version of the MR-TOF-MS [252] installed at the FRS
Ion Catcher [347] at GSI. A cross-sectional view of the TOF analyzer is shown in Fig. 4.9 a).
It consists of a stack of concentric stainless steel electrodes forming two opposing, gridless
ion mirrors [358] connected by a grounded drift tube. The schematic also displays the in-
jection Paul trap and the set of ion optics used to steer and focus ions onto stable trajectories
inside the TOF analyzer. A differential pumping stage with two narrow apertures between
the injection trap and the entrance-side mirror isolates the analyzer vacuum chamber from
the buffer-gas-filled sections. The resulting vacuum level of ≈ 1 × 10−7mbar reduces the
likelihood of collisional ion losses and translates into transmission efficiencies of ≈ 60%
after 350 revolutions inside the TOF analyzer [339].

A pulsed quadrupole steerer at the centre of the drift tube can optionally be used as amass
range selector (MRS) [252]. By applying steering voltages during well-defined subperiods
of the first 30–50 revolutions inside the TOF analyzer, it gradually deflects non-isobaric
contaminants onto unstable trajectories, eventually causing them to get lost on the baffles
inside the drift tube [see Fig. 4.9 a)]. The steering voltages are toggled on and off in phase
with the ion motion such that only non-isobaric contaminants are deflected, while the ions
of interest remain unaffected [418]. The MRS can greatly simplify the identification of
TOF peaks as it ensures that all ions in a spectrum have completed the same number of
revolutions.

Mass measurement operation

The different mirror potentials applied throughout a mass measurement cycle are depicted
in Fig. 4.9 b). The inner-most mirror electrodes are kept at negative voltages to focus the
ion samples through the baffle apertures.

At the beginning of an analysis cycle, the potential of the entrance-mirror end cap is
pulsed to ground, allowing ions to enter the TOF analyzer. On the first pass, the MRS
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Figure 4.9. a) Cross-sectional view of the of the MR-TOF-MS injection trap system and
the time-of-flight analyzer. Adapted from [359]. b) Respective on-axis potentials inside the
TOF analyzer during the ion injection, the initial time-focus-shift (TFS) turn, isochronous
turns (IT) and the ejection to the TOF detector. The black arrows indicate the direction of ion
travel and the mean ion energy of 1.3 keV. Reprinted from [339], ©2021, with permission
from Elsevier.

electrodes are used to align the ion trajectories with the optical axis of the TOF analyzer.
During the first two reflections, a dynamic time-focus shift (TFS) [354] is performed by

applying special mirror voltages which define TOF foci both on the detector and near the
injection trap.

Subsequently, the potentials of both mirrors are switched into an isochronous state and
the ions are gradually mass separated by many revolutions inside the analyzer. These rev-
olutions will subsequently be referred to as isochronous turns (IT). Due to the isochronous
mirror potentials, the time foci defined by the dynamic TFS remain preserved irrespective
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of the number of reflections. Thus, the experimenter is free to change between different IT
numbers without the need to re-tune the instrument for optimal resolving power [347].

After a pre-defined number of IT, the endcap voltage of the exit-side mirror is pulsed to
ground to eject the ions towards the detector. Due to its high single-ion detection efficiencies
of ≈ 60–80% [339], a MagneTOF detector [419] placed behind the exit-side ion mirror is
used as the sub-nanosecond TOF detector. The ion arrival times on the detector are recorded
using a time-to-digital converter (TDC) [420] typically operated with a timing resolution of
1.6 ns.

Stable mirror voltages are an essential prerequisite to achieve high mass resolving pow-
ers with an MR-TOF-MS. In order to preserve the ion energies throughout a measurement
cycle, the mirror voltages have to be switched rapidly (within ∼ 100 ns), with well-defined
timings and minimal electronic ringing. These technical demands are met [344] by using
custom solid-state HV switches [421]. The HV inputs for the switches are derived from
low-noise precision power supplies [422]. Since the ions sample the IT voltages up to
several 100 times, the respective power supply outputs are additionally stabilized against
sub-second-scale fluctuations with passive low-pass filters [344].

Long-term drifts due to temperature-related changes of the mirror voltages and the ana-
lyzer length can be compensated with time-resolved mass calibrations [350] in the dedicated
Mass Acquisition software (MAc) [423]. In this approach, the calibration parameter b in
Eqn. 3.36 is periodically re-determined using an isobaric calibrant peak (see the description
of the data analysis procedure in section 5.2 for more details). Combined, these measures
prevent peak broadening and enable high mass resolving powers up to R ≈ 400 000 [339].

Isobar separation via mass-selective re-trapping

Experiments with exotic nuclides at ISOL facilities are often complicated by a large amount
of isobaric beam contamination. To address this challenge within the tight spatial bounds of
the TITAN platform, a novel technique referred to as mass-selective retrapping [357] was
developed for the TITAN MR-TOF-MS.

For isobar separation, the ions are first mass separated in the TOF analyzer and subse-
quently selectively re-captured in the injection trap. Themass separation cycle is identical to
that of a mass measurement [see Fig. 4.9 b)], except that the ions are finally ejected towards
the injection trap instead of the detector. In the injection trap, initially the same potential
gradient already used for ion injection is applied. Once the ions of interest are near the
trap centre, they are selectively re-captured by switching the potential gradient to a shallow
trapping configuration. The pre-determined timing for the switching of the injection trap
potential, referred to as the re-trapping time, has to be well adjusted to within a few 10 ns
for successful re-capture [424]. Ions of a different mass that have acquired a sufficient TOF
separation from the ions of interest to be outside the injection trap region at re-trapping time
are obviously not re-captured and fly back into the TOF analyzer. There, they are easily
discarded via deflection with the MRS.

Even closer lying contaminants that are in the injection trap region at the re-trapping
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The width of the re-captured mass window can be adjusted by varying either the injec-
tion trap depth or the number of IT used for the mass separation prior to re-trapping. Since
high IT numbers and very shallow trap depths result in increased losses of the ions of inter-
est, one faces a trade off between the achievable mass separation power and the re-capture
efficiency. At a trap depth of 3.2V and after 320 IT for mass separation, the re-trapping tech-
nique has enabled mass separation powers up to R ≈ 100 000 with a re-trapping efficiency
of ≈ 15% [339]. At greater trap depths, separation powers up to 40 000 with re-capture
efficiencies of ≈ 70% can be realized.

After mass-selective re-trapping, purified ion samples are re-cooled and then either re-
injected into the TOF analyzer formassmeasurement, or guided back through the RFQ trans-
port section and passed on to the other ion traps at TITAN. The re-trapping technique has
enabled TITAN to perform mass measurements with extreme signal-to-background ratios,
as exemplified by the first direct mass measurement of 60Ga [425] discussed in chapter 5.

Mass measurement operation with prior isobar separation

Depending on the specific requirements of a given experiment, the MR-TOF-MS can be
operated at repetition rates of 10–100Hz. Most measurements, including the gallium mass
measurements presented in chapter 5, have been performed with a repetition rate of 50Hz.
To obtain a usable spectrum, the TOF histograms recorded in single experimental cycles are
added up until sufficient statistics are reached.

To enable quick changes between measurement cycles with and without initial isobar
separation, each MR-TOF-MS cycle is divided into two subcycles of identical length. The
first is dedicated to optional isobar separation by mass-selective re-trapping and the second
is used for the mass measurement. The device is then operated in either of the two following
modes [339]:

1. Regular mass measurement: The ions are simply kept inside the injection trap during
the first half cycle. In the second half cycle, they are injected into the TOF analyzer
for mass measurement following the procedure described above.

2. Mass measurement with prior isobar separation: With re-trapping activated, the ions
are already injected during the first half cycle. Once a sufficient TOF separation has
been acquired, they are mass-selectively re-trapped and re-cooled in the injection trap.
The second half cycle then proceeds identical to that in regular mass measurement
operation.



Chapter 5

Mass measurements of neutron-deficient
gallium isotopes

This chapter discusses the mass measurements of 60−63Ga performed with TITAN’s MR-
TOF-MS. The results of these measurement have been published in [425]. Specifics of
the measurements and the data analysis procedure are described in sections 5.1 and 5.2,
respectively. Section 5.3 reports the obtained mass values and discusses them in the context
of the pre-existing data. The implications of the obtained mass data for the location of the
proton drip line in the gallium chain, the T = 1 IMME in the pf shell and the rp-process in
X-ray bursts are discussed in section 5.4. Conclusions are given in section 5.5.

5.1 Measurement procedure
Themass measurements of 60−63Gawere performed over a total time period of 58 hours with
radioactive ion beam. Throughout the entire experiment, the MR-TOF-MS was operated at
a repetition rate of 50Hz. The radioactive ion beam provided by the ISAC facility was
produced as detailed in section 4.1 and the ISAC mass-separator magnet was optimized for
maximum yield of the respective isotope of interest.

At eachmass unit, at first, a broadbandmass spectrumwithoutmass-selective re-trapping
was recorded to assess the beam composition. This enabled the identification of a suitable
species for the mass calibration and informed whether additional isobar separation through
mass-selective re-trapping was necessary. Toggling the MRS on and off further allowed for
a differentiation between isobaric and non-isobaric contaminant species.

In the subsequent precision mass measurements, the average count rate on the TOF de-
tector was kept below ≈ 0.95 particles per measurement cycle in order to limit systematic
uncertainties due to ion-ion interactions in the TOF analyzer. The measurements were per-
formed by letting the ions of interest revolve in the TOF analyzer for 327–400 isochronous
turns (IT), resulting in total flight times in the range of 5.1–6.2ms.

The mass measurements of 62,63Ga were performed in the regular mass measurement
mode without additional isobar suppression. For the mass measurements of 60Ga and 61Ga,
mass-selective re-trapping (see section 3.4.2 for details) was used to suppress isobaric beam
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spectra were then further processed with the open-source Python package EMGFIT [426], a
dedicated library for peak fitting of MR-TOF mass data with hyper-exponentially modified
Gaussian (hyper-EMG) line shapes [427]. The fitting package was developed as part of this
thesis and extensively tested in studies with simulated Monte-Carlo spectra. A selection
of these tests is presented in appendix A. The following section outlines the data analysis
procedure and highlights noteworthy deviations from the methodology presented in [350].

5.2.1 Time-resolved mass calibration (TRC)
Within theMAc software, the acquired flight times twere converted to mass-to-charge-state
ratios m

z
using the following calibration equation:

m

z
=

c (t− t0)
2

(1 +NIT b)2
, (5.1)

whereNIT denotes the number of completed isochronous turn (IT), and c, t0 and b are calibra-
tion parameters. Since the ion-optical tune remained unchanged throughout the experiment,
the parameters c and t0 could be treated as constants and were pre-determined through off-
line measurements with multiple non-radioactive ion species of well-known mass [350]. In
the analysis of a given spectrum, only isobaric peaks that underwent the same number of
isochronous turns were considered. With c and t0 pre-determined, the calibration parameter
b could hence be determined using only a single reference peak in each spectrum.

Long-term TOF drifts, e.g. due to temperature-related power-supply instabilities, in-
duce a broadening of the mass peaks and degrade the resolving power. These effects were
compensated by allowing the parameter b to vary over the measurement duration. In this
so-called time-resolved calibration (TRC) [350], a given TOF data set is split into blocks of
identical length. Within each block, the calibration parameter b is assumed to be constant
and re-determined through a Gaussian fit to the isobaric mass calibrant peak. Finally, all
calibration blocks are added up to obtain a drift-corrected mass spectrum, as illustrated in
Fig. 5.3.

The length of the calibration blocks (typically 1–100 s) is user-defined and has to be
adapted to the respective reference-ion count rate. On the one hand, the calibration block
length should be chosen as short as possible to correct for drifts on shorter time-scales. On
the other hand, the block length should ensure a sufficient amount of statistics for a robust
centroid determination in each Gaussian peak fit. In the analysis of the presented gallium
mass data, the block lengths were chosen such that each calibration block contained at least
100 reference ion counts. In spectra with an ideal reference ion count rate, the TRC almost
doubled the achieved spectral resolution, enabling mass resolving powers of the order of
R ≈ 250 000 (see top right in Fig. 5.3).

5.2.2 Fit models
Ion-optical aberrations and collisions with residual-gas atoms distort the shape of TOFmass
peaks, oftentimes leading to highly asymmetric line shapes. The accurate determination of
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where positive (negative) indices refer to individual positively-skewed (negatively-skewed)
exponential tails, N± denote the respective numbers of positively-skewed and negatively-
skewed exponential tails, η±=̇{η±1, η±2, ..., η±N±

} and τ±=̇{τ±1, τ±2, ..., τ±N±
} are the sets

of tail weights and exponential decay constants, respectively, and µ and σ denote the cen-
troid and standard deviation of the underlying Gaussian distribution, respectively. The tail
weights obey the following normalizations:

N−∑

i=1

η−i = 1, (5.5)

N+∑

i=1

η+i = 1. (5.6)

At certain distances from the peak maximum, numerical implementations of hyper-EMG
functions tend to suffer from numerical accuracy loss. As detailed in appendix A, the
EMGFIT fitting package prevents these issues by dynamically switching between different,
mathematically-equivalent formulations of the right-hand sides of Eqn.s 5.3 & 5.4.

EMGFIT can be used to fit an entire mass spectrum containing an, in principle, arbitrary
number of hyper-EMG peaks with a common peak shape defined by the shape parameters
σ,Θ, η−, τ−, η+& τ+. The total model function for a multi-peak fit of a continuous mass
range containing Npeaks peaks is given by

f(x)=̇

Npeaks∑

i=1

ai hemg(x;µi, σ,Θ, η−, τ−, η+, τ+) + cbkg, (5.7)

where ai, µi denote the amplitude, and the mean and standard deviation of the underlying
Gaussian of the i-th peak, respectively. The constant cbkg defines the amplitude of a uni-
form background and allows to account for detector dark counts and ions registered after
scattering with residual gas particles.

5.2.3 Model selection and peak-shape calibration
The resolving power of an ideal MR-TOF-MS is constant as a function ofm/z. The shape
parameters of peaks centred at different m/z are thus identical after scaling them to the
respective peak centroid position [344]. Simultaneous fits of peaks differing by more than
one mass unit usually require a re-scaling of the shape parameters to the respective peak
centroids [350]. For isobaric mass peaks measured with TITAN’s MR-TOF-MS, however,
them/z-dependent changes of the shape parameters (typically< 0.1%) are negligible com-
pared to the typical shape parameter uncertainties of 1− 10%. Fits of isobaric species were
therefore performed using a fixed, pre-determined peak shape, without re-scaling the shape
parameters to the peaks of interest. The fixed peak shape was pre-determined by fitting an
isobaric and ideally baseline-separated peak (or alternatively multiple, overlapping peaks)
in the same spectrum as the peaks of interest. This peaks is then referred to as the shape-
calibrant peak. Fixing the peak shape reduces the number of free parameters, and thus in-
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creases the robustness and sensitivity of multi-peak fits that include overlapping peaks with
limited statistics.

In each analyzed spectrum, a high-statistics and ideally well-separated isobaric refer-
ence peak was selected as the peak-shape calibrant and individually fitted by minimizing
Pearson’s chi-squared statistics [430, 431], defined as

χ2
P =̇

N∑

i=1

(f(xi)− yi)
2

f(xi) + ϵ
, (5.8)

where the sum runs over all N mass bins and yi is the number of counts in the i-th bin. The
small constant ϵ = 10−10 was added to the denominator to prevent numerical instabilities
for f(xi) → 0. To find the ideal peak-shape model, the peak-shape calibrant was fitted
using hyper-EMG models with successively higher numbers of exponential tails, N+ and
N−, starting from a pure Gaussian (N+ = N− = 0) up to a distribution withN+ = N− = 3.
Overfitting was prevented by excluding all models from the selection for which any of the
best-fit tail-weight parameters η±i or decay constants τ±i agreed with 0within the respective
1σ confidence intervals. Among the remaining models, the one which produced the smallest
χ2
P per degree of freedomwas selected as the best-fit model. The subsequent fits of the mass

calibrant and the ions of interest were performed using the so determined peak-shape model
and the corresponding best-fit peak-shape parameters.

The peak-shape calibrant should ideally be baseline-separated from other peaks to ensure
maximal accuracy in the determination of the peak-shape parameters. In the 60,61Ga mass
spectra, no fully separated peak was available as a peak-shape calibrant (see the lower sub-
plots in Fig.s 5.1 and 5.2). The peak shape atA = 60 was thus calibrated by simultaneously
fitting the 47Ti12C1H+ & 41Ca19F+ peaks. As isobaric peaks acquire non-distinguishable
shape parameters within our statistical measurement uncertainties (see above), in the simul-
taneous fit, identical line shapes were enforced for both peaks. The peak shape at A = 61

was calibrated analogously by fitting the 61Ga+ & 45Sc16O+ doublet. In both cases, the re-
sult can be expected to be a sufficiently accurate approximation of the true peak shape since
the more prominent shape-calibrant peaks were separated over a dynamic range larger than
the total amplitude of the respective gallium peak.

5.2.4 Mass-calibrant and ion-of-interest fits
To obtain accurate peak positions and areas, all peaks of interest were simultaneously fitted
through a binned maximum likehood estimation by minimizing the following (negative)
log-likelihood ratio [432, 433]:

L=̇2
N∑

i=1

[

f(xi)− yi + yi ln
(

yi

f(xi)

)]

. (5.9)

As opposed to a chi-squared statistic, this cost function respects the Poisson nature of count-
ing statistics and hence remains applicable for fitting low-statistics peaks. It further asymp-
totically converges to a chi-squared distribution and thus provides a convenient goodness-
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of-fit measure which may remain applicable even in low-statistics scenarios [433]. Numer-
ical implementation details and a comparison of fits with L, χ2

P and a number of other cost
functions can be found in appendix A. As the peak-shape parameters were fixed to the pre-
determined values, only the peak positions, peak amplitudes and the uniform background
parameter were varied in the fit. Example maximum-likelihood fits of the mass spectra
obtained at A = 60, 61 are shown as red lines in Fig.s 5.1 and 5.2, respectively.

To validate that the multi-peak fits robustly converged to a maximum in the likelihood
surface, the spectrum analysis was re-performed by fitting baseline-separated (groups of)
peaks individually. For all reported results, such individual ion of interest (IOI) fits resulted
in negligible mass shifts ( δm

m
< 4× 10−8) with respect to the results from a simultaneous fit

of all peaks.

5.2.5 Precision calibration and calculation of final mass values
We recall that them/z-scale established in the TRC is based on peak positions from Gaus-
sian least-squares fits, whereas the ion-of-interest peak positions (m/z)fit are determined
through a maximum likelihood estimation with hyper-EMGmodel functions. To avoid sys-
tematic mass shifts arising from these differences, a precision mass calibration was per-
formed by scaling the peak positions obtained in the maximum likelihood fit with the re-
calibration factor

γrecal=̇
(m/z)cal,lit
(m/z)cal,fit

, (5.10)

where (m/z)cal,fit is the peak position of the chosen mass-calibrant species and (m/z)cal,lit
is the corresponding literature mass-to-charge ratio deduced from AME2020 [151]. The
final (ionic) mass values mion and the corresponding atomic mass excesses ME were then
calculated as

mion = γrecal · (m/z)fit · z, (5.11)
ME = mion + zme − A u. (5.12)

In converting an ionic mass to an atomic mass or an atomic mass excess (which both pre-
sume a neutral atom in the atomic ground state), one must, in principle, correct for the
ionization potentials I of the removed electrons. However, for singly-charged atomic ions
(I ≤ 24.6 eV), this correction is only relevant at a precision level ≪1 keV and was thus
neglected in the calculations of the atomic mass excess values. The final mass values were
validated in an independent analysis performed with a different code for least-squares fit-
ting with hyper-EMG models [434]. In all cases, the final mass values agreed within their
uncertainties.

Combination of independent measurement results

The final mass values for 60,61,62Ga were each deduced from fits of a single mass spectrum
obtained by summing TOF data acquired with identical instrument settings; no combina-
tion of separate measurement results was necessary. For 63Ga, separate mass measurements
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were performed with 327, 337 & 347 isochronous turns, respectively, and required a special
treatment. The ionic mass values mi resulting from the three independent 63Ga measure-
ments agreed within their total mass uncertainties δmi and were combined into a single,
final value using a variance-weighted mean,

m =

∑3
i=1

mi/(δmi)
2

∑3
i=1

1/(δmi)
2

. (5.13)

Since the uncertainties of the different 63Ga mass measurements, δmi, were fully dominated
by systematic contributions (see table 5.1 below), the uncertainty of the combined mass
value was calculated as the weighted mean of the individual uncertainties:

δm =

∑3
i=1

δmi/(δmi)
2

∑3
i=1

1/(δmi)
2

. (5.14)

5.2.6 Uncertainty contributions
The total relative uncertainties of the final mass values were calculated by summing the
following uncertainty contributions in quadrature:

(
δm
m

)

ion =
[(

δm
m

)2

stat +
(
δm
m

)2

recal +
(
δm
m

)2

PS +
(
δm
m

)2

NIE +
(
δm
m

)2

ion−ion +
(
δm
m

)2

TRC

]1/2

. (5.15)

Each of the terms on the right-hand side of Eqn. 5.15 is discussed in detail below. Spe-
cial attention was taken to quantify possible systematic uncertainties arising in the fitting
process. The magnitudes of mass shifts due to the finite bin size, and due to variations in
the user-defined fit ranges for the peak-shape calibration and the ion-of-interest fits were
evaluated and all found to be negligible (see appendix A for details). An overview of the
uncertainty budget for each analyzed mass spectrum is given in a table at the end of this
section.

Statistical uncertainty

The statistical mass uncertainty of a hyper-EMG fit is related to the FWHM of the given
peak through [350]

δmstat = Astat
FWHM√
Nevents

, (5.16)

whereNevents denotes the number of events in the peak. For a regular Gaussian, the constant
of proportionality is simply given by Astat = 1/(2

√
2 ln 2) ≈ 0.425. For a hyper-EMG

distribution, however, Astat becomes dependent on the specific peak shape and has to be
evaluated numerically. EMGFIT includes a parametric bootstrap routine for calibrating Astat

to the shape of a reference peak. Once Astat has been calibrated, Eqn, 5.16 enables quick
estimates of the statistical uncertainties of any peak with the same shape as the reference
peak.

In the analysis of the presented gallium mass data, the statistical mass and peak-area
uncertainties were, instead, estimated through a parametric bootstrap procedure following
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the approach outlined in [350]. In this Monte-Carlo approach, 1000 simulated spectra were
created by randomly sampling as many events from the best-fit model obtained in the max-
imum likelihood estimation as contained in (the relevant subsection of) the measured spec-
trum. The ion-of-interest fit was then re-performed for each simulated spectrum and the
corresponding final mass values were calculated. Finally, the statistical mass uncertainty
was estimated as the sample standard deviation of the resulting 1000 mass values. This pro-
cedure yields robust estimates of the statistical uncertainties, even for strongly overlapping
peaks. It is particularly well-suited in low-statistics situations, as it also accounts, to some
degree, for the sensitivity of the fit results to outlier events (e.g. due to detector dark counts)
and will correspondingly increase the statistical mass and peak-area uncertainties.

Mass calibrant uncertainty

The mass calibrant uncertainty accounts for both the literature mass uncertainty of the cali-
brant species taken from [151] and the statistical uncertainty of the mass calibrant fit. Both
contributions were added in quadrature to obtain the (relative) mass calibrant uncertainty

(
δm

m

)

recal
=

(
δγ

γ

)

recal
=

√
(
δmcal,lit

mcal,fit

)2

+

(
δmcal,fit

mcal,fit

)2

. (5.17)

Peak-shape uncertainty

The peak-shape uncertainty δmPS quantifies the impact of uncertainties in the pre-determined
shape parameters on the final mass value obtained from an ion-of-interest fit. A simple pro-
cedure to estimate this uncertainty contribution has been outlined in [350] and entails re-
performing the ion-of-interest and mass-calibrant fits while individually varying each shape
parameter by +1σ and −1σ, respectively. The peak-shape uncertainty is then obtained by
adding the larger of the twomass shifts1 obtained from the variation of each shape parameter
in quadrature. This approach implicitly assumes that the posterior distributions of all shape
parameters follow Gaussian distributions and that the shape parameters are uncorrelated,
i.e. statistically independent. In most practical cases, one or both of these assumptions are
violated.

To obtain more refined estimates of the peak-shape uncertainty a dedicated Monte Carlo
procedure has been developed as an alternative and implemented as a routine in EMGFIT.
The procedure uses Markov-chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling [435] to obtain a large
number2 of peak-shape parameter sets supported by the mass data used for the peak-shape
calibration. These representative sets of peak-shape parameters approximate the posterior
distributions of the shape parameters and naturally respect the corresponding parameter cor-
relations. By re-performing the IOI fit with thesemany different peak shapes, the peak-shape

1Note that only peak-position shifts relative to the mass-calibrant position affect the final mass values.
Therefore, both a new ion-of-interest peak position (m/z)fit and a new re-calibration factor γrecal has to be
determined to calculate a new ionic mass value for each variation in peak shape.

2All cases considered here were performed with 1000 sets of peak-shape parameters.
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uncertainty can be estimated as the root-mean-square (RMS) deviation of the resulting mass
values. A detailed description of the procedure is given in appendix A.

In the analyzed 60−63Ga mass spectra, the peak-shape uncertainties obtained with the
Monte-Carlo method were all smaller than the corresponding estimates from the simple
±1σ-variation method, and were found to be on a negligible level of

(
δm
m

)

PS < 1× 10−8 in
all cases. Additional studies with other mass spectra suggest that the Monte-Carlo method
indeed only yields non-negligible peak-shape uncertainties in cases of strongly overlapping
peaks.

Uncertainty from the time-resolved calibration

Generally, uncertainties in all three calibration parameters (b, c & t0) can induce uncertain-
ties in the final mass values. For the measurements reported here, the situation is greatly
simplified since only isobaric species that undergo the same number of isochronous turns
are considered. In this case, the parameters c and b are fully correlated (see Eqn. 5.1) and
the uncertainty arising from the calibration parameter c becomes zero [350]. Further, the
mass uncertainty induced by an uncertainty in t0 can safely be neglected.3

The mass uncertainty deriving from the determination of the calibration parameter b in
the time-resolved calibration (TRC) was estimated using the following relation4

(
δm

m

)

TRC
≈ 2

δb

b
, (5.18)

where δb was calculated as the standard error of the mean variation of b between successive
calibration blocks.

Uncertainty from non-ideal ejection

In order to release the ions from the TOF-analyzer onto the detector, the exit-mirror potential
is rapidly switched into a non-reflecting state. Ions that are subjected to the resulting time-
varying electric potential experience a change in their kinetic energy that may cause a shift
in their TOF to the detector. If the calibrant ions and the ions of interest experience different
time-varying potentials, this results in a systematic mass shift. In order to minimize this
effect, the exit-mirror opening time was optimized in off-line measurements prior to the
beamtime such that the ions were at a maximal distance from the second mirror when the
switching occurs. Nevertheless, the mirror switching may induce non-negligible systematic
mass shifts referred to as the non-ideal ejection (NIE) uncertainty.

Following the procedure described in [350], this uncertainty contribution was estimated
in off-line measurements by varying the opening time of the exit-side ion mirror while
recording the respective TOF of reference ions (see Fig. 5.4). After truncating the TOF

3Conservatively assuming δt0 = 10%×t0 and following the evaluation procedure detailed in [350] resulted
in t0-induced mass uncertainties < 5× 10−11 for the cases reported here. See also [338].

4This relation is only valid for large numbers of isochronous turns,NIT ≫ 1/b, where b ≈ 0.5 for TITAN’s
MR-TOF-MS.
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Table 5.1. Uncertainty budget of the reported gallium mass measurements. The lowest row
contains the total mass uncertainties calculated with Eqn. 5.15.

Nuclide 60Ga 61Ga 62Ga 63Ga

NIT 350 400 347 327 337 347
(
δm
m

)

stat / 10−7 5.12 0.69 0.66 0.17 0.21 0.12
(
δm
m

)

recal / 10−7 0.06 0.25 0.12 0.86 0.27 0.60
(
δm
m

)

PS / 10−7 0.06 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02
(
δm
m

)

TRC / 10−7 0.75 1.55 0.92 1.01 1.07 0.83
(
δm
m

)

NIE / 10−7 1.35 1.19 1.37 1.45 1.41 1.37
(
δm
m

)

ion−ion / 10
−7 0.14 0.23 1.69 1.62 1.79 1.56

(
δm
m

)

ionic / 10−7 5.35 2.10 2.45 2.55 2.54 2.32

ion source terminal [367] for ISAC yielded an effect of (δm/m)ion−ion ≈ 1.9 × 10−7 per
detected ion per measurement cycle. The mass uncertainties from ion-ion interactions were
estimated by scaling this number to the total ion count rate in each analyzed mass spectrum.
In all reported measurements, the average count rate registered on the TOF detector was
≤ 0.95 ions per cycle.

Resulting uncertainty budget

The aforementioned uncertainty contributions were separately evaluated for each analysed
mass spectrum. The total uncertainty budget including all considered error contributions is
given in table 5.1. For 62,63Ga, the systematic uncertainty from ion-ion interactions formed
the dominant uncertainty contribution. In the 60,61Ga measurements, the impact of ion-
ion interactions was insignificant due to the low total ion count rates and the total mass
uncertainty was dominated by the statistical uncertainty.

5.3 Mass results

The 60−63Ga mass excess values obtained in this study are reported along with literature
values in table 5.2. Fig 5.5 illustrates the respective deviations from literature and earlier
mass determinations. Separately for each isotope, the following sections discuss our new
experimental results in the context of the previously available data.
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Table 5.2. Mass excess values obtained for 60−63Ga in the TITAN mass measurements
compared to literature values from 2020 Atomic Mass Evaluation (AME2020) [151]. The
respective half-lives T1/2, event numbers Nevents and mass-calibrant species are also listed.

Nuclide T1/2 Nevents Calibrant species Mass excess (keV)
(ms) TITAN AME2020

60Ga 70 41 41Ca19F+ −40005(30) −39590#(200#)
61Ga 167 1001 45Sc16O+ −47114(12) −47130(40)
62Ga 116 954 46Ti16O+ −51992(14) −51987.0(6)
63Ga 3240 48099 47Ti16O+ −56563(14) −56547.1(13)

# Extrapolated values based on trends of the mass surface [152].

63Ga

Themass of 63Ga had already been precisely determined in a Penning trapmeasurement [440]
at ISOLTRAP and is listed in the 2020 Atomic Mass Evaluation (AME2020) [151] with an
uncertainty of 1.3 keV. The new mass result obtained with TITAN’s MR-TOF-MS does not
match this precision level but agrees with the literature value within 1.2σ. With an average
count rate of 0.8–0.9 ions per cycle, the leading uncertainty contribution is given by the un-
certainty from ion-ion interactions, (δm/m)ion−ion ≈ 1.6− 1.8× 10−7, closely followed by
the uncertainty due to non-ideal ion ejection, (δm/m)NIE ≈ 1.4−1.5×10−7 (see table 5.1).

62Ga

Due to its superallowed β-decay, 62Ga has been extensively studied in earlier experiments
(see e.g. [30, 442–444]). Its literature mass value had already been well-established with
an uncertainty of 0.6 keV in AME2020, based on a Penning trap measurement [439] at
JYFLTRAP. Our mass result of ME = −47 114(12) keV is less precise than the earlier
measurement but confirms the preexisting data with an agreement within 0.4σ. With an av-
erage count rate of≈ 0.9 detected ions per cycle, the estimate of the uncertainty from ion-ion
interactions, (δm/m)ion−ion ≈ 1.7 × 10−7, forms the dominant uncertainty contribution in
this measurement.

61Ga

The AME2020 literature mass value of 61Ga is based on an indirect β-endpoint measure-
ment [437] and a direct mass measurement at the CSRe storage ring in Lanzhou [438]. The
literature mass excess of ME = −47 130(40) keV does not exhibit the required precision for
rp-process simulations (δm ≤ 10 keV) and has been found to induce significant uncertain-
ties in light curve calculations for hydrogen-rich X-ray bursts [51] (see section 2.1.5). Due
to concerns about the reliability of the existing experimental results [51], an independent
and more precise measurement of the 61Ga mass has long been outstanding.
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energy of ME(60Ga) = −40010(60)keV and Sp(
60Ga) = 40(70) keV, respectively.

Another indirect determination of the 60Ga ground-state mass was recently obtained in
a study of the β-decay of 60,62Ge by Orrigo et al. [441]. In that study, β-decays of 60Ge
were found to populate the (excited) isobaric analogue state (IAS) in 60Ga. The IAS then
either de-excited through a γ cascade to the 60Ga ground state, or decayed to states in 59Zn
via emission of a proton (β-delayed proton emission). Combining the measured energy for
proton emission leading to the ground state with the well-known literature mass of 59Zn al-
lowed Orrigo et al. to extract the mass of the IAS in 60Ga. They further constructed a level
scheme for 60Ga assuming that the IAS de-excites through the successive emission of the
observed 1775 keV and 837 keV γ rays. This hypothesis provided them with the excitation
energy ofEx = 2611.8(0.9)keV for the IAS in 60Ga. Combining this excitation energy with
their measured mass for the IAS, Orrigo et al. indirectly deduced a 60Ga ground-state mass
excess of ME(60Ga) = −40016(15) keV and a corresponding proton separation energy of
Sp(

60Ga) = 90(15) keV. Their underlying assumptions about the de-excitation of the IAS
in 60Ga were strengthened by the agreement with the excitation energy of the mirror level
in 60Zn. However, the Fermi transition strength obtained for the decay of the IAS in 60Ga,
B(F ) = 3.1(1)), fell short of the theoretical expectation of B(F ) = 4. This discrepancy
could indicate that γ-ray transitions de-exciting the IAS were misassigned or remained un-
detected, thus raising questions about the reliability of the proposed level scheme and the
obtained 60 ground-state mass excess. Orrigo et al. themselves called for an additional decay
study with higher statistics to resolve the apparent inconsistencies in their observations.

Our MR-TOF-MS measurements provide the first direct determination of the 60Ga
ground-state mass. With 41(8) 60Ga events accumulated over a total of 16 h, the measure-
ment uncertainty is dominated by the statistical error of (δm/m)stat ≈ 5.1 × 10−7. Our
result of ME(60Ga) = −40005(30) keV deviates from the extrapolated value in AME2020
by almost 400 keV but agrees with the semi-empirical estimate by Mazzocchi et al. [156]
and the more precise, indirect determination by Orrigo et al [441] within the quoted uncer-
tainties (see Fig. 5.5). The agreement with our mass value lends further credibility to the
assumptions of Orrigo et al. concerning the de-excitation of the IAS in 60Ga. Additional
decay studies are still desirable to obtain a more comprehensive understanding of the level
structure of 60Ga. While our mass value disagrees with the AME2020 value, it is compatible
with the extrapolated value5 of ME(60Ga) = −40000#(110#) keV listed in AME2003 [446].
Several other studies [441, 447–449] have found similar discrepancies with extrapolations
in mass evaluations after AME2003. Our mass value could act as an anchor point for future
atomic mass evaluations but additional mass measurements in the region are desirable. Our
mass value is further in close agreement with an estimate based on a theoretical CDE from
Brown et al. [220], ME(60Ga) = −40005(10) keV.

5Values extrapolated based on trends from the mass surface [152] are marked with a hash (#).
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5.4 Discussion
The new mass data allows us to constrain the location of the proton drip line in the gallium
isotope chain, extend the T = 1 IMME in the pf shell, deduce an estimate for the mass of
61Ge and investigate implications for the rp-process in X-ray bursts. These applications are
discussed separately in the subsequent sections.

5.4.1 Location of the proton drip line in the gallium chain

The proton drip line is defined as the point along an isotope chain where the (one-)proton
separation energy,

Sp(A,Z) = ME(A− 1, Z − 1)−ME(1H)−ME(A,Z), (5.20)

becomes negative [17]. Nuclides beyond the proton (neutron) drip line are said to be proton-
(neutron-)unbound and decay through emission of a proton (neutron). As a fundamental
boundary of nuclear stability, the proton drip line provides ideal testing grounds for nuclear
mass models. Here, we use our new mass data to benchmark the global and local mass
prediction methods introduced in sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, respectively, and to investigate
the location of the proton drip line in the gallium chain.

In contrast to the near-instantaneous decay of neutron-unbound nuclei (t1/2 ≲ 1 ps [17]),
the additional confinement due to the Coulomb barrier causes some proton-unbound nuclei
to exhibit surprisingly long half-lives against proton emission (up to multiple seconds [12]).
The existence of such long-lived proton emitters makes the exact localization of the proton
drip line an experimental challenge [12]. The detection of ground-state proton emission im-
mediately establishes the proton-unbound nature of a nucleus. However, as detailed in [23],
the non-observation of emitted protons in a charged-particle spectrometer is generally not
sufficient to conclude that a nucleus is stable against proton emission. This is due to two
reasons. (1) In the case of a small, negative Sp value, the partial half-life against proton
emission can exceed the half-life against competing β-decay by several orders of magni-
tude, resulting in a undetectably small branching ratio for proton emission (see also [12]).
Adopting the barrier-penetration model of [450], the proton-emission half-life of 60Ga was
calculated as a function of the respective decay Q-value, Qp, and is plotted for different
proton angular momenta in Fig. 5.6. Already within the literature uncertainty of Sp(

60Ga)
(grey-shaded area), the proton-emission half-life could exceed the β-decay half-life (red
line) by more than 7 orders of magnitude, implying a branching ratio below the sensitivity
of conventional charged-particle decay spectrometers. (2) The detection of a proton peak
in decay spectrometers without charged-particle identification is further hampered by the
low-energy background induced by the β-particles (see e.g. Fig. 2 in [441]) which falls
into the same energy range as the emitted protons. These complications are circumvented
by informing the particle bound nature of a nuclide based on reliable mass data and the re-
quirement that Sp < 0. Precision mass measurements are therefore essential to stringently
determine the location of the proton drip line. This is especially true in such challenging
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multiple studies [48, 51, 199, 459], including the investigations presented in section 5.4.4.
The Sp values based on the CDEs by Brown et al. (orange dotted line) are seen to be in
excellent agreement with our experimental data and suggest 60Ga to be proton-bound with
Sp = 70(140) keV. Both CDE approaches considered here closely reproduce our new exper-
imental trends. However, due to the small proton separation energy of 60Ga, the prediction
uncertainties prevent a detailed localization of the proton drip line.

Our direct mass measurement of 60Ga yields a 60Ga proton separation energy of Sp =

78(30) keV, implying 60Ga to be proton-bound with 2.6σ confidence. This is in strong
tension with the extrapolated AME2020 result, which lists 60Ga as proton-unbound with
Sp = −340#(200#) keV. Our new Sp value for 60Ga is in decent agreement with the semi-
empirical value by Mazzocchi et al [156] and the recent result by Orrigo et al. [441] (see
table 5.3 or the inset of Fig. 5.7). The compatibility with our direct mass measurement con-
firms the reliability of the more precise, indirect determination by Orrigo et al. Combining
both values yields a variance-weighted mean of Sp(

60Ga) = 88(18) keV, thereby establish-
ing the proton-bound nature of 60Ga with more than 3σ significance.

To pin down the location of the proton drip line in an isotopic chain also requires an
experimental confirmation of the proton-unbound nature of the first nuclide beyond the drip
line, i.e. 59Ga in the case of the gallium chain. The non-observation of 59Ga in an isotope
search at the A1900 fragment separator at NSCL provided strong evidence that 59Ga is
indeed proton-unbound [460]. Combining this finding with the results by Orrigo et al. [441]
and those from our study, we find strong evidence that 60Ga is the last proton-bound nuclide
in its isotopic chain and marks the location of the proton drip line.

5.4.2 Extending the T=1 isobaric multiplet mass equation

The most recent global evaluations of IMME coefficients were presented by Lam et al. in
2013 [193] and MacCormick et al. in 2014 [203]. Due to a lack of experimental input data,
the evaluated T = 1 triplets in these surveys only reached up to A = 58 and contained
gaps at A = 44, 52, 56. These gaps have, by now, all been filled through precision mass
measurements of 44g,mV [240], 52g,mCo [461], 56Cu [462].

Our 60Ga mass measurement completes the IAS data for the lowest-lying isospin triplet
atA = 60, allowing us to extend the high-mass end of the evaluated T = 1 IMME. To study
the trends of the b and c coefficients in the pf shell, we evaluated the lowest-lying triplets
at A = 42 − 62. The selection of the input data on the relevant IASs proceeded according
to the procedures detailed in [203]. The mass excesses of excited IAS were calculated by
combining ground-state masses with the corresponding excitation energies. Unless other-
wise noted, ground-state masses were taken from AME2020 [151], and IAS assignments
and excitation energies were adopted from ENSDF [463]. The corresponding IMME coef-
ficients were extracted through least-squares fits of the evaluated IAS mass excesses with
the quadratic IMME (Eqn. 2.13).

The data selection for the triplet at A = 60 was complicated by ambiguities in the as-
signment of the lowest-lying T = 1 IAS in 60Zn, 60Zni. ENSDF suggests two levels with
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excitation energies of Ex = 4852.2(7) keV and Ex = 4913.3(9) keV, respectively, as prob-
able candidates for 60Zni [451]. Neither of the two reaction studies [464, 465] that measured
the higher-lying candidate level could assign it a spin-parity or provide other conclusive evi-
dence for the identification of this level as the IAS. The lower-lying level was first observed
in a study of 58Ni(16O,14C)60Zn reactions [466] and assigned as the IAS on the grounds of
the close agreement with a CDE prediction. Later, this level was re-measured in the decay
spectroscopy studies by Mazzocchi et al. [156] and Orrigo et al. [441], which both assigned
it as the T = 1 IAS. The assignment by Mazzocchi et al. was informed by the coincident
detection of β-delayed γ rays attributed to the cascading de-excitation of the IAS. The agree-
ment of the corresponding decay strength with the theoretical expectation further indicated
that, if any, only a small fraction of γ rays de-exciting the IAS remained unobserved. In
accordance with NUBASE2020 [467], we hence identified the lower-lying candidate level
as 60Zni and used the literature excitation energy of 4852.2 keV to evaluate the IAS mass
excess.

To compare the trends of the b and c coefficients to theory predictions, shell-model cal-
culations were performedwithin the full pf -shell valence space using the NUSHELLX@MSU
code [468] and the isospin-nonconserving (INC) interaction cdGX1A. The latter is a charge-
dependent (cd) version of the phenomenological effective interaction GXPF1A [225, 241]
with the Coulomb two-body interaction, the nuclear isospin-symmetry breaking terms
from [27], and isovector single-particle energies from [228]. The two-body Coulomb in-
teraction and the isovector single-particle energies were scaled with a factor proportional
to
√

ℏω(A) to account for their mass dependence throughout the pf shell (see [193] for
details).

The IMME b and c coefficients obtained in our evaluation are shown in Fig. 5.8 along
with the results from the survey by MacCormick et al. [203] and the shell-model predic-
tions. The comparison of our results to the 2014 survey by MacCormick et al. illustrates
the substantial expansion of the experimental IAS data due to recent measurements on rare
isotopes, including dramatic uncertainty reductions at A = 48, 50, 54. Our expanded set
of experimental b coefficients seamlessly continue the near-linear decrease observed to-
wards higher masses. The c coefficients exhibit the characteristic staggering attributed to
Coulomb pairing and INC forces of nuclear origin (see section 2.2.3). The new c coeffi-
cients are compatible with a gradually decreasing staggering amplitude. All lowest-lying
T = 1 multiplets up to A = 60 are now well-constrained by experiment, except for the
triplet at A = 58. In the latter, the precision of the c coefficients is not known accurately
enough to exclude a possible anomaly. Generally, such an anomaly could indicate isospin
mixing or misidentification of an IAS [203]. The precision of the triplet at A = 58 is cur-
rently limited by the 50 keV uncertainty of the 58Zn mass which is based on a measurement
of the 58Ni(π+,π−)58Zn reaction Q-value. A direct, precision mass measurement of 58Zn is
desirable to rule out a possible anomaly at A = 58.

The experimental b and c coefficients at A = 42 − 60 are found to be in reasonable
agreement with the shell-model predictions, as evidenced by RMS deviations of 59 keV and
23 keV, respectively. However, we observe increasing discrepancies at masses
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Table 5.4. Prediction of the unmeasured mass excess of 61Ge from an IMME fit to the other
T = 3/2multiplet members, 61Gai, 61Zni and 61Cu. The extrapolated AME2020 [151] mass
excess of 61Ge and a mass estimate [51] based on a theoretical CDE from Brown et al. [199]
are also listed.

IMME input data IMME prediction
IAS 61Cu 61Zni 61Gai 61Ge
Tz +3/2 +1/2 −1/2 −3/2

Mass excess (keV) −61984(1) −53001(25) −43723(30) −34150(117)

AME2020 mass excess (keV): −33790#(300#)

CDE estimate (keV): −34065(100)

# Extrapolated values based on trends from the mass surface [152].

a different reaction study by Weber et al. [471]. Measuring the energy spectra of reaction
products from two different heavy-ion transfer reactions, Weber et al. observed a 61Zn level
at an excitation energy of 3345(20) keV and 3370(60) keV, respectively. Both excitation
energies agree with the value quoted in [470] and likely belong to the same level. We thus
identified this level as the IAS and estimated its excitation energy as the variance-weighted
mean of the two energies measured byWeber et al., resulting inEx(

61Zni) = 3348(19) keV.
None of the aforementioned experimental values forEx(

61Zni) agree closely with the shell-
model prediction of 3097 keV obtained with the cdGX1A interaction. A confirmation of our
IAS assignment through a decay spectroscopy study would be desirable.

Fitting the obtained mass excesses for 61Gai, 61Zni, and 61Ni with the quadratic IMME,
we deduce a 61Ge mass estimate of ME(61Ge) = −34150(117) keV (see table 5.4). Within
the uncertainties, this result is compatible with the AME2020 extrapolation of ME(61Ge) =
−33790#(300#) keV and a mass estimate of ME(61Ge) = −34065(100) keV based on the
theoretical CDEs by Brown et al. [199]. The latter have been used to deduce a 60Ga(p,γ)
Q-value of Q = 1349.47 keV, which was used to calculate the literature rate listed for
this reaction in the JINA REACLIB database [135]. Inserting our measured 60Ga mass
excess and our IMME prediction for ME(61Ge) into Eqn. 5.20, we obtain an estimate of
Q = 1434(121) keV for the same Q-value. Our estimate confirms the Q-value used in the
calculation of the literature rate within the uncertainties. We further recall that the 60Gamass
estimate based on the CDEs by Brown et al. is in perfect agreement with our direct mass
measurement (see section 5.3). For consistency with earlier studies [50, 51], we hence opt
to use the CDE estimate of the 61Ge mass rather than our IMME prediction as input for the
X-ray burst simulations presented in the subsequent section.

5.4.4 Implications for the rp process in X-ray bursts

We investigate the impact of the reduced 60,61Ga mass uncertainties on X-ray burst model
predictions and the rp-process flow near the 60Zn waiting point using a one-zone model.
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X-ray burst light curves were simulated using model A from Ref. [51]. This self-consistent
one-zone model has been shown to reproduce multi-zone model results sufficiently well to
study the sensitivity of model predictions to nuclear input uncertainties [50]. The model is
characterized by a high initial hydrogen mass fraction ofXH = 0.66, resulting in peak tem-
peratures of≈ 2GK and a strong rp-process that extends up to theA = 100 region. Nuclear
reaction rates were adopted from JINA REACLIB [135]. Nuclear masses were generally
taken fromAME2020 [151]. Themasses of unmeasured, proton-rich nuclides were obtained
from the theoretical CDEs from Brown et al. [220]. To evaluate the sensitivity of model pre-
dictions to the new mass inputs, simulation runs were performed with the masses of 60,61Ga
and 59,60Zn varied by±3σ.The mass variations resulted in updated proton captureQ-values,
(or equivalently one-proton separation energies, Sp), where the signs of the mass variations
were chosen such as to either minimize or maximize Sp(

60Ga) and Sp(
61Ga). New Hauser-

Feshbach estimates of the relevant proton capture rates were calculated from the updated
Q-values using the TALYS package [146]. The reverse photodisintegration rates were also
re-calculated from the updated capture rates and Q-values using the principle of detailed
balance (Eqn. 2.5).

The first direct mass measurement of 60Ga allows us to investigate the possibility of a
secondary bypass of the 60Zn waiting point through the sequential two-proton capture reac-
tion 59Zn(p, γ)60Ga(p, γ)61Ge. Under the modelled astrophysical conditions a (p, γ)-(γ, p)
equilibrium is established between 59Zn and 60Ga. According to Eqn. 2.6, the forward reac-
tion flow then depends exponentially on the 59Zn(p, γ)Q-value, or equivalently onSp(

60Ga).
Although we find 60Ga to be proton bound, our new result of Sp(

60Ga) = 78(30) keV causes
only a negligible fraction of 10−4 of the total reaction flow from 59Zn to branch out into this
capture sequence. Even ±3σ variation of Sp(

60Ga) does not alter this finding. A secondary
bypass of 60Zn through sequential two-proton capture on 59Zn, as hypothesized in Ref. [155],
can therefore now be excluded with certainty.

The impedance imposed by the 60Zn waiting point on the rp-process reaction flow is
primarily bypassed through the 60Zn(p, γ)61Ga(p, γ)62Ge proton capture sequence. Due to
the (p, γ)-(γ, p) equilibrium between 60Zn and 61Ga, the efficiency of this bypass, and thus
the effective half-life of 60Zn, is determined by Sp(

61Ga) and the 61Ga(p, γ)62Ge reaction
rate (see Eqn. 2.6 again).

The literature uncertainty of Sp(
61Ga) has been limited by the 40 keV mass uncertainty

of 61Ga, resulting in substantial prediction uncertainties in the light curves of hydrogen-
rich X-ray bursts [51]. Our new 61Ga mass value yields a three times more precise value
of Sp(

61Ga) = 229(12) keV (see table 5.3). The effect of ±3σ variation of the Sp(
61Ga)

values from AME2020 and from this work on the predicted light curve is shown in Fig. 5.9.
One observes the characteristic deviation from the standard power-law decay of the burst
luminosity that can be caused by the 60Zn waiting point. The new 61Ga mass value is seen
to substantially constrain the predicted light curve.

For a more quantitative evaluation, the ratio of the varied light curves is plotted in
Fig. 5.10. The more precise 61Gamass value is found to reduce the prediction uncertainty of
the burst luminosity by more than a factor of two. The 12 keV uncertainty of the Sp(

61Ga)
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correspondingQ-value. Our 61Ga mass measurement marks an important step towards a re-
liable experimental determination of thisQ-value, but presently its uncertainty is dominated
by the 200 keV uncertainty of the unmeasured 62Ge mass.





Chapter 6

Electron cooling of singly charged ions in
a Penning trap

This chapter discusses experimental studies of electron cooling of singly charged ions (SCI)
in a Penning trap. Using a test setup with a dedicated cooler Penning trap (CPET), we
experimentally studied the sympathetic cooling of stable, singly-charged alkali ions by a
co-trapped electron plasma. Technical challenges imposed by the simultaneous storage of
electrons and positively charged ions in a nested trapping potential are discussed, and the
applied countermeasures that enabled the observation of electron cooling of SCI are pre-
sented. We present a model of the cooling dynamics and benchmark it against the exper-
imental findings. Matching the model predictions to the experimental data obtained with
SCI, estimates of the crucial system parameters are deduced, enabling an extrapolation to
the expected performance for electron cooling of highly charged ions (HCI).

The chapter sets out with a motivation for cooling of HCI at TITAN and other ion trap-
ping facilities and briefly discusses the benefits and drawbacks of electron cooling in com-
parison to other cooling techniques in section 6.1. Section 6.2 gives an general overview
of the investigated cooling scheme and presents the expectations from theoretical studies
of the electron cooling process. The cooler Penning trap and the test setup used for the
experimental studies are discussed in section 6.3. As important prerequisites for studies of
electron cooling of trapped ions, the preparation of electron plasmas in CPET is examined
in section 6.4.3, and the trapping of stable SCI from a surface ion source as well as the first
tests of co-trapping of ions and electrons are discussed in section 6.4.4. Section 6.4.5 first
introduces the experimental procedures developed to probe the energy evolution of trapped
ions and gives an overview of the experimental cycles used in the ion-electron interaction
studies. Subsequently, it reports the results of the interactions studies and presents a sim-
plified model of the observed cooling dynamics. Section 6.5 concludes with a summary
of the obtained results and comments on the prospects of electron cooling of short-lived,
radioactive HCI.

109
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6.1 Motivation

Since the cyclotron frequency increases linearly with the ion’s charge state, the use of highly
charged ions (HCI) provides an effective way to boost the achievable mass precision and
resolving power of Penning trap mass spectrometry (PTMS) (see section 4.2.2 for details).
This fact is routinely exploited in ultra-high precision studies with stable or very long-lived
radioactive isotopes [255]. For example, mass measurements for tests of fundamental sym-
metries or Q-value determinations for neutrino science demand relative uncertainties well
below δm

m
= 10−10 [331, 472]. These studies heavily rely on the use of HCI since such mass

precisions are hardly attainable with SCI, whose smaller cyclotron frequencies νc cause a
given absolute frequency uncertainty δνc (typically limited by systematic uncertainties) to
result in a substantially larger fractional mass uncertainty δm/m ∼ δνc/νc. The high cy-
clotron frequencies and the strong internal electric fields associated with trapped HCI are
also frequently exploited in g-factor measurements for tests of bound-state quantum electro-
dynamics (QED) [473, 474]. Thementioned high-precision applications additionally benefit
from high ion charge states as they increase the coupling between trapped ions and resonant
detection circuits, thus increasing the signal-to-noise ratio of eigenfrequency determinations
with the FT-ICR technique (consult section 3.3.3). HCI further offer a unique set of advan-
tages for PTMS within the realm of rare isotope science, where they can potentially reduce
the measurement time by up to an order of magnitude [63], enable the resolution of low-
lying nuclear isomers [63] or can be used to isobarically purify rare isotope beams [382]
(see section 4.2.2 for details).

The creation of HCI, whether through charge breeding in an EBIT [475] or an elec-
tron cyclotron resonance (ECR) cell [476], or by electron stripping in a heavy-ion accelera-
tor [477], is based on energetic particle collisions and thus inherently reduces the ion beam
quality. The impact of ion storage and charge breeding in TITAN EBIT on the longitudinal
ion energy spread is illustrated by the data from measurements with a retarding-field en-
ergy analyzer [64] in Fig. 6.1. In retarding field analysis (RFA), the ion count rateN(ϕr) is
recorded as function of a repulsive potentialϕr in the beam path. The longitudinal ion energy
distribution is then given by the derivative of the measured count profile: n(E∥) = − ∂N

∂ϕr
.

In principle, the underlying energy distribution can be extracted directly from an RFA count
profile using finite-difference methods. However, this approach is oftentimes hampered by
statistical fluctuations in the count data. It it is therefore often more practical to presume
a certain functional form for the ion energy distribution and then determine its parameters
by fitting the complement of the respective cumulative distribution to the RFA count data.
For the data presented in Fig. 6.1, assuming a Gaussian energy distribution (orange dashed
lines) is seen to yield good fits to the measured RFA count data. The fit results revealed that
storing and charge breeding 85Rb+ ions to q = +3e in TITAN EBIT increased the energy
spread of the bunched ion beam from 20 eV/q to 44 eV/q. More extensive studies of the beam
properties of charge-bred ion bunches ejected from TITAN EBIT found that, even under op-
timized conditions, the charge breeding and extraction from EBIT resulted in beam energy
spreads of several 10 eV/q and a transverse emittance of ϵRMS = 5.27(73) πmmmrad [64].
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compatiblity with experimental repetition rates ≥ 1Hz, which in turn limits the achievable
data accumulation rates; since the laser-cooled ion plasma is destroyed upon extraction of
the ions of interest, it has to be regenerated and re-cooled in each experimental cycle — a
process which typically requires multiple seconds [482]. Resistive cooling is an attractive
option for cooling of stable HCI because the technique is, in principle, directly applicable to
any element and the coupling between ions and the external RLC circuit increases with the
ion charge state. Nevertheless, typical time constants for resistive cooling of HCI lie in the
range of seconds [483], making this technique unsuited for cooling short-lived radioactive
isotopes with half-lives < 1 s.

Based on calculations with an unmagnetized1 two-component plasma model [484] (see
section 6.2), electron cooling in a dedicated cooler Penning trap has been identified as a
promising alternative for cooling radioactive HCI at TITAN [65]. In storage rings, elec-
tron cooling has been widely used to reduce the phase space of heavy, highly charged ion
beams [293]. As discussed in section 3.2, electron cooling forms a cornerstone for preci-
sion measurements in storage rings and has been widely studied in theory and experiment
(see [293] for a review).

Electron cooling of charged particles stored in a Penning trapwas pioneered byGabrielse
et al. in 1989 [485], who succeeded in cooling antiprotons to energies below 100meV. The
use of electron cooling was motivated by the excessive annihilation losses that antiproton
samples would suffer when subjected to a neutral buffer gas. This is in close analogy to
the situation for HCI, where charge-exchange losses prevent the application of buffer gas
cooling. Since the early work by Gabrielse et al., in-trap electron cooling has further been
applied to protons [486], Au− ions and C−

70 clusters [487]. In recent years, antimatter trap-
ping experiments have been extensively using electron cooling for the preparation of cold
antiprotons [304], or electron and subsequent positron cooling for the synthesis of antihy-
drogen [488, 489]. Nevertheless, cooling with trapped lepton plasmas has remained less
well explored than electron cooling in storage rings and questions remain concerning the
applicability of the technique to multiply charged ions. Systematic experimental studies
with different ion species and over a range of plasma properties (density, temperature, de-
gree of magnetization) would provide important data to test existing theory descriptions of
the cooling process as well as the plasma dynamics in the high-magnetic field regime.

As part of this thesis, the prospects of in-trap electron cooling of radioactive HCI at
TITAN were investigated in off-line tests with a dedicated cooler Penning trap (CPET).
Similar efforts are under way within the HITRAP project [289, 490] at the GSI Helmholtz
Centre for Heavy Ion Research (GSI) which plans to use an array of ion traps to perform
precision studies on heavy, stable HCI up to fully-stripped uranium. The science program
at HITRAP [491, 492] includes laser spectroscopy of Coulomb crystallized ions [482], tests

1A plasma species with charge q, mass m, number density n and temperature T is regarded as magne-
tized when its thermal Larmor radius rc = mv⊥

qB
with v⊥ =

√

2kBTe/me is smaller than the Debye length

λD =
√

ϵ0kBT
nq2

. In collisions of charged particles with rc < λD the ambient magnetic fields starts to affect
the collision dynamics. In contrast, for rc > λD, external magnetic fields can essentially be neglected in
calculations of the plasma collision dynamics.
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of bound-state QED [493] and ion-surface interaction studies [289]. Since the HCI are
produced through in-flight electron stripping, they have to be decelerated from energies of
several 100MeV/u to less than 1 eV [494]. Ion bunches are first decelerated to a few keV/u
in the Experimental Storage Ring (ESR) and a downstream linear decelerator. For the fi-
nal deceleration and cooling before injection into the precision ion traps, a cooler Penning
trap [494] for electron cooling and subsequent resistive cooling of HCI is being developed
at HITRAP. In contrast to CPET, the time constraints imposed on the electron cooling pro-
cess in HITRAP’s cooler trap are less restrictive since only cooling of stable or very long-
lived HCI is foreseen. However, electron cooling has, to date, not been demonstrated in
HITRAP’s cooler trap and in-trap electron cooling of HCI remains experimentally untested.

6.2 The cooling scheme
This section gives a general overview of the electron cooling scheme employed in CPET.
After a brief outline of the cooling scheme, I discuss the key results from simulation of
the cooling process in a two-component plasma model. Preceding studies in such a model
provided the original motivation to pursue cooling of radioactive HCI at TITAN and helped
to identify the parameters that most critically affect the cooling dynamics. The updated
simulations with refined input parameters presented here help to illustrate the key aspects
of the cooling process and provided guidance during the experimental work discussed later
in this chapter.

The general scheme for electron cooling of ions in a Penning trap is schematically illus-
trated in Fig. 6.2 and consists of the following stages:

a) Plasma preparation: Electrons are loaded into the trap. As they are stored in a high
magnetic field region, they self-cool by emission of cyclotron radiation and settle into
inverted wells within the axial trap potential, forming a near-room temperature electron
plasma2.

b) Ion injection: By suitable switching of the endcap potentials, ions are injected into the
trap and co-confined with the prepared electron plasma. The simultaneous storage of
oppositely charged particles necessitates a nested electric trap potential with inverted
wells for electron storage (“electron nests”) framed by non-inverted wells where cold
ions may accumulate (“ion wells”).

c) Electron cooling of trapped ions: The ions perform axial oscillations in the trap poten-
tial and lose kinetic energy through Coulomb collisions with electrons upon each pass
through the plasma. While the initial cooling stage primarily dissipates energy from the
2Strictly speaking, the term non-neutral plasma would be more accurate since any plasma confined under

non-perfect vacuum conditions will contain a certain fraction of impurity ions, resulting e.g. from electron
impact ionization of rest gas particles. I use the term electron plasma throughout this work, both for simplicity
and to indicate the typically> 3 orders ofmagnitude difference between the numbers of electrons and impurity-
ions in the considered plasmas.
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Electron injection & plasma 

preparation 

Ion injection

Electron cooling of ions

Ion extraction

Figure 6.2. The general scheme for electron cooling of ions in CPET. The upper border
of the yellow shaded region indicates the on-axis trap potential during the different stages.
Figure adapted from [306].

ions’ centre-of-mass motion, the energy exchange with the much colder plasma electrons
eventually also reduces the energy spread of the trapped ion sample.

d) Ion extraction: After sufficient cooling, the ions are extracted through the exit-side end-
cap either for diagnosis on an external detector or for transport to downstream systems,
e.g. to TITAN’s precision Penning trap for mass measurement. The electron plasma may
be kept in the trap and re-used in a subsequent cooling cycle, or can likewise be ejected
and re-generated at the beginning of the next cooling cycle.

An actual machine cycle is naturally more elaborate than this simplified picture. A detailed
overview of a typical cooling cycle along with the corresponding trap potentials applied at
different stages will be given in section 6.4.5.

The magnetic-field-induced breaking of isotropy, the large numbers of interacting par-
ticles and the often more than 9 orders-of-magnitude wide range of relevant time scales3

make the theoretical description of electron cooling in a Penning trap a challenge and render
a fully microscopic treatment of the many-body dynamics underlying the cooling process
numerically intractable.

Analytic expressions for the stopping power exerted on HCI in magnetized electron
plasmas have been deducedmainly based on two complementary approaches [495]. The first
one exploits dielectric theory andmodels the cooling force exerted on an ion as its interaction
with the polarization field created in its wake as it passes through the plasma [496, 497]. The
second approach is based on binary ion-electron collisions under the influence of an effective
interaction potential and the net cooling force is deduced as an integral of the two-body
force over all possible impact parameters and the electron velocity distribution [498]. In
recent theoretical work, approximate cooling forces based on binary ion-electron collisions

3The shortest relevant timescale is set by the electron cyclotron period, of e.g. Tc = 2πme/(eB) ≈ 5 ps in
a magnetic field of strength B = 7T, whereas the electron cooling of singly charged ions and other relevant
processes such as radial diffusion of ions inside the plasma proceed at typical timescales > 0.1 s.
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have been deduced using a Fokker-Planck formalism [499, 500]. The expressions given for
the cooling force exerted on ions in a magnetized plasma in the literature have either been
deduced in the limit of infinite magnetic field, or contain integrals without closed analytic
solutions which make ion-trajectory tracing calculations numerically expensive.

Various authors have bypassed the mentioned complications by using variants of a sim-
ple two-component plasma model to explore the feasibility and characteristics of in-trap
electron cooling. In 1989, Rolston and Gabrielse [501] used this approach to describe the
cooling of trapped antiprotons by a co-confined electron plasma. Bernard et al. [502] later
deployed a two-component plasma model to study electron and positron cooling of HCI and
to obtain estimates of the cooling timescale. In 2006, Ke et al. [65] used a similar model to
study the prospects of electron cooling of radioactive HCI. Their findings motivated the de-
velopment of a cooler Penning trap at TITAN and informed the conceptual design of CPET.
At the time, some of the input parameters for the model, such as the typical energy spread
of HCI from EBIT or the achievable electron densities in CPET, were unknown and had to
be conservatively estimated by Ke et al.

Since several of these parameters have by now been informed by measurements, I here
present an updated set of calculations with a near-identical model. The calculations not
only convey a qualitative understanding of the cooling process but also helped us to identify
suitable parameters for its experimental realization. To this end, model calculations are
presented both for cooling of a set of fully stripped ions (C12+, Kr36+ & U92+) as well as
for the singly charged alkali ions used in the exploratory measurements presented in this
chapter (Na+, K+ & Rb+).

The two-component plasma model describes the time evolution of the ion and electron
temperatures, denoted Te and Ti respectively, through the following set of coupled differ-
ential equations:

dTe

dt
=

κ

τie

Ni

Ne

(Ti − Te)−
1

τe
(Te − Te,∞) , (6.1)

dTi

dt
= − κ

τie
(Ti − Te) , (6.2)

where Te,∞ is the equilibrium electron plasma temperature, κ ≤ 1 is a correction factor
that accounts for the possibility of only partially overlapping plasma components, and Ni

and Ne are the total number of ions and electrons in the plasma, respectively. The electron-
temperature relaxation time constant, τe, sets the rate at which cyclotron cooling drives the
electron plasma towards its equilibrium temperature Te,∞, which is set by the microwave
radiation environment and ideally equals the ambient temperature of the surrounding elec-
trodes [503]. In principle, the relaxation of Te must be thought of as a two-stage process
since the emission of cyclotron radiation directly cools only the transversal electronmotions,
with an exponential energy-loss time constant given by

τe,⊥ =
3πϵ0m

3
ec

3

e4B2
, (6.3)

whereas the relaxation of the longitudinal motion requires subsequent equipartition through
electron-electron collisions. However, since, under typical CPET conditions, the collisional
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equipartition time (see e.g. [504]) is ∼ 3 orders of magnitude faster than τe,⊥, it is fair to
assume instantaneous equilibration of the transversal and longitudinal electron temperatures
and the overall electron-plasma temperature relaxation time can be estimated as τe = 3

2
τe,⊥.

For the case of CPET’s magnetic field, with a strength of B = 7T, this relation yields
τe ≈ 79ms.

The time constant for energy exchange through ion-electron collisions, τie, is estimated
from the following expression from Spitzer’s theory of unmagnetized plasma [484]:

τie =
3(4πϵ0)

2memic
3

8
√
2πneq2e2 ln(Λ)

(
kBTi

mic2
+
kBTe

mec2

) 3

2

, (6.4)

whereme andmi denote the electron and ion masses, respectively, ne is the electron number
density, q = ze is the ion charge and ln(Λ) is the Coulomb logarithm. The Coulomb loga-
rithm imposes appropriate limits on the range of Coulomb interactions under the influence
of Debye screening and can be calculated as [502]

ln (Λ) = ln

(

4π

(
ϵ0kB

e2

) 3

2 1
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me

mi

√

TeTi

))

. (6.5)

A possible complication of in-trap electron cooling of HCI is the potential loss of the
charge state of interest through electron-ion recombination. Since precision instruments
such as a TITAN’s mass measurement Penning trap can typically only be tuned to accept or
measure ions in a specific charge state, charge-altering reactions may reduce the achievable
statistics in measurements of low-yield ion species and should ideally be limited to a level of
no more than a few 10%. In this regard, the processes of concern are radiative, dielectronic
and three-body recombination.

In radiative recombination (RR), an ion of charge state z non-resonantly captures a free
electron, radiating away excess energy through emission of a photon and reducing the ion
charge state to z − 1. The rate coefficient for radiative recombination of HCI may be esti-
mated as [505]

αRR = 5.2× 10−14Zeff

√
E∞

Teff

(

0.43 +
1

2
ln
(
E∞

Teff

)

+ 0.469

(
E∞

Teff

)− 1

3

)

cm3/s, (6.6)

where Zeff = z for fully stripped ions, the ionization potential is estimated as E∞ ≈ Ryz
2

with Ry = 13.6 eV, and Teff ≈ Te +
me

mi
Ti is the effective collision temperature in the

centre-of-mass system. Since Eqn. 6.6 only applies to HCI, the role of RR for the SCI con-
sidered here was judged based on temperature-averaged fits to theoretical RR coefficients
from [506]. Multiplying the RR rate coefficients of Na+ and K+ in Fig. 6.3 by the expected
electron number densities of ne ∼ 1 × 108 cm−3 yields negligible recombination proba-
bilities of < 0.1% per second. Due to its analog atomic structure, similar results can be
expected for Rb+. Hence, RR could be neglected for the SCI of interest.

Dielectronic recombination (DR) is a two-step process and involves the resonant capture
of a free electron with simultaneous excitation of a bound electron inside the same ion into
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Table 6.1. Input parameters for the calculations with the two-component plasma model
based on typical experimental conditions in CPET. The parameter value are conservative
estimates informed by measurements from Ref. [508] and the present work; only for the
equilibrium electron temperature, no detailed experimental information was available.

Parameter Symbol Value
Initial ion energy Ei,0 100 eV/q

Initial electron temperature Te,0 300K
Equilibrium electron temperature Te,∞ 300K

Electron number density ne 1× 108 cm−3

Effective electron cyclotron cooling time τe 79ms
Ion-plasma overlap fraction κ 0.5

Total number of ions Ni 1× 103

Total number of electrons Ne 1× 107

cles. As will be detailed in section 6.3.4, the rates of ion-neutral reactions can, however, be
reduced to insignificant levels by realizing suitable ultra high vacuum conditions.

Integrating the coupled Eqn.s 6.1, 6.2 & 6.8 with the Euler method and using parameters
similar to experimental conditions in CPET (see table 6.1), resulted in the ion and electron
energy evolutions shown in Fig. 6.4 a) and b), respectively. Within less than 100ms, the
different HCI have cooled from initially 100 eV/q to below 1 eV/q, the desirable level for
precision mass measurements in TITAN’s measurement Penning trap. Due to the energy
deposited by the hot HCI, the respective mean electron energies exhibit a rapid initial rise by
more than one order of magnitude for the heavier HCI. Subsequently, the electron plasma
recools to its equilibrium temperature. As the ion-electron collision time scales as τie ∝
1/q2, the cooling of SCI proceeds much slower than that of HCI and SCI only reach the
1 eV/q level after≥400ms. Since τie takes values larger than the effective cyclotron cooling
time constant τe, the SCI only induce a small rise in the electron temperature and their
energies decay approximately exponentially over the full calculation time range of 700ms.

The role of recombination losses of the initial charge state can be assessed from Fig. 6.4
c). While the SCI and C6+ exhibit negligible recombination losses over the duration of the
cooling process, Kr36+ and U92+ show sizable losses of > 20% after a few 100ms. The
increased recombination losses for these ions are a consequence of the linear scaling of the
RR rate coefficient with the effective nuclear charge (see eqn. 6.6). More detailed investiga-
tions of the contribution from TBR by Ke et al. [65] showed that these losses only become
significant for plasmas stored in cryogenic Penning traps, as is expected from the scaling
αTBR ∝ T

−9/2
eff . However, even for U92+, the recombination loss rate is slow compared to the

cooling rate. According to the model, only a few percent of the ions would loose their initial
charge state if they were immediately separated from the plasma once the 1 eV/q level is
reached. The rapid initial energy loss could therefore provide a window of opportunity for

3The low-temperature enhancement of the TBR rate is, in fact, exploited in antihydrogen experiments
which use TBR of antiprotons and positrons at plasma temperatures< 100K to synthesize antihydrogen [509].
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non-magnetized plasma components with isotropic Maxwellian velocity components. The
magnetization of the plasma will cause the electron cooling force to depend on the pitch an-
gle between the ion velocity vector and the magnetic field axis [510]. Direct comparison of
calculations with our two-component plasma model to cooling simulations based on more
realistic electron cooling forces from linear-response theory [497] suggest that inclusion of
the plasma magnetization extends the predicted cooling times by no more than 10% [511].
Another aspect that has been neglected in the presented calculations is the non-zero, initial
centre-of-mass velocity of injected ion bunches. Additional time might have to be added
to a cooling cycle to first slow down this motion and achieve a closer approximation to
the thermal velocity distributions presumed here. To at least qualitatively account for this
circumstance, the initial ion energy was chosen more than twice as large as typical energy
spreads of charge-bred ion bunches from TITAN EBIT. Finally, the fact that trapped ions
only spend part of their storage time inside the plasma, actively undergoing electron cool-
ing, was accounted for in the calculations by multiplying τie by a fixed overlap fraction of
κ = 0.5. In a realistic nested trap potential, κ usually varies with the ion energy. Moreover,
the radial particle dynamics, in particular collective plasma rotations such as the m = 1

diocotron mode, could add additional variation of κ over the storage time. These effects
distort the shape of experimentally observable ion cooling curves, as will be detailed in sec-
tion 6.4.5. Despite the inherent simplifications, the simple cooling model can be assumed
to at least yield order-of-magnitude estimates of the experimentally expected cooling times.

The model calculations suggest that, at least in principle, cooling radioactive HCI with
half-lives ≲ 100ms from 100 eV/q to 1 eV/q appears possible and would require electron
number densities ne ∼ 1 × 108 cm−3, plasma self-cooling times of τ ∼ 100ms, plasma
temperatures approaching Te ∼ 300K and electron-ion number ratiosNi/Ne ≤ 10−4. Non-
neutral plasmas with such parameters have been demonstrated in earlier test measurements
using preliminary configurations of the CPET setup [508]. The model calculations fur-
ther illustrated that the cooling of SCI generally proceeds substantially slower than that of
HCI. In order to realize electron cooling times shorter than the typical lifetime of SCI in
a room-temperature Penning trap (∼ 1–5 s), the intended proof-of-principles studies with
non-radioactive SCI consequentially demanded plasmas with parameters similar to the ones
given above.

6.3 The cooler Penning trap setup

This section introduces the cooler Penning trap setup used for the measurements presented
later in this chapter. The construction and initial assembly of the trap electrode struc-
ture and large parts of the CPET off-line setup were documented along with early com-
missioning results in the PhD thesis of V.V. Simon [306]. Further, technical develop-
ment of the setup, which established a viable mechanism for electron plasma generation
in CPET, were described in the PhD thesis by U. Chowdhury [508]. The technical develop-
ments that ultimately facilitated the first co-confinement of ions and electrons are described
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within the present thesis. Complementary information can be found in the PhD thesis of B.
Kootte [512].

This section is outlined as follows. Subsections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2 discuss the Penning
trap’s electrode structure and the superconducting magnet that houses it, respectively, and
review the corresponding technical requirements for realizing electron cooling in a Penning
trap. CPET was installed in a dedicated off-line test setup that enabled test measurements
and the technical development of the device without interfering with the on-line operation of
the TITAN experiment. The measurements with singly charged ions and electron plasmas
reported in this thesis were performed in the CPET off-line test setup. In anticipation of
possible on-line tests with stable or radioactive highly charged ions (HCI) from TITAN
EBIT, the test setup was located adjacent to the transport beamline to the precision Penning
trap MPET and incorporated a railing system allowing for CPET to be readily inserted into
the TITAN beamline for on-line tests with HCI. After giving an overview of the off-line test
setup in subsection 6.3.3, the most crucial components of the setup are separately discussed
in subsections 6.3.4–6.3.8. Finally, the experimental control and data acquisition system is
described in subsection 6.3.9.

6.3.1 Trap assembly

The simultaneous confinement of oppositely charged particles requires a nested axial trap
potential. In order to provide maximal flexibility in shaping the trap potentials during the
different stages of a cooling cycle, the cooler Penning trap (CPET) consisted of a stack of
29 cylindrical trap electrodes. This type of electrode geometry is commonly referred to
as a Penning-Malmberg trap [513]. The trap electrodes, each 12.7mm long, had an inner
diameter of 35mm and were placed at a spacing of 1mm. They consisted of oxygen-free
high-conductivity copper that was first silver and then gold coated in order to prevent patch
potentials due to oxidation [306]. The trap electrodes were framed by pairs of gate electrodes
and drift tubes. The entire trap assembly is shown in Fig. 6.6 (a) and further included a
Lorentz steerer to aid ion injection into the trap.

A zoomed view of the trap electrode stack and the gate electrodes is shown in Fig. 6.6
(b). The trap electrode stack consisted predominantly of non-segmented ring electrodes but
also includes two triplets of segmented trap electrodes that enable RF excitations of radial
ion and electron motions. Each triplet was formed by an eightfold-split octupole electrode
surrounded by a twofold-split dipole electrode on either end. The three different types of
trap electrodes are shown in Fig. 6.6 (c).

The HV biasing of the electrodes in the trap electrode stack was realized through a so-
phisticated feedthrough section that was attached to the wire connectors at the end of the
trap assembly. The wire connectors were in turn connected to the electrodes using oxygen-
free high-conductivity copper wires that were guided through hollow ceramic insulator rods.
The insulator rods were cut to appropriate lengths and supported by holes in the wire guide
discs shown in Fig. 6.6 (b). Due to the spatial constraints imposed by the magnet bore, the
wire guides were designed to support feeding no more than 45 different voltages to the 56
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Lorentz steerer

drift tube DT2

drift tube DT1

trap gate G1

trap gate G2

support rods

wire connectors

trap electrodes
ions

a)

b)

c)

Figure 6.6. The trap assembly of the cooler Penning trap: a) Overview of the entire as-
sembly before adding the wiring, b) zoom of the trapping region, c) the different types of
ring trap electrodes (from left to right): unsegmented ring electrode, twofold-split dipole
electrode & eigthfold-segmented octupole electrode. Figures from [306].
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Figure 6.7. Cross sectional view of the trap electrode stack illustrating the electrode ar-
rangement and the labelling scheme before (a) and after (b) revisions for improved strength
against HV breakdown. All measurements reported in this chapter were performed with
the revised wiring configuration. Shared arrows indicate electrodes shorted in vacuum. For
clarity, the detailed wiring and labelling of azimuthally-segmented electrodes are not shown
here. The leading letters in the electrode labels indicate the function and the wiring config-
uration of a given electrode: G = trap gate, E = end cap, T = ring trap electrode, D = dipole
electrode, Q = quadrupole electrode, O = octupole electrode).

electrodes in the trap assembly. As a result, some electrodes necessarily had to be shorted
in vacuum.

The electrode wiring and labelling schemes used for initial off-line tests with CPET are
shown in Fig. 6.7 (a). Due to the limited number of feedthroughs, the segments of the dipole
and octupole electrodes in the second triplet were shorted in vacuum, effectively rendering
them three separate ring electrodes (T19, T20, T21). Further, during the installation of the
harp electron detector (see section 6.3.8), the final two trap electrodes had to be shorted in
vacuum (T25) to free up a feedthrough for the new detector. Despite acceptable performance
in early studies that only involved trapped electron plasmas [508], work towards electron-
ion co-trapping found this configuration to be prone to electron-induced HV breakdown (see
section 6.4.2).

To increase the breakdown strength of the trap assembly and account for updated oper-
ational needs, the updated electrode arrangement and wiring scheme shown in Fig. 6.7 (b)
were developed. On each end of the trap, the three outermost electrodes were shorted in
vacuum to form an end cap (E1 & E2). Adjacent segments of the octupole electrodes were
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shorted in vacuum to effectively form quadrupole electrodes (Q15 & Q24) and the dipole
electrodes near the trap centre were shorted in vacuum, effectively making them ring elec-
trodes (T14 & T16). The second triplet of segmented trap electrodes was shifted by one
electrode towards the electron-injection side to enable RF excitation of ions accumulated
near the exit end cap E2. All measurements presented in this chapter were performed with
this updated trap configuration. With the updated wiring configuration conductors only had
to be fed through 42 of the 45 holes in the ceramic wire guides [see Fig. 6.6 a)]. The most
critical HV carrying wires (DT1, G1, G2) could thus be placed with additional spacing to
other conductors. Further, special care was taken to minimize exposed wire sections by
adapting the lengths of the ceramic tubes acting as wire insulators and by adding ceramic
beads to bent wire sections (see appendix B for details). The aforementioned revisions to
the trap electrode arrangement and wiring formed a critical part of a larger set of hardware
modifications to enable electron-ion interaction studies. The full set of modifications and
their motivations are described in appendix B.

6.3.2 Superconducting magnet

The radial confinement of ions and electrons in a Penning trap requires a strong axial mag-
netic field. At field strengths B < 0.4T, the finite lifetime of a trapped electron plasma
due to radial particle diffusion has been experimentally shown to scale as B−2 [514]. For
magnetized plasmas in a regime of higher field strength, theoretical studies of cross-field
particle transport predict only logarithmic modifications to this scaling [515].

The magnetic field strength further plays a key role in realizing the rapid cooling rates
needed to reduce decay losses in electron cooling of radioactive ions with half-lives below
1 s. As indicated by the simulations in section 6.2, the interaction with energetic HCI may
cause a sharp initial rise of the electron plasma temperature. In order to sustain a high cooling
rate, the plasma needs to rapidly re-cool towards its steady-state temperature by emission
of cyclotron radiation. Since the cyclotron cooling time scales as τc ∝ B−2 (see Eqn. 6.3),
a strong magnetic field is essential for in-trap electron cooling of short-lived radioactive
ions. To prevent negative impact on the field homogeneity of nearby ion traps, it is further
desirable to minimize the cooler Penning trap’s magnetic stray field.

To match these requirements, an actively-shielded superconducting magnet with a max-
imal field strength of 7T and a room-temperature bore was chosen for CPET [511]. The
solenoid and its internal shim coils provided a high-level of field homogeneity with δB/B ≤
10−6 and δB/B ≤ 10−3 over a cylindrical volume with 25mm radius and lengths of 100mm
and 400mm, respectively. A cryostat consisting of a liquid helium reservoir surrounded by
a liquid nitrogen heat shield allowed to persistently keep the magnet in a superconducting
state, resulting in a high temporal stability of the magnetic field strength (relative field decay
rate < 0.49 ppm/h).

Coaxial misalignment between the symmetry axes of the magnetic and electric trapping
fields can increase the radial particle loss rate [516] and trigger plasma oscillations [517].
To minimize these effects, an optical alignment procedure was performed during the early
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commissioning stages of the CPET setup [306]. First, the orientation of the magnet field
axis inside the magnet bore was determined through a hall-probe field mapping. When the
vacuum pipe housing the trap assembly was first installed inside the magnet bore, the pipe’s
symmetry axis was aligned coaxially with the measured field axis using an optical level and
a set of masks attached to the bore openings. See Ref.s [306] and [508] for details on the
alignment procedure.

6.3.3 Off-line test setup

Themeasurements reported later in this chapter were performedwith the cooler Penning trap
installed in a dedicated off-line test setup. A cut-away rendering of the setup is shown in
Fig. 6.8. Transport beamlines located on either end of the superconducting magnet enabled
the injection of ion and electron beams into the trap and were correspondingly referred to
as the ion-injection side (IS) and electron-injection side (ES), respectively. As detailed in
section 6.3.4, a vacuum system with multiple turbomolecular pumps was used to achieve
suitable pressure conditions in the beamline and the trap vacuum chambers. Bunched beams
of singly charged ions were produced by an ion gun (see section 6.3.5) installed at the end
of the IS beamline. Trapped electron plasmas were generated using electron beams from an
electron gun situated in the ES beamline (see section 6.3.6).

A schematic overview of the optical elements and the detectors used to manipulate and
monitor ion and electron beams is given in Fig. 6.9 and the corresponding acronyms are
explained in table 6.2. Diagnostics chambers in the ES and IS beamlines allowed us to
monitor and optimize the properties of injected ion and electron beams. Trapped electron
plasmas were diagnosed using the specialized harp electron detector installed at the end of
the drift tube DT1. The dynamics of trapped ions were monitored by extracting the ions onto
a micro-channel plate (MCP) detector installed at the end of the ES beamline (ES MCP0).
To enable unimpeded ion extraction onto the detector, the electron gun was offset from the
ion optical axis. The following sections introduce the critical components of the setup in
detail.

6.3.4 Vacuum system

The extended storage of HCI in an ion trap requires excellent ultra-high vacuum conditions.
This is primarily due to the large cross sections for charge exchange between HCI and resid-
ual gas particles, which, at too high gas densities, would induce sizeable losses of the charge
state of interest [518]. Estimates of the expected charge exchange rates in CPET have indi-
cated [55] that storing HCI over the expected duration of the electron cooling process (a few
100ms) would require a vacuum level of p < 1×10−10mbar. Achieving these conditions in
the trapping region of CPET is complicated by the narrow magnet bore (12.75 cm diameter)
which causes the vacuum level in the trapping region to be pump-conductance limited.

To overcome this limitation, the titanium vacuum tube housing the trap assembly was
coated with a non-evaporable getter material (23% Ti, 36% Zr, 42% V) [306]. Once ac-
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Figure 6.9. Schematic of the CPET test setup. Abbreviated electrode labels are indicated
and explained in table 6.2.

Table 6.2. Explanation of the acronyms used in the labels in Fig. 6.9.

Label Explanation
ES electron-injection side
IS ion-injection side
S electrostatic steerer
EL Einzel lens
B 4-fold segmented, electrostatic bender
DT drift tube
G gate electrode
E end-cap electrode

MCP microchannel plate
FC Faraday cup
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tivated, the getter film acts as an effective vacuum pump and can substantially reduce the
ultimate pressure achievable in the trapping region. The getter coating is activated by bak-
ing the tube at a temperature > 180 ◦C for at least 24 h [519]. Activation is possible at
temperatures as low as 120 ◦C if the baking duration is extended appropriately. In early
tests preceding this work, getter activation by baking the isolated titanium tube without the
trap assembly inserted or the transport beam line chambers attached [306, 508] reduced the
chamber pressure by at least two orders of magnitude, reaching pressure levels below the
detection limit of the used ionization gauges (p < 1 × 10−11mbar). Over a monitoring
period of 30 days, no detectable saturation of the getter coating was observed [306].

Tests with SCI require less stringent vacuum conditions (p ∼ 1×10−9mbar). An opera-
tional limitation of the non-evaporable getter coating lies in the fact that air venting saturates
the coating and necessitates a getter re-activation once vacuum has been reinstated. Dur-
ing the development work presented in this thesis, the vacuum chamber had to be regularly
opened for hardware upgrades and modifications. Since the getter material only allows for
a few dozen re-activation cycles [508], it was decided to avoid getter activation for mea-
surements with SCI.

After the modifications of the trap assembly for enhanced HV breakdown strength (see
section 6.4.2), a vacuum bakeout of the trap chamber was performed to remove water
molecules and other adsorbed compounds from the chamber walls and the electrode sur-
faces. The vacuum bakeout was performed in-situ, i.e. with the trap chamber installed
inside the energized magnet. In previous work [508], the trap chamber had been wrapped
with flexible heating blankets and a ceramic blanket for heat insulation. A set of thermocou-
ples interspersed between the wrapping layers provided a means to monitor the temperature
at different locations inside the magnet bore. Since getter activation was not intended, the
bakeout was performed over 10 days with a moderate peak temperatures of 97 ◦C on the out-
side of the trap chamber and 72 ◦C at the magnet bore surface. The moderate baking temper-
ature ensured that the magnet bore was not heated beyond its maximum allowable tempera-
ture of 100 ◦C, thus avoiding the risk of a magnet quench. The ultimate pressures achieved
after the bakeout were 2.4× 10−9mbar in the IS diagnostics chamber and 2.5× 10−9mbar
in the ES diagnostics chamber.

The vacuum system for the CPET off-line test setup is schematically depicted in Fig. 6.10.
The vacuum chamber housing the trap and the charged-particle transport beam lines was
evacuated using three turbomolecular pumps with a pumping speed of 500 l/s (TP1A, TP1B
& TP1C). These pumps were in turn backed by an 80 l/s turbomolecular pump (TP1) and
a scroll pump (BP1). The vacuum conditions in the beam line chambers and the backing
lines could be monitored from atmospheric pressure down to p ≈ 1 × 10−11mbar using a
combination of convectron gauges (detection range 1 × 10−1mbar ≤ p ≤ 1000mbar) and
Bayard-Alpert ionization gauges (detection range 2 × 10−11mbar ≤ p ≤ 1 × 10−3mbar).

3Since the vacuum section with the test ion source includedDependex fittings with Viton elastomer (instead
of metal) seals, the pressure improvement from getter activation and the ultimately achievable vacuum level
in the full off-line test setup used for the studies reported in this chapter would likely be significantly lower
than in those early test measurements.
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Figure 6.10. Vacuum system of the CPET off-line test setup. The beam line is evacuated
by three 500 l/s turbomolecular pumps (TP1A, B & C) backed by a 50 l/s turbomolecular
pump (TP1) and a scroll pump (BP1). Valves that are open in regular operation are indicated
by open triangles.

With the ion and electron source heated to their operating temperatures, the ES and IS ion
gauges typically recorded a pressure of≈2.4×10−9mbar during the measurements reported
later in this chapter.

6.3.5 Off-line ion source

Ion beams for the studies reported in this chapter were produced with an ion gun placed
at the end of the ion-injection side (IS) of the test setup. The ion gun provided bunched
beams of surface-ionized, singly charged alkali ions. Figure 6.11 shows a picture and a
cross sectional view of the ion gun. Singly charged, non-radioactive ions were emitted from
a surface ion source (HeatWave Labs #101139) [520] capable of providing stable isotopes of
Na, K, Rb and Cs through thermionic emission. The ion emission current was determined
by the source temperature, the ionization potential of the respective ion species and the
effective work function of the aluminosilicate emission surface, the latter being a function
of the applied extraction field.

The design of the ion gun resembles that of the off-line test ion source for the TITAN
beamline. To aid beam focussing in the source region, the ion gun design follows a Pierce
geometry [301] with both the Pierce electrode and the anode incorporating cone angles of
≈ 72◦ with respect to the ion optical axis.

The backplate, the Pierce electrode, the ion source body and one leg of the internal heater
wire of the ion source were electrically shorted within the vacuum chamber, thus ensuring
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Figure 6.11. Surface ion source assembly for generation of singly-charged alkali ion beams.

identical potentials on the emission surface and the surrounding electrodes. The ion beam
energy was defined by floating the aforementioned electrodes to a common high voltage that
is from here on referred to as the ion source bias. To enable thermionic emission of cations
from the emitter surface, the ion source was heated by driving a current of typically 1.7–
1.9A through its internal heater wire. The heater leg connected to the Pierce electrode was
kept at the ion source bias. The second leg of the heater wire was insulated from the other
electrodes and acquire a potential a few volts more positive than the ion source bias when
a heating current was run through the wire. The heating current was provided by a regular
DC lab power supply and floated to the ion source bias using a constant-current floating
filament power supply (Matsusada FDC37.5-5A-30). Both the ion and electron source (see
section 6.3.6) heating currents were controlled through a common LabView program. The
program enabled controlled ramping of the heating currents. The anode was independently
biased through a third HV line and used to adjust the extraction field and the beam focussing.

To obtain a bunched ion beam, the anode was switched between an accelerating and a
repelling voltage using a Behlke HV switch box. The switch box was followed by a custom
diode-bridged RC filter (effective rise/fall time τ ∼ 100 ns) that suppressed noise arising
from the Behlke switch and the control electronics of the switch box. This setup enabled
the creation of ion bunches as short as a few 100 ns. For typical ion trapping cycles, anode
opening durations (and thus bunch lengths) of 1–2µs were used.

The ion gun was followed by a set of extraction optics including skimmer plates with
circular apertures. A skimmer plate with a 4mm aperture had to be removed to achieve an
acceptable ion transmission to the IS Faraday cup. Once the skimmer plate was removed, a
DC ion current of ≈ 10 pA could be detected on the IS Faraday cup. As will be detailed in
section 6.4.4, pulsing a steering voltage in the IS beamline provided a TOF gate that could
mass separate the different elements emitted from the ion source, thus enabling electron
cooling studies with different ion species.
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6.3.6 Off-axis electron gun

Tests of electron cooling of ions in CPET require the creation of reproducible electron plas-
mas consisting of > 107 electrons. Trapped electron plasmas were created using a special
loading scheme [521] that exploited the interaction of a continuous, incoming electron beam
with the reflected beam and already trapped electrons. As detailed in section 6.4.3, this
scheme allowed us to routinely generate non-neutral plasmas with several 1× 108 electrons
in only 100ms. The electron loading efficiency depended critically on the electron beam
current achieved in the trapping region.

Electron beams were generated with a thermionic electron gun [522] located ≈1.13m
from the trap centre in the fringe field of the superconducting magnet. The electron gun was
offset from the ion optical axis (see Fig. 6.9) to enable the extraction of trapped ions onto
the MCP detector at the far end of the ES beamline (ESMCP0). An electrostatic 90◦-bender
(ES B) and a Lorentz steerer (ES S), both split into four azimuthal segments, were used to
steer the electron beam onto the ion-optical axis.

The off-axis electron injection introduced a number of challenges that were addressed in
previous work [523]. Namely, the magnetic fringe field induced a substantial lateral beam
deflection in the vertical section between the electron gun cathode and the 90◦-bender. If
uncompensated, the deflection resulted in substantial beam losses against the electron gun
anode and caused electrons to enter the drift tube DT2 with comparatively large pitch angles
with respect to the magnetic field axis. In tests with a simplistic electron gun, whose design
followed that of a planar diode, the magnetic beam deflection and insufficient compensation
of space-charge forces in the beam formation region limited the electron transmission from
the cathode to the ES Faraday cup (ES FC) to < 2% [523]. Moreover, the steep magnetic
field gradient inside the drift tube DT2 caused any electrons entering DT2 with a pitch angle
α > αm = arcsin

(√

Bi/Bf

)

≈ 1.7◦ with respect to the magnetic field axis to undergo
magnetic mirror reflection, where Bi = 6mT and Bf = 7T denote the magnetic field
strengths at the electron gun and the trap centre, respectively. In the initial test with the
simplistic electron gun magnetic mirror reflections limited the transmission from the ES FC
to the harp detector (see section 6.3.8) to< 0.6%. Good alignment of the electron beamwith
the magnetic field axis was therefore crucial to achieve appreciable electron beam currents
in the trapping region and enable reproducible production of electron plasma.

These challenges were overcome through extensive charged particle simulations that re-
sulted in the design of the specialized off-axis electron gun [523] shown in Fig. 6.12. As for
the initial electron gun, a tungsten filament [524] was used as the cathode and provided typ-
ical beam currents of 10–100µA. A Wehnelt cylinder [525] compensated the space charge
in the beam formation region, resulting in well collimated beams. Switching the Wehnelt
cylinder to a potential at least 50V more negative than the cathode bias further provided a
controlled way to deactivate the electron emission. A fourfold-segmented anode enabled
electrostatic steering that helped to compensate the lateral beam deflection induced by the
magnetic fringe field. These improvements increased the transmission from the cathode to
the ES FC to more than 60% and raised the electron currents measured on the harp detector
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1. Slow bi-level switching (τs ≤ 10ms):
The injection and extraction paths of ions and electrons overlapped from the Lorentz
steerer on the ion-injection end of the magnet bore (IS S3) all the way to the 90◦-
bender in the electron-injection beamline (ES B). In order to transport both species
through these beam line sections, the respective electrode potentials had to be switched
by typically several 100V up to a a few kV. The available time to switch the relevant
IS transport potentials from ion injection to electron extraction and the ES poten-
tials from electron injection to ion extraction is dictated by the shortest ion-electron
interaction periods that one aims to study. Based on the simulations studies of the
cooling process, the typical time scales for the processes of interest were assumed be
no shorter than a few 10ms, suggesting a maximal transition time of τs ≈ 10ms for
switching the transport potentials.

To realize such HV switching, we built two dedicated slow switching boxes, each
with 10 output channels and a common transistor-transistor logic (TTL) trigger input.
The switch boxes enabled bi-level switching of arbitrary voltages between ±3 kV
with transition times of ≈ 2ms and maximal repetition rates of ≈ 100Hz. One box
was used to switch the ion-injection side potentials, the other to switch the electron-
injection side potentials. In comparison to typical solid-state HV switches, the relay
switch boxes were not only more cost-effective but also provided more operational
flexibility since the input voltage polarities could be freely changedwithout any circuit
modifications. More details on the design of the relay switch boxes can be found
in [523].

2. Rapid bi-level switching (τs ≤ 100 ns):
A number of charged-particle manipulations, such as the creation of bunched ion
beams, the separation of different ion species with a TOF gate and the dynamic cap-
ture of ions, required bi-level HV switching with transition times on the order of
τs ∼ 100 ns.

Such switching was realized using TRIUMF-built switch boxes with solid-state HV
switches (Behlke HTS). Similar to the slow switching boxes, the Behlke switch boxes
contained an internal logic section with a TTL trigger input. The switches were not
only used for ion manipulations but also to bunch electron beams by toggling the
potential of the Wehnelt cylinder between an accelerating and a reflecting state and
to gate the amplification of the ES MCP0 (see section 6.3.8). Spectral analysis of
the electromagnetic noise induced on the trap electrodes identified the Behlke switch
boxes as the dominant source of high-frequency noise in the vacuum chamber. Further
investigation showed that both the HTS switches and the trigger logic sections added
sizeable levels of noise in the kHz andMHz range to the switch box outputs. Such RF
noise induces an undesirable heating of trapped electron plasmas, thereby disturbing
the plasma temperature relaxation and potentially hampering studies of in-trap elec-
tron cooling. To minimize the plasma heating through electrode noise, specialized
diode-bridged low-pass filters were developed based on the conceptual design pre-
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MCP, respectively). The IS and ES MCP were primarily used to optimize the transport of
bunched ion beams. A third MCP (dubbed ES MCP0) was mounted in a similar detector
assembly (center right in Fig. 6.15) and installed at the far end of the electron injection side.
ES MCP0 formed the primary detector used to monitor ions extracted from the trap because
it allowed for counting of ions extracted from the trap but did not block the electron injection
path into the Penning trap. As for the FC assemblies, all MCP assemblies were mounted on
linear motion feedthroughs that either placed a detector or an adjacent drift tube in the beam
path.

To achieve gains on the order of 105 − 106 through secondary electron multiplication,
the MCP front plates were biased to voltages between −1700V and −2100V, while the
backplates were kept at earth ground. For ion counting and arrival time measurements,
the phosphor screen was biased to 200V. An alternating current (AC) coupling box was
used to isolate the fast electron-induced voltage pulses on the phospor screen from the HV
bias. The decoupled high-frequency signals were amplified with a pre-amplifier (ORTEC
VT120), processed by a discriminator (LRS Model 623-B) and digitized by a multichannel
scaler (MCS) (Stanford Research SR430) to obtain arrival-time spectra. The start timing
of the MCS acquisition window was defined by a dedicated TTL pulse from the MIDAS
controlled programmable pulse generator (PPG) (see section 6.3.9). The binning on the
MCS was typically set to 320 ns. For beam imaging, the phosphor screen was biased to
2000V. Mirrors mounted behind the phosphor screens reflected the emitted light by 90◦

downward through vacuum viewports. A charge-coupled device (CCD) camera placed be-
hind the viewports recorded the light and provided images or videos of the beam spot.

At full MCP bias, the presence of the electron beamwas found to induce dark-count rates
in excess of 1MHz on the ES MCP0, as shown in Fig. 6.16. To prevent premature aging of
the microchannel plates, the ES MCP0 gain was gated by a HV switch that lowered the bias
across the MCP plates from 1900V to 1400V whenever the electron beam was turned on.
The reduced gain lowered the rate of electron-beam-induced events to a safe level.

Harp electron detector

The characterization of the electron plasma formation and the optimization of electron cool-
ing in CPET required a reliable means to monitor the number of trapped electrons. The
quantification of trapped electron plasmas was complicated by the strong axial field gradi-
ent of the actively-shielded superconducting magnet. The field gradient, which caused the
magnetic field strength within the drift tubes (DT1 & DT2) to drop from 7T to < 0.1T,
caused a transverse expansion of charged particle bunches extracted from the trapping re-
gion. The magnetic expansion is a direct consequence of the adiabatic invariance of the
magnetic flux

ϕ = BA ≈ const., (6.9)

where A = πr2c is the circular area enclosed by an electron moving around the field lines on
an orbit with Larmor radius rc. The approximate conservation of the magnetic flux implies
that the Larmor radius of a charged particle moving from a region with field strength Bi to
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DAC channels (Agilent 34970A) was used to convert software commands to analog control
voltages and digitize current readbacks from the heating power supplies. The control voltage
regulating the ion source heating current was directly connected to the floating filament
power supply (Matsusada FDC37.5). Since the heating power supply for the electron gun
(Matsusada C37.5) was floated on a HV platform inside a Faraday cage, the respective
control and readback voltages were fed in and out of the HV cage using TRIUMF-built
analog optocouplers.

All beam transport potentials, the gate and end-cap electrode potentials, and the HV bi-
ases for detectors were provided by commercial HV power supplies (ISEG NHQ205M and
Caen SY4527LC HV system with Caen A1588, Caen A1733SN and Caen A1733SP mod-
ules) controlled through a different LabView control program. Communication with the
Caen HV system was realized through a dedicated ethernet interface. Communication be-
tween the control computer and the serial interfaces of the ISEGNHQmodules was achieved
via a USB-to-RS232 converter.

The trap electrode voltages were provided by the custom-built, multi-channel DAC HV
supply (see section 6.3.7). A C program running on the RaspberryPi inside the DAC HV
supply (titan-pi01) executed one of up to four different time-varying HV sequences when-
ever a trigger pulse was sent to the respective trigger input. The voltage sequences could be
manually defined within a web interface hosted on the RaspberryPi.

A MIDAS-based run control and DAQ system with a dedicated web interface enabled
the definition of experimental timings, the acquisition of harp and MCP detector signals,
and served as master control interface for scans of experimental parameters. During typi-
cal runs, the user only interacted with the CPET system through the MIDAS web interface
hosted on the DAQ computer (TITAN02). Before the start of an experimental run, user-
defined timing sequences were compiled by the MIDAS front end running on a separate
computer (lxcpet) in a Versa Module Europa (VME) crate. The compiled timing sequences
were executed by a TRIUMF-built web programmable pulse generator (PPG) (purple box
in Fig. 6.20), likewise housed in the VME crate. The PPG provided Nuclear Instrumenta-
tion Module standard (NIM)-logic pulses that were subsequently converted to TTL pulses
and then fed to the trigger input channels of HV switch boxes, the DAC HV box and var-
ious other hardware. After pre-amplification and pulse discrimination, an MCS converted
MCP signals into arrival time spectra which were recorded and further processed to summed
spectra in the MIDAS DAQ. Harp electron signals were digitized and pre-processed by a
digital oscilloscope. The scope provided the integrated area under harp-voltage pulses after
smoothing by an internal 20MHz-bandwidth low-pass filter and digital baseline correction.
Within the MIDAS DAQ, the integrated areas were then (optionally) background-corrected
and converted to corresponding electron numbers following the procedure described in sec-
tion 6.3.8. The MIDAS web interface allowed for real-time monitoring and analysis of all
acquired detector signals.

Network interfaces between the MIDAS run control and the LabView and DAC voltage
control systems enabled automated scans of all relevant electrode voltages through a single
user interface. The LabView voltage controller included a ZMQ reply server that processed
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voltage change requests sent from the run control following a repeated request-and-reply
pattern. Scans of trap potentials were realized through SSH communication that enabled
the run control to programmatically update the trap potential sequences stored in a JSON
file on the RaspberryPi prior to their execution.

6.4 Studies with the cooler Penning trap

6.4.1 Previous studies of electron plasma generation

Previous to thework reported in this thesis, experimental studies with CPETwere focused on
electron plasma generation. For simplicity and since the DAC trap biasing supply was then
not fully developed yet, all these tests were performed with plasmas confined in non-nested,
rectangular trap potentials formed by floating all trap electrodes to a common, positive high
voltage and biasing the gate electrodes to amore negative potential. To provide the necessary
context, I first discuss different mechanisms for electron accumulation in a Penning trap and
introduce the scheme chosen for plasma formation in CPET. Subsequently, a brief review
of the key results from previous plasma studies with CPET is given. This discussions forms
a preface for the separate section on plasma generation in nested potentials (section 6.4.3).

Electron accumulation mechanism

The following three mechanisms for electron accumulation in a Penning trap have been
presented in the literature and are exhibited in Fig. 6.21:

1. Dynamic capture: In this scheme dense, injected electron bunches are dynamically
capture inside the trap by switching the potential of an initially open end cap electrode
to a closed (i.e. electron-reflecting) state [see Fig. 6.21 (a)]. Assuming long electron
bunches, that after reflection from the far-end gate electrode extend over twice the
length of the trap 2LT , the maximal number of electrons that can be accumulated
with this scheme can be approximated as [508, 539]:

Ne,max ≈
2LT Ie

e
√

2Ee/me

, (6.12)

whereEe is the electron energy in the trap, andme and e denote the electron mass and
charge, respectively. Assuming typical parameters of electron beams from CPET’s
off-axis electron gun (Ie = 1µA,Ee = 500 eV, LT = 0.4m), yieldsNe,max ≈ 5×105.
This shows that this scheme is not applicable for accumulation of electrons from
CPET’s off-axis electron gun. Despite the conceptual simplicity of this loading mech-
anism, the realization of the dense bunches required to accumulate 108 or more elec-
trons is a technical challenge. Ballistic electron loading is being used in HITRAP’s
cooler trap where a pulsed photoelectron gun provides dense bunches with up to
3× 109 electrons and bunch lengths of < 1µs [540].
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Figure 6.21. Mechanisms for electron accumulation in a Penning trap: a) Dynamic capture.
b) Continuous loading. c) RF plasma generation. Incoming beam electrons are indicated
in blue, reflected or trapped electrons are shown in orange. Note that electrons are high-
potential seeking. See text for details.

2. Continuous electron loading: This technique was first introduced in [541] and relies
on Coulomb scattering between injected electrons in a continuous beamwith reflected
beam electrons or already trapped electrons. The scattering transfers energy from the
longitudinal into the transversal degrees of the electrons’ motions. If the entrance
gate electrode is biased appropriately, this energy loss can be exploited to continu-
ously load electrons into a Penning trap [see Fig. 6.21 (b)]. The maximal number of
electrons that can be accumulated with this loading scheme is, in principle, only dic-
tated by the trapping fields, which determine the amount of electron space charge that
can he held within the trap. Using this scheme, Mohamed et al. have demonstrated
the production of trapped electron plasmas with up to 1.5× 1010 electrons [542].

3. In-situ plasma generation: In this method, free electrons are created inside the Pen-
ning trap by applying RF fields to the trap electrodes that cause pre-existing charged
particles to collisionally ionize residual gas particles [543]. The impact ionization
events free up secondary electrons that may in turn ionize residual gas atoms, result-
ing in a feedback loop that can produce large numbers of trapped electrons without
an external electron source. However, this scheme requires a sufficiently high neutral
gas density and the initial presence of suitable charge carriers to trigger the ioniza-
tion feedback loop. Since the technique has never been explored at pressures below
a few 1 × 10−9mbar [? ], its applicability at vacuum conditions appropriate for the
extended storage of HCI (p < 1× 10−10mbar) remains to be verified. Moreover, the
ionization events result in the creation of positive ions. These ions can accumulate
in positive wells in the nested trap potential and decrease the signal-to-contaminant
ratio of ion-electron interaction studies.

As illustrated by the estimate of Ne,max deduced from Eqn. 6.12, the dynamic capture
scheme was not suited to create sufficiently large electron plasma assuming the typical
electron beam currents achieved within CPET (see section 6.3.6). Tests of the in-situ RF
plasma generation showed that this plasma generation mechanism was not reliable enough
under typical CPET vacuum conditions. Oftentimes this scheme only produced a detectable
plasma after several 10 machine cycles. Electron accumulation in CPET was therefore re-
alized using the continuous accumulation scheme. Despite the comparatively low electron
currents transported into the trapping region, this scheme provided an efficient and reliable
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axis to allow for the unimpeded extraction of trapped ions onto anMCP detector (ESMCP0).
The off-axis electron injection introduced a number of challenges which were addressed by
the development of an optimized off-axis electron gun (see section 6.3.6 and ref. [523]).
Initial tests with the off-axis electron gun [522] were performed with electric potentials as
shown in Fig. 6.22. For simplicity, the electron gun was, at the time, operated on ground
potential and the trap electrodes had to be floated to 1.3 kV to enable a reasonable electron
transmission through the magnetic field gradient. Electrons were accumulated in non-nested
rectangular potentials formed by floating the trap electrodes to 1.3 keV and biasing the gate
electrodes to voltages between 0–800V. For electron detection, the gate electrode G1 and
the drift tube DT1 were used to form an extraction gradient that caused electrons to stream
from the trap onto the harp detector which was biased to 2 kV. In these tests, 2 × 108

electrons could be accumulated in only 200ms, thus proving that the electron accumulation
was sufficiently fast for on-line cooling of radioactive HCI.

6.4.2 Initial ion trapping attempts and prevention of HV breakdown

After a suitable plasma generation mechanism had been established, we performed the first
tests of ion trapping in CPET with the trap still in its original wiring configuration [Fig. 6.7
a)]. Initial plans [55] for ion and electron storage in CPET had foreseen to float the trap
electrodes to voltages ∼ 1900V such that ions bunches coming in at a transport energy of
2 kV (the typical energy for ion transport into the precision trap MPET) would be electro-
statically decelerated and could be captured and released by appropriately pulsing the HV
biases on the designated endcap electrodes. Although this trap biasing scheme allowed us
to successfully transport ion beams from the test ion source onto the ES FC, ion trapping
could not be reliably achieved since attempts to dynamically capture and release the ions by
pulsing the voltages of the gate electrodes or the outermost trap electrodes regularly resulted
in electrical breakdown.

The discharges lead to substantial background event rates on theMCP detectors or bright
illumination of biased phosphor screens. In more severe cases, they deposited appreciable
currents (≳ 10µA) onto electrodes and lead to over- or undervoltages on the respective
power supply outputs. Once triggered, a discharge would often spread to multiple electrodes
and sustain until the HV biases of all affected electrodes were ramped to ground potential.
See appendix B for a more complete description of the observed discharge phenomena.

Since the recurring HV breakdown prevented a reliable system operation, it had to be ad-
dressed before further steps could be taken towards electron cooling studies. We performed
an extensive root-cause analysis that included HV insulation tests and visual inspection of
the trap structure after its removal from the vacuum chamber. The analysis revealed that
multiple electrodes along the trap structure had insufficient strength against HV breakdown.

These identified issues were addressed by a set of hardware modifications for improved
breakdown strength (see appendix B for details). Moreover, a new trapping scheme was de-
vised in which the trap electrodes could be operated at voltages of≤ 200V while incoming
ions would be decelerated to trappable energies by pulsing the drift tube DT1. Operating
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the trap electrodes near ground potential in turn allowed us to lower the beam transport
potentials applied to the surrounding electrodes along the trap structure, thus reducing the
likelihood of HV breakdown between biased electrodes and grounded conductors. Biasing
the trap electrodes to moderate voltages further simplified connecting sensitive electronic
equipment to the trap electrodes, such as RF generators for charged particle manipulations
or spectrum analyzers for noise analysis. Since the ion extraction path was well-shielded
against field penetration from the grounded vacuum chamber, the new scheme permitted the
extraction of trapped ions onto the ES MCP and ES MCP0 detectors without further beam
energy changes by a pulsed drift tube.

The feasibility of the new ion transport procedures was verified through trajectory trac-
ing simulations in SIMION as reported in [512, 545]. To accommodate the new operational
requirements, the arrangement and wiring configuration of the trap electrodes was updated,
resulting in the revised configuration already shown in Fig. 6.7 b). These changes reduced
the total number of HV-carrying wires inside the magnet bore and allowed to increase the
spacing between critical conductor wires, resulting in improved breakdown strength. A de-
tailed description of the observed discharge phenomena, the associated root-cause analysis
and the resulting hardware modifications is given in appendix B. Complementary informa-
tion can be found in [512].

First tests of ion transport with the revised trap structure and the new trap biasing scheme
verified the substantially improved breakdown strength of all critical electrodes, confirming
the indications from preceding HV resistance tests. The increased robustness and reliability
of the system enabled the first successful trapping of ions in CPET and allowed us to proceed
with further work towards ion-electron interaction studies.

6.4.3 Preparation of trapped electron plasmas

Electron cooling studies in a Penning trap require a reproducible means to create trapped
electron plasmas. The simulation studies discussed in section 6.2 indicate that plasmas with
electron number densities of ne ∼ 1×108 cm−3 and a total electron number ofNe > 1×107

are desirable. Imperfections of the trapping fields and collisions with residual gas induce
a radial plasma expansion that limits the lifetime of trapped electron plasmas [546]. To
obtain reproducible cooling conditions, the trap hence has to be periodically re-filled with
electrons, either to replenish an existing electron plasma or to re-generate a new one entirely.

To enable rapid cooling to ion energies on the order of 1 eV/q, the electron plasma needs
to equilibrate to a temperature Te < 1 eV via cyclotron cooling. To ensure that cooled and
extracted ion bunches exhibit reproducible beam properties, it is further desirable to mini-
mize fluctuations of ne and Ne both throughout the cooling period as well as from cycle to
cycle. On-line cooling of radioactive HCI further sets tight limits on the available timescale
for plasma generation. Since typical measurement cycles in TITAN’s measurement Penning
trap (MPET) are performed at rates of 1–10Hz, a cooling cycle should ideally take up no
more than a few 100ms. With expected cooling durations of 100–200ms, this limits the
time available for electron plasma preparation at the beginning of a cooling cycle to 50–
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300ms. In terms of electron plasma preparation, this demand can be met in a several ways.
Either a new plasma is generated in every measurement cycle (with plasma preparation tak-
ing up no more than 300ms), or a given plasma is re-used over many cooling cycles and
only occasionally replenished, leaving more time for plasma preparation.

While the demands concerning the plasma preparation and cooling time scales are crucial
for work with radioactive ions, it is important to note that the cooling studies with stable
singly charged ions presented here did not involve such stringent requirements. In particular,
the time available for a cooling cycle was only limited by the finite lifetime of ions in the trap
which results from various, non-decay-related loss mechanisms such as elastic and inelastic
collisions with rest gas.

This subsection discusses the preparation of electron plasmas in CPET, with a focus on
plasma generation in nested potential wells. Key findings obtained in the present work on
the plasma formation in simple rectangular and more complicated, nested potential wells
are presented. This work facilitated the creation of reproducible electron plasmas in nested
wells and formed a critical prerequisite for the electron-ion interaction studies reported in
subsection 6.4.5.

Electron trapping in non-nested potential wells

Within this thesis, initial studies of plasma generation in CPET were performed using non-
nested, approximately rectangular potential wells formed by the trap gates and/or the end
cap electrodes. These trap potentials resembled the ones used for the initial plasma forma-
tion tests with the optimized off-axis electron gun (see Fig. 6.22). However, to reduce the
likelihood of discharges, it was decided (see section 6.4.2 for details) to operate the trap’s
ring electrodes at voltages near earth ground potential. To still enable electron transport
through the magnetic field gradient into the trap, the electron gun cathode was floated to
−2 kV using a dedicated HV cage for the cathode heating power supply (see section 6.3.6).
After likewise shifting all other potentials along the electron transport beamline by −2 kV,
only minor re-tuning of the beam line potentials was necessary to re-establish the original
electron loading performance.

The studies with rectangular potential wells enabled a detailed characterization and op-
timization of the electron accumulation dynamics in CPET. As already noted in the early
work by Mohamed et al. [521], the most critical parameters affecting the dynamics of the
continual accumulation scheme are the electron beam current in the trap, the entrance-gate
voltage and the electron loading duration. The electron accumulation and trapping in sim-
ple rectangular or harmonic potentials has already been extensively reported on in earlier
work [508, 521, 523]. The description here therefore focuses on electron loading with more
complicated trap potentials involving nested wells.

Electron trapping in nested potential wells

Nested trap potentials are required to simultaneously confine oppositely-charged particles
such as cations and electrons. Tests of electron plasma generation in nested potential wells in
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CPET’s trap potential therefore formed an essential prerequisite for in-trap electron cooling
studies. The electron trapping in nested potential wells proceeded in a phased approach
involving an increasing technical complexity in terms of the HV biasing. First, the effect of
nested potential wells on the electron loading process and the plasma formation was studied
by forming simple nested wells with the end cap electrodes. Following these proof-of-
principle studies, more sophisticated trap potentials were shaped using the multi-channel
DAC HV supply (see section 6.3.7) to bias the ring trap electrodes. For brevity, concave
potential wells that form local maxima for electron accumulation in a nested trap potential
will from here on simply be referred to as electron nests.

Verification of electron localization in a nested potential well

The first tests of electron accumulation with nested potentials were conducted by using the
E2 end cap electrode to add a nested potential well to a larger rectangular well formed by
negatively biasing the gate electrodes. The resulting potential configuration allowed us to
test the temperature relaxation of the electron plasma, and enabled the first demonstration
of electron localization in a nested potential well in CPET.

For these tests, electrons were accumulated over 1 s with the E2 end cap kept at 150V
and the G1 and G2 gate electrodes biased to −1200V and −600V, respectively. All other
trap electrodes were kept on ground potential. After the loading process, the G2 bias was
switched to −1200V and the electrons were held in the trap for different storage times.
To probe the accumulation of electrons in the positive nest formed by the end cap, trapped
electrons were dumped from the trap in two stages. First the G1 electrode was switched
to an ejection voltage of 400V to remove electrons that were not trapped inside the nested
well. 5ms later, electrons that had remained confined by the nested well were released
toward the harp detector by pulsing the E2 voltage from 150V to 0V. The corresponding
electron-induced voltage pulses recorded on the harp detector are shown in Fig. 6.23 after
baseline-correction and background subtraction (see section 6.3.8). Trigger pulses for the
opening of the G1 gate and for the nest dump were sent at t = 0 and t = 5ms, respectively.
Delays between the trigger pulses and the electron-induced signals on the harp detector
arise from electronic delays, finite HV switching times and the electron flight times to the
detector.

The nest-dump signals at t = 6ms confirmed the accumulation of large quantities of
electrons in the nested potential well. As the electrons entered the trap with kinetic energies
> 600 eV, a mechanism must have been at play that efficiently cooled their longitudinal
motion, causing the electrons to populate the nested well within a storage period of 500ms.

The presence of the voltage pulses at t ≈ 1.5ms further shows that not all trapped elec-
trons were confined inside the electron potential nest, likely because the nest was filled to
its space-charge-induced storage capacity. While the amplitudes of the pulses at t ≈ 1.5ms
showed a measurable drop with increasing storage time, the amplitude of the nest-dump
signals was found to be essentially constant for all tested storage times. This indicates that
for the chosen potential configuration, the electron lifetime in the nested well was substan-
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hind this loading-rate enhancement is unclear. It can be conjectured that the higher local
electron density resulting from the presence of an electron nest raised the rate of collisions
between trapped electrons and beam electrons, which, in turn, increased the beam electrons’
longitudinal energy loss and boosted the electron loading efficiency.

Runs with a static electron nest showed a steady increase in the electron number over
the first 2–3 cycles. Subsequently, the electron signals stabilized at the signal level of the
brown trace in the Fig. 6.25. The mean electron number obtained with the static nest was
even higher than that with a dumped nest. This finding is in accord with the model proposed
by Mohamed et al. [521] which suggests that the electron accumulation in the continuous
loading scheme is not only due to interactions between electrons in the incoming and re-
flected beams but also due to scattering of beam particles with already trapped4 electrons.
According to their model, the electron loading rate α is given by:

α =
dNe

dt
= (κbbI

2
e + κbpIeNe)g(Ne), (6.13)

where Ie and Ne denote the electron beam current in the trap and the number of trapped
electrons, respectively, the function g(Ne) characterizes the saturation of Ne as the trap’s
storage capacity is approached, and the parameters κbb and κbp quantify the strength of the
beam-beam and beam-plasma interaction, respectively. Assuming that in the experimental
runs with a static nest, electrons remained inside the nest over multiple cycles and gradu-
ally filled it to its space-charge-induced storage capacity, the higher number of electrons
observed with the static nest can be explained by an increased loading rate due to the pre-
existing plasma at the beginning of a machine cycle. This hypothesis is supported by the
fact that the electron number exhibited a steady increase over the first few machine cycles,
before saturating at a steady level.

These findings suggest a potential mode of operation that wouldminimize the time “lost”
to electron re-loading and permit cooling of shorter-lived isotopes. In particular, once a large
plasma with Ne > 107 has been created, the number of trapped electrons could be period-
ically replenished by brief electron re-loading periods of less than 100ms. The sketched
mode of operation was not further explored within this work, since the proof-of-concept
ion-electron interaction studies reported here required the plasma to be dumped onto the
harp detector at the end of each cycle in order to verify the presence and shot-to-shot repro-
ducibility of the trapped plasmas. Coupled to a non-destructive way to monitor the plasma
conditions5, such a rapid electron re-loading scheme would enable substantially faster cool-
ing cycles. This, in turn, would make ion preparation in the cooler Penning trap more com-
patible with the typical repetition rates (≥ 1Hz) for mass measurements of short-lived iso-
topes in TITAN’s measurement Penning trap and thus ensure optimal use of the rare isotope
beam.

4An electron is regarded as a trapped rather than a beam particle, once its longitudinal energy falls below
e|VT|, where VT is the trapping potential formed by the gate electrodes.

5Non-destructive plasma detection has been demonstrated by the pick-up of image currents induced by the
plasma on the trap electrodes [547, 548]. Such a detection scheme was also being developed for CPET but
was at the time of the presented measurements not available yet.
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Effect of the loading time on the trapped electron number

Besides the electron beam current and the entrance-gate voltage, the third parameter that
critically affected the number of trapped electrons is the electron loading time, i.e. the
duration over which the electron beam was permitted into the trap. In initial studies of
plasma generation in CPET, the electron beam was left continuously on and the electron
accumulation in the trap was stopped by switching the entrance-gate electrode (G2) to an
electron-reflecting potential. However, this procedure was found to induce a significant
electron-induced background count rate on the ES MCP0 detector and made the system
more prone to electron-induced HV discharges. While these effects did not hamper electron
plasma studies, the electron-induced background signals on the ES MCP0 were detrimental
to ion-electron interaction tests as detailed in section 6.4.5. A more appropriate mode of
operation was established by pulsing the Wehnelt cylinder bias to control the electron emis-
sion from the cathode, such that the electron beam was only activated during the electron
loading period. This also allowed us to keep the G2 electrode at a static bias throughout a
machine cycle and prevented interactions between beam electrons and extracted ions. All
measurements presented further below were performed with this mode of operation.

A rectangular electron nest was formed by biasing the 13 central trap electrodes (T9
to T21) to 20V. During the loading and storage periods, the G1 and G2 gate electrodes
were biased to −1200V and −200V, respectively. The electron gun was operated with an
emission current of≈ 75µA, resulting in a DC transmission of∼ 1µA to the harp detector.
The loading period was followed by a 1.3 s long electron storage period. Subsequently, all
electrons were removed from the trap via a two-stage dump. First, electrons not trapped
in the nest were dumped onto the harp detector by pulsing the E1 and G1 electrode bias to
200V and 220V, respectively. 2ms later, the nest was dumped by sequentially pulsing the
ring trap electrodes to ground potential. At the beginning of each machine cycle, the nested
trap potential was reinitialized.

The number of electrons detected after the nest dumps is shown in Fig. 6.26 and seen to
increase linearly with the electron loading time. Over the scanned range of loading times,
the electron number showed no signs of saturation, indicating that the nests storage capacity
was substantially larger than the maximal detected electron number of 1.1 × 108. Already
after 40ms of electron loading, the detected electron number had reached Ne ≈ 2 × 107,
thus exceeding the smallest desirable plasma electron number suggested by the electron
cooling calculations presented in section 6.2. This result verified that plasmaswith sufficient
electron numbers for studies of electron cooling of co-trapped ions could be rapidly and
reproducibly produced in nested potential wells.

Effect of the nest depth on the trapped electron number

Throughout this work, the term nest depth refers to the maximal difference between the
voltages applied to a set of trap electrodes that form a nested potential well6. Due to the

6Since CPET’s trap electrodes were, by default, kept at ground potential, this voltage difference is equiv-
alent to the maximal positive voltage applied to the electrodes forming an electron nest.
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a) b)

Figure 6.28. Measurements of the electron plasma lifetime in (a) a potential well formed
only by the gate electrodes with all other trap electrodes at ground potential and (b) in a
nested potential well formed by biasing the T13-T18 trap electrodes to 30V. The dashed
line in subfigure (b) marks the mean electron number over all storage times. See text for
details.

venting them from reaching the harp detector. Once the amplitude of the m = 1 diocotron
mode had been sufficiently damped out, the electron losses within the drift tube eventually
became negligible, allowing all plasma electrons to be detected for storage times ⪆ 10 s.
Subsequently, the number of detected electrons remained constant within the measurement
uncertainties for storage times up to 180 s. These results indicate very stable electron trap-
ping conditions with plasma lifetimes7 of at least several minutes.

The data shown in Figure 6.28 (b) was obtained in a similar measurement of the number
of electrons stored in a rectangular electron nest formed by biasing the trap electrodes T11
- T17 to 30V. Due to higher electron loading rates resulting from the presence of a nested
electron well, this scan could be performed with an electron loading time of only 90ms. No
initial rise in the detected electron number was observed over the covered range of storage
times since, for plasmas trapped in nested potential wells, the damping of the diocotronmode
was found to be significantly faster than in a large rectangular well and typically proceeded
within < 400ms [not shown within scan range of Fig. 6.28 (b)]. The increased fluctuations
of Ne compared to (a) were primarily caused by uncorrected8 baseline fluctuations of the
isolation amplifier output voltage (see section 6.3.8 for details) and by a poorer signal-to-
noise ratio induced by the larger switching background associated with the nest dump.

Over storage times of up to 60 s, no significant electron loss could be detected within
the measurement sensitivity. This indicates that nested electron wells also provided stable
trapping conditions that enabled electron plasma lifetimes of at least several minutes. Since
typical ion-electron cooling measurements extended over no more than a few seconds, elec-
tron losses throughout a cooling cycle could be assumed to be negligible for the electron

7We define particle lifetimes in a trap as the time it takes for the trapped particle number to fall to 1/e ≈
0.37-times the initial value.

8The baseline compensation procedure described in section 6.3.8 reduced the typical fluctuation of the
detected electron numbers by a factor of 3–4 but was only implemented after taking the data presented in
Fig. 6.28.
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cooling tests reported in section 6.4.5. The observed plasma lifetimes further indicate that
electron plasmas trapped in CPET could, in principle, be re-used over multiple cooling cy-
cles, as long as care is taken to limit plasma heating due to trap potential changes.

6.4.4 Ion trapping and first co-confinement of ions and electrons

After a reliable means of electron plasma generation was established, the injection and trap-
ping of non-radioactive singly charged ion (SCI) from the surface ion source was commis-
sioned. For ion-electron interaction studies, a reliable mode of ion injection and trapping
had to be developed. It further had to be verified that the ion lifetime in the trap was suffi-
ciently long for the intended electron cooling studies. The following subsections separately
address the creation of bunched ion beams, the capture of ion bunches and the obtained ion
lifetimes in the trap, with and without co-trapped electron plasmas.

Injection of ion bunches

The typical progression used to optimize the ion transport through the system is illustrated
in Fig. 6.29. The shown TOFmass spectra were recorded using the ESMCP0 detector and a
MCS bin width of 80 ns. All measurements presented throughout this thesis were conducted
with an ion transport energy of ≈1.3 keV, as defined by floating the ion source to 1.3 kV.

A bunched beam was obtained by pulsing the IS anode bias for 2.3µs from a reflective
to an accelerating potential of−80Vwith respect to the ion source. A typical TOF spectrum
obtained by guiding the resulting ion bunches onto the ES MCP0 is shown in Fig. 6.29 a).
The relative flight times allowed us to identify the different TOF mass peaks as stable iso-
topes of various singly charged, alkali ions (23Na+, 39,41K+, 85,87Rb+ & 133Cs+); however,
the achieved mass resolving power (R ≈ 2) was too low to resolve the different isotopes of
these elements.

To enable systematic studies of electron cooling of different ion species, the IS S2 steerer
located ≈ 35 cm downstream from the ion gun anode (see Fig. 6.9) was deployed as a TOF
beam gate. By normally keeping one of the two horizontal steerer plates at a deflecting
potential, the gate blocked the transmission of undesired ion species into the trap. Ions of
the element of interest were transported through the trap and onto the detector by shortly
pulsing the respective steerer plate back to its nominal potential. Once the time delay and
duration of the TOF gate were optimized accordingly, the different ion species could be
isolated with negligible amounts of contamination as illustrated for Rb+ in Fig. 6.29 b).

To reduce the centre-of-mass energy of the (singly charged) ion bunches to a trappable
level of≤100 eV, the bias of the DT1 drift tube was pulsed from typically 250V to−1100V
when the ions of interest were centred in the tube. The resulting shift of the flight times of
Rb+ ions to the ES MCP0 detector is shown in Fig. 6.29 c). Note that the peak seen in the
same spectrum at t ≈28µs resulted from switching noise due to the pulsing of the drift tube
bias.
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b)a) 21 1 2 3

Figure 6.30. Ion captures schemes: a) Ion capture (1), storage and ejection (2) with the E1
and E2 endcap electrodes. b) Capture and prestorage of ions in a dedicated capture well (1)
followed by transfer into the ion-electron interaction region (2) and ejection by opening the
E2 endcap (3).

trapping scheme was developed that decoupled the ion capture stage from the mixing of
ions and electrons. In this scheme, the ions were first captured into a separate potential
well as illustrated in Fig. 6.30 b) formed by using the T6 & T7 electrodes as a reflective
barrier. After a typically 10ms long pre-storage period in the capture well, the ions were
permitted into the interaction region including the electron nest by removing the potential
barrier formed by the T6 & T7 [step 2 in Fig. 6.30 b)]. From there on, the experimental
cycles proceeded identical, irrespective of the chosen ion capture scheme.

After the desired storage period, ions were extracted onto the ES MCP0 detector by
removing the potential barrier at the trap exit (switching operations 2 and 3 in Fig. 6.30 a)
& b), respectively). Once the timings were optimized for trapping of a given ion species
of mass unit Aref, trapping of a different species of mass unit A could simply be realized
by scaling the time delay and duration of the TOF gate and the delays for pulsing DT1 and
closing E1 with

√

A/Aref.
Typical arrival time spectra of different ion species extracted onto the ESMCP0 detector

are shown in Fig. 6.31. After mass separation by the TOF gate and deceleration in the drift
tube, the ions were captured by closing the E1 endcap (−50V → 200V). After 100ms
long storage, the ions were extracted onto the ES MCP0 detector by opening the E2 endcap
(200V → −50V). The relative positions of the left peak-edges in the resulting accumulated
spectra (see Fig. 6.31) again obeyed the mass scalings expected for 23Na+, 39,41K+, 85,87Rb+

& 133Cs+. This result verified the successful separation and trapping of the different alkali
ions emerging from the ion source.

The absence of secondary peaks at shorter arrival times suggests that no lighter contam-
inant ions, e.g. created in charge exchange reactions between injected ions and residual gas
particles, were present in the trap. Due to the substantial peak widths, conclusions about
the presence of contaminant ions at similar or higher masses than the injected ions cannot
be drawn from these spectra. A full TOF separation of the different alkali-ion peaks was
also not possible due to the poor mass resolving power resulting from the ions’ substantial
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chine cycle introduced a number of complications as compared to cycles with individual
trapping of ions and electrons. To facilitate ion-electron co-trapping cycles, the following
modifications and operational changes were implemented:

• The ES MCP0 bias was gated to prevent damage or aging of the detector due to high
electron-beam-induced background event rates (see section 6.3.8 for details).

• Pulsing of the adjacent drift tube (DT1) for ion deceleration was found to induce
voltage transients on the harp detector, whose amplitude exceeded the voltage rating
of the isolation amplifier in the floating harp readout box. Harp detector signals could
therefore initially only be acquired in plasma-trapping cycles without ion injection.
To facilitate the concurrent detection of trapped electrons and ions within a single
machine cycle, surge protection was added to protect the floating harp readout box
against induced voltage transients (see section 6.3.8 for details).

The typical ion lifetimes in the trap were determined by recording the number of ions
detected on the ES MCP0 detector as a function of the ion storage time. To evaluate the
impact of a co-trapped electron plasma on the ion storage, machine cycles with and without
a co-trapped plasma were alternated. The plasmas were confined in a 40V deep, rectangular
potential nest formed by the T13–T19 trap electrodes and exhibited electron numbers in the
rangeNe = (4±1)×107. For maximal comparability, the nest was also being applied during
plasma-off machine cycles. Ions were captured into a capture well floated to 70V above
ground and after 10ms long pre-storage injected from the capture well into the interaction
region, resulting in trap potentials as shown in Fig. 6.30 b).

The ion-count evolution obtainedwith injectedNa+, K+&Rb+ ions is shown in Fig. 6.32.
Surprisingly, in the plasma-off cycles, the ion numbers detected after a 1020ms long storage
time were marginally but consistently higher than those after 20ms storage. Other storage
time scans with finer step size showed similar systematic fluctuations of the detected ion
number after short storage times (see Fig. 6 in [545]). Such behaviour had also already
been observed in HITRAP’s cooler Penning trap, where detailed measurements revealed a
periodic modulation of the ion count rate at short measurement times and simulations al-
lowed to identify the modulation as a result of the ions E⃗ × B⃗ drift motion in the trap [554]
(the equivalent of the magnetron motion in a harmonic axial trap potential). This mecha-
nism is also a plausible explanation for the behaviour observed for ions trapped in CPET. In
fact, SIMION simulations of the ion extraction from CPET showed that the magnetic orbit
expansion along the ion extraction beamline causes any ion that leaves the trap with a radial
displacement ⪆ 0.8mm from the trap’s symmetry axis to get lost against electrodes. An
E⃗ × B⃗ drift with a large initial amplitude could therefore explain the reduced count rates
at short storage times as extraction-efficiency losses. The signal increase toward longer
storage times is likely a consequence of ion-neutral collisions that transfer energy from the
longitudinal into the transversal ion motions. Since the E × B drift of ions in a Penning
trap is a negative-energy mode (see e.g. [555]), an increase in the mode energy will drive
the ions closer to the trap axis, eventually permitting them to reach the MCP detector in-
dependent of the phase of their E⃗ × B⃗ drift motion. In the case with a co-trapped electron
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a) b)

Figure 6.32. Average rate of ions counted on the ES MCP0 after different storage times
with plasma off (a) and plasma on (b). The lines mark exponential fits to the data points of
the same colour. The ion lifetimes extracted from the fits are listed in table 6.4.

plasma, the count rates obtained with the shortest storage time are consistently higher than
in plasma-off cycles and the ion count rates exhibit a steady drop for all storage times≤ 8 s.
A firm explanation of the discrepant ion behaviour between the plasma-on and -off cycles
would have required far more detailed measurements and simulation studies. In any case, it
seems plausible that the increased radial electric field arising from the plasma space charge
altered the ions’ E⃗ × B⃗ drift motion at short storage times.

To extract the respective ion lifetimes, the collected data were fitted with a simple ex-
ponential decay-law of the form

Ni(t) = Ni,0 exp (−t/τ) , (6.14)

where the decay time constant τ is taken as the species-dependent lifetime in the trap. Due to
the systematic shifts, the data points at the shortest storage times (20ms) were excluded from
the fits. The obtained fit curves are shown as lines in the logarithmic plots in Fig. 6.32 and the
respective ion lifetimes are listed in table 6.4. Possible ion-loss mechanisms in the absence
of an electron plasma are given by elastic or charge exchange collisions with residual gas
particles, ion-ion interactions, and resonant particle transport due to field imperfections.

Resonant particle loss may occur when two eigenfrequencies of an ion’s motion take an
integer ratio, causing the ion to repetitively probe the same imperfections in the trapping
fields. While this mechanism can, in principle, play a role for an individual ion species,
it can hardly explain the rather consistent ion-loss rates observed among the different ion
species in the present measurements. Ion-ion interactions are also very unlikely in sight of
the large trap volume and the rather small numbers of ions (< 100) that were stored in the
trap at the same time. The observed ion losses can therefore be assumed to be primarily due
to interactions with residual gas particles.

In this context, it is important to realize that all ions that had, by some mechanism,
become localized in the entrance-side ion well of the nested trap potential were not ejected
towards the detector, and thus escaped detection. This circumstance is owed to the fact
that no suitable procedures had yet been developed to combine cold, localized ions into a
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Table 6.4. Ion lifetimes in CPET extracted from the exponential fits in Fig. 6.32.

Ion species Lifetime in trap - plasma off Lifetime in trap - plasma on
Na+ (2.51± 0.07) s (2.14± 0.10) s
K+ (2.34± 0.07) s (1.87± 0.09) s
Rb+ (3.21± 0.12) s (1.68± 0.12) s

single potential well. Performing such ion transfer operations in the presence of a co-trapped
electron plasma poses a non-trivial task as both plasma heating due to ion-transfer operations
and plasma ejection induced excessive detector background due to impact ionization of rest
gas.

Elastic collisions from the dominant interaction mechanism between singly charged ions
and rest gas neutrals. As will be shown in section 6.4.5, already a single elastic collision with
a heavier residual gas particles (e.g. H2O, CO, CO2) can potentially dissipate a substantial
fraction of an ion’s longitudinal kinetic energy and cause the ion to become trapped in either
of the two ion wells in the nested potential. Due to the non-detection of ions in the entrance-
side well, the ion lifetimes extracted in the present measurements should therefore be viewed
as lower limits on the true lifetimes in the trap.

A second mechanism by which ion-neutral collisions could lead to ion loss is given by
collision-induced radial diffusion, as only ions with radial displacements of ≲0.8mm from
the trap axis could be detected on the ES MCP0 detector. The primary inelastic collision
process of concern in a Penning trap is charge exchange between ions and residual gas
neutrals. In this process, a fast ion picks up an electron from the neutral, causing the ion to get
lost from the trap. The initially neutral particle is ionized in the process and typically remains
in the trap in place of the colliding ion. Charge exchange therefore does not necessarily
lead to a reduced number of ions in the trap. Due to the limited TOF resolution in the
ion extraction from a nested trap potential, charge exchange products could usually not be
differentiated from the ions of interest and must therefore be expected to have contributed to
the measured count rates. While charge exchange usually forms the dominant loss channel
for HCI in a Penning trap, it is generally less relevant in the case of SCI.

The presence of an electron plasma was found to reduce the observed lifetimes for all ion
species. Recalling the results from section 6.2, we can exclude ion-electron recombination
losses as a relevant loss process for the singly charged ions considered here. Assuming that
the plasma slowed down the longitudinal ion motion, the increased ion losses observed in
plasma-on cycles could be explained by a higher rate of ion localization in the first ion well.

The plasma-induced enhancement of the ion loss rate could further result from centrifu-
gal separation of the ions and electrons. In this phenomenon, collisions transfer angular mo-
mentum between different plasma species, resulting in a net inward transport of the lighter
and a net outward transport of the heavier species. The mass-selective transport may even
lead to a complete radial separation of the two plasma components [556]. Centrifugal sep-
aration has been observed in a variety of trapped multi-species plasmas with a single sign
of charge such as electron-antiproton plasmas [557, 558]. The phenomenon has also been
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theoretically predicted for plasmas with components of opposite charge [559], but, to the
author’s knowledge, this prediction still awaits experimental verification. The contributions
of different ion loss processes cannot easily be disentangled from the lifetime measurement
data, but the model of the cooling dynamics presented in section 6.4.5 provides additional
insights into the contributing loss mechanisms.

In any case, the presented storage time scans verified that, even with static nested trap
potentials and a co-trapped plasma, the ion lifetimes exceeded the demanded minimum for
electron cooling tests (τ ≥ 1 s). This result formed an important milestone towards ion-
electron interaction studies in CPET.

6.4.5 Ion-plasma interaction studies

After the plasma preparation and the ion trapping had been verified to fulfill the neces-
sary preconditions, the first tests of ion-electron interactions in CPET could be approached.
Electron-induced background on the MCP detector formed a major obstacle that initially
prevented the observation of electron cooling in CPET. In the following, I therefore, first
give a brief overview of the mechanisms inducing these background events and discuss the
measures taken to reduce the electron-induced background on the MCP detector to a near-
negligible level. The demonstration of plasma-induced cooling of ions in a Penning trap
naturally requires a means to probe the ion energy evolution. Hence, I subsequently intro-
duce the special ion extraction schemes developed for this purpose. After introducing the
typical experimental cycles and the trap potentials used in the ion-electron interaction tests,
experimental results for in-trap electron cooling of singly charged ions (SCI) are presented.
Subsequently, the experimental results are discussed with the aid of a cooling model. Fi-
nally, the model is used to extrapolate the experimental results obtained with SCI to the
expected cooling timescales for highly charged ions (HCI). Based on these model extrap-
olations, the chapter closes with tentative conclusions concerning the prospects of electron
cooling of short-lived radioactive HCI.

Observation of electron-induced detector background

Initial attempts to probe ion and electron interactions in CPET were hampered by the re-
emergence of electrical discharges and electron-induced background events on the MCP
detector (ES MCP0). The spurious phenomena were usually only observed in cycles with
electron injection and could be divided into three categories: (1) Discharges triggered byHV
switching in the high-field region of the superconducting magnet, (2) a near-constant-rate
background on the ES MCP0 detector whenever the electron beam was unblocked, and (3)
background events observed on the MCP detector after opening the trap for ion extraction.

The discharges were found to occur almost exclusively in runs involving electron injec-
tion and could be accorded to so-called Penning discharges. In these discharges, energetic
stray electrons became trapped in involuntarily-formed Penning traps along the trap elec-
trode structure and ionized residual gas particles. The ionization freed up secondary ions
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and electrons, thus leading into charge multiplication and electrical discharges. The dis-
charges were usually triggered by HV switching operations that would accelerate the stray
electrons to sufficient energies for impact ionization of rest gas (several 10 eV). If the ion-
ization occurred near the trapping region, the secondary ions could become confined and
lead to excessive detector background upon ion extraction from the trap. Overfilling of
the electron nest in the trap potential and incomplete dissipation of electrons during plasma
dumps were also found to increase the likelihood of discharges or electron-induced back-
ground. The prompt beam-induced background could be accorded to ionization of residual
gas particles that were subsequently accelerated onto the fully-biased ESMCP0 detector. In
contrast to the background events upon ion extraction, beam-induced background events did
not overlap temporally with any signals of interest. Nonetheless, they had to be addressed
as the associated count rates (> 1MHz) threatened to damage or prematurely deteriorate
the detector.

To resolve the mentioned issues, the following operational changes were implemented:

• The rise and fall times of switched electrode voltages were reduced from originally
≈ 50 ns to ≈ 1ms in the case of the G1 electrode, ≈ 2.5µs in the case of the E1
electrode and to 100–200 ns for all other switched electrodes. This measure helped to
prevent the detector background due to charge multiplication and the ignition of Pen-
ning discharges by reducing the likelihood of accelerating stray electrons to ionizing
energies.

• The transport energy of injected ions bunches was reduced from 2 to 1.3 keV. This
decreased both the steady-state voltages and the switched voltage differences on the
drift tube DT1, the E1 and E2 endcaps and a number of other electrodes. This measure
enabled a robust system operation without HV breakdown.

• Since the amount of electron-induced background counts on the ES MCP0 detector
was found to correlate with the number of trapped plasma electrons, both the elec-
tron beam currents and electron loading times were reduced to a level that minimized
detector background.

• The parameters of the nested potential wells, in particular their shape, length and
depth, were optimized such as to minimize axial electron escape towards the Penning-
like traps formed by the positively biased trap endcaps (typically the E1 and E2 elec-
trodes).

• A second electron dump was added to experimental cycles to safely dissipate any
excess electrons that had not become localized in the electron nest within the desig-
nated cyclotron cooling period prior to ion injection. This measure prevented electron
accumulation in unwanted regions of the trap, such as the endcap electrodes.

• Plasma manipulation during the ion storage period was generally avoided and the
plasma was only dumped once the ions had been extracted from the trap. Further,
care was taken to limit plasma heating due to manipulations of trapped ions.
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These adaptations enabled a stable system operation in ion-electron interaction studies and
reduced the electron-induced background to a near-negligible level, thus allowing us to
probe changes in the trapped ions’ energies on the ES MCP0 detector.

Extraction schemes for ion energy analysis

In order to demonstrate and study electron cooling of ions in a Penning trap, special detection
schemes are required that allow to unambiguously identify changes in the kinetic energy
distribution of trapped ions. In principle, TOF analysis of extracted ion bunches, especially
when coupled to charged particle simulations, is an appropriate tool for such diagnostics.
However, as already pointed out earlier, the long turn-around times in the trap prevented
detailed ion-energy diagnostics via ion TOF signals obtained after rapidly (τ < 200 ns)
opening of the exit endcap. Consequentially, two alternative ion extraction schemes were
implemented to study ion-electron interactions in CPET.

The first extraction scheme [486] was likewise based on ion-arrival time spectra but
relied on gradually opening the exit endcap, on a timescale long compared to the typical
axial ion oscillation periods of several 10µs. As a result of the gradual removal of the
confining barrier, the ion arrival times at the ES MCP0 detector showed a correlation with
the ions’ energies in the trap, with later arrival times indicating a smaller kinetic energy. To
this end, the opening of the exit-endcap was not realized with a Behlke HV switch but by
using a channel of the DAC HV supply, resulting in a voltage slew rate of ≈ 0.5V/µs and
a total transition time of ≈ 400µs for the linear voltage ramp from 200V down to 0V. An
even slower slew rate could have further reduced the endcap-voltage change over a typical
axial ion oscillation period and thus raised the scheme’s energy resolution. The chosen
slew rate, however, provided a decent compromise between energy resolution and the time
required to accumulate sufficient statistics.

The scheme’s comparatively high data collection rate made it well suited to qualitatively
check for cooling signatures under different experimental conditions. A typical measure-
ment with this scheme only required on the order of 1–2 h to complete. Since extraction
through the magnetic field gradient converted more than 99.9% of the ions transverse into
longitudinal kinetic energy, this extraction scheme essentially probed the ions total kinetic
energy in the trap. To enable quick changes between different extraction schemes, the E2
endcap remained biased by a Behlke HV switch for rapid endcap opening, whereas the Q24,
D25 & T26 electrodes were biased by the mentioned DAC output channel and served as the
endcap in runs demanding a gradually ramped endcap potential.

For more quantitative analysis of the trapped-ion energy evolution, an extraction scheme
enabling retarding field analysis (RFA) of the longitudinal ion energies was developed. This
scheme is illustrated by the trap potential sequence plotted in Fig. 6.33 b). Ions were either
directly injected into the interaction region or pre-stored in an ion capture well and then
released into the interaction region [step 1 in Fig. 6.33 b)]. The Q24, D25 & T26 electrodes
again served as the exit endcap and were pulsed between a closed (200V, dashed line) and
open (0V) state using the DAC HV supply. The E2 electrode was used to form a retarding
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a) b)

Figure 6.33. On-axis trap potentials for different analysis schemes of the trapped ions’ ki-
netic energies: a) Extraction scheme with gradual exit-endcap opening. b) Retarding field
analysis (RFA) with a variable-height retarding barrier formed by the E2 endcap (see leg-
end). The plotted potential curves were obtained in simulations with a 40 volt deep rect-
angular electron nest. The dotted lines indicates the potential before ions are injected into
the interaction region. The dashed lines mark the confining exit-endcap potential during the
interaction period. See text for details.

barrier of a variable height ϕr [various coloured traces in Fig. 6.33 b)]. In each machine
cycle, the E2 electrode was prepared at a given barrier voltage9 and only allowed ions with
a longitudinal kinetic energy Ekin,∥ > qϕr to reach the detector once the endcap was opened
(i.e. pulsed to ground potential). 3ms after opening the endcap, the RFAbarrier was likewise
pulsed to ground potential, thus permitting ions that had remained confined by the RFA
barrier to leave the trap towards the detector. Recording the number of ions Ni detected
within the first millisecond after opening the endcap as a function of the retarding potential,
the longitudinal ion energy distribution n(Ekin,∥) could then be obtained as the derivative of
the emerging RFA profile:

n(Ekin,∥) = −dNi(ϕr)

dϕr

. (6.15)

The choice to use the E2 electrode as the retarding barrier was motivated by SIMION
simulations which verified that applying retarding voltages of 0–150V did not noticeably
alter the ion transmission to the ES MCP0 detector. This is in contrast to the effects of other
tested electrodes further downstream along the ion extraction path (e.g. the drift tubes in the
ES FC and ES MCP detector assemblies). This counter-intuitive result goes back to the fact
that the E2 electrode is located in the high-field region of the superconducting magnet (see
Fig. 6.22) where the transverse beam dynamics are dominated by the magnetic field rather
than electrostatic elements. Since the ions pass the retarding barrier before they experience
the magnetic field gradient, the RFA extraction scheme only probes the ions’ longitudinal
kinetic energies. However, since ions were typically injected into the interaction region

9Note that, due to field penetration into the cylindrical E2 electrode, the on-axis barrier potential φr was
always somewhat lower than the applied barrier voltage Vr. As detailed below, electrostatic field calculations
were performed to correct for this effect.
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from an ion capture well floated roughly 70V above the bottom of the trap potential, they
acquired longitudinal kinetic energies of 70–90 eV, which is substantially larger than the
presumed initial transverse kinetic energies (∼ 1 eV). Thus, the RFA extraction scheme was
well-suited to study ion-electron interactions manifesting as a slowing of the ions’ centre-
of-mass motion or a change in the longitudinal ion energy spread.

Since each machine cycle was run with a single retarding potential, an RFA scan with a
reasonable range and energy resolution (e.g. 31 steps of 5V) typically required more than
10 hours to complete, making interaction test with this extraction scheme significantly more
detailed but also much more time-consuming than the first one.10

Experimental cycle for ion-electron interaction tests

A typical set of experimental timings and on-axis trap potentials throughout an ion-electron
interaction cycle are shown in Fig. 6.34 and Fig. 6.35, respectively. Each machine cy-
cle can be subdivided into the following stages (corresponding to the roman numerals in
Fig.s 6.34 and 6.35):

I) Initialization: To prepare for the electron injection, the bias of the ES MCP0 detec-
tor was lowered by several 100V to prevent detector aging due to amplification of
beam-induced background events. Further, the trap potential was reset to a configura-
tion with an electron nest, and the ES beamline potentials were switched into electron
transport mode.

II) Electron loading: For a fixed loading time, the electron beam was turned on by puls-
ing the Wehnelt cylinder to an extracting potential and electrons were continuously
accumulated in the prepared trapping potential.

III) Plasma pre-cooling: For a fixed wait time, the trap potentials were kept static to al-
lowed the accumulated electrons to undergo cyclotron cooling and settle into the elec-
tron nest. The waiting period also allowed for damping of the plasma’s diocotron
motion. Meanwhile, the ES beamline potentials were switched back into ion transport
mode and ES MCP0 bias was raised again to enable ion detection.

IV) Excess-electron dump: Excess electrons that had not been localized in the nested po-
tential well were ejected from the trap onto the harp detector by pulsing the G1 and
E1 electrodes to a voltage of 220V and 200V, respectively. The 60ms long duration
of the dump period was chosen such that all excess electrons were captured by the
harp wires. Ideally, at the end of the excess-electron dump the trap was only filled
with electrons confined in the nested well. This stage proved crucial in preventing
electron-induced background counts on the ES MCP0 detector.

10This extraction scheme could, in principle, have also been realized by using the DAC HV supply to
sequentially stepping through various retarding voltages on every single machine cycle, thus enabling a sig-
nificantly faster accumulation of statistics. However, such extended switching operations were deliberately
avoided in the tests presented here as they could alter the ion energies, resulting in systematic uncertainties
that are difficult to quantify.
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VII) Ion extraction and plasma dump: After the defined interaction time, the MCS acqui-
sition window was started and the exit-side endcap was opened to extract the ions
towards the MCP detector. In runs with an RFA barrier, the barrier was removed 3ms
after opening the exit endcap, thus allowing ions that remained confined by the bar-
rier to also be registered on the MCP detector [respective potentials shown in VIIa)
in Fig. 6.35]. It should be noted that, because the electron nest was kept unchanged
during the ion extraction period, any ions that cooled into the entrance side ion well
(centred around z ≈ −6 cm) were not detected on the ES MCP0 detector and only got
ejected during the plasma dump. Subsequently, the entire plasma was dumped from
the nested well and destructively detected on the harp detector by raising the G1 elec-
trode potential again and triggering a DAC sequence that transforms the ion-injection
side of the trap into a near-linear extraction gradient [respective potentials shown in
VIIb) in Fig. 6.35].

In a typical interaction tests, plasma-on and -off cycles were alternated by only unblock-
ing the ES Wehnelt cylinder on every second cycle. All other experimental parameters,
remained unchanged to ensure maximal comparability between plasma-on and -off cycles.
Comparison of the ion signals acquired with and without a co-trapped plasma then provided
a direct way to search for electron-ion interactions.

Cooling signatures in arrival-time spectra

Initial attempts to probe ion-electron interactions in CPET were focused on searching for a
change in the arrival-time spectra of ions extracted from the trap. This technique provided a
comparatively quick way to confirm electron-ion interactions since, at typical count rates of
∼ 50 ions per cycle, changes in the TOF peaks became observable already after only several
10 experimental cycles (at a typical cycle duration of≈ 2 s, translating into several minutes
of data acquisition).

In order to study the ion energy evolution in the trap, the length of the ion-electron
interaction period was scanned. To minimize the impact of potential system instabilities
such as voltage drifts, the scan was performed in a looped fashion with alternating plasma-
on and -off cycles. In each loop, the run control stepped through the defined interaction
times running a successive plasma-on and -off cycle at each interaction time. To accumulate
statistics, 65 scan loops were performed. Non-neutral plasmas were generated inside a 40V
deep rectangular electron nest formed by the T13–T19 trap electrodes, resulting in the on-
axis potentials shown in Fig. 6.35. The electron gun cathode was operated at a heating
current of ≈ 2.3A, resulting in emission currents of ≈ 20µA and, as detailed below, a
negligible level of plasma-induced background on the MCP detector. The experimental
cycle was as outlined in the previous section, with electron loading and pre-cooling periods
of 300ms and 500ms duration, respectively. Within the statistical fluctuations, the detected
electron numbers extracted from the plasma dump signals remained constant over all tested
interaction times and exhibited a mean of Ne = (4.02 ± 0.23) × 107. 23Na+ ions were
injected and trapped on every cycle. For each interaction time, ion arrival-time spectra were
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obtained by summing the ion events accumulated over the 65 scan loops.
The resulting ion arrival time spectra are separately shown for plasma-on and -off cycles

in Fig. 6.36 (b) and (c), respectively. To correct for the delayed response of the DAC HV
supply to an external trigger signal, the time axes were shifted by 31µs, such that t = 0

corresponded to the true start time of the endcap-voltage ramp. To provide some aid in
interpreting the arrival-time spectra, the instantaneous voltage on the exit endcap is shown
in Fig. 6.36 (a). With increasing ion storage times11, both the plasma-off and plasma-on
spectra exhibit a decrease in peak intensity and a shift of the peak centroids towards later
arrival times.

The decreasing peak intensities are likely caused by elastic and inelastic collisions be-
tween ions and residual gas particles. Inelastic charge exchange reactions neutralize an
injected ion and replace it with a ionized residual gas particle at a typically small initial
kinetic energy (< 1 eV). Momentum transfer in ion-neutral collisions can cause ions to
escape from the trap or bring them onto larger radial orbits that cannot be projected onto
the ES MCP0 detector. SIMION simulations indeed showed that the magnetic expansion
of extracted ion bunches caused any ion with an initial radial displacement of ⪆ 0.8mm to
get lost on electrodes along the ion extraction beam path. Through this mechanism, even
elastic collisions that do not cause ion loss from the trap can reduce the number of detected
particles.

The peak shifts towards later arrival times clearly indicate a gradual reduction in the
ions’ total kinetic energy in the trap. The strongest energy loss is seen over interaction times
between 20ms and 1215ms. The plasma-on peaks exhibit a more rapid shift towards later
arrival times, indicating a faster loss of axial ion energy. After the longest probed interaction
times the plasma-off ion intensity peaks at t ≈ 320µs, whereas the plasma-on spectra peak
around t ≈ 350µs. At interaction times of more than 2 s, the plasma-on spectra contain
almost no events at arrival times < 300µs and exhibit a significantly higher intensity at
arrival times > 500µs than the corresponding plasma-off spectra. This indicates that the
presence of the plasma indeed cooled the ions rather than merely causing a selective loss of
higher-energy ions (which could be mistaken as cooling).

To verify that the observed peak shifts in the arrival-time spectra were not caused by
plasma-induced background events, a background measurement without ion injection was
performed immediately after the original scan. To this end, the scan was repeated after
disabling the pulsed ion extraction from the ion gun and using otherwise identical exper-
imental settings. No counts were observed in machine cycles without electron injection.
The background events accumulated in the plasma-on cycles are shown in Fig. 6.37. The
observed level of plasma-induced background events is clearly negligible in comparison to
the intensities observed with ion injection in Fig. 6.36. Assuming that the ion injection did
not substantially raise the background level through some unknown mechanism, plasma-
induced background events on the MCP detector can thus be assumed to be negligible in
the interpretation of the obtained arrival time spectra. The assumption that the injected Na+

11Due to the 5ms long pre-storage in the capture well, the ion-electron interaction period was only 5ms
shorter than the given ion storage times.
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a) b) c)

Figure 6.38. RFA count traces obtained for Na+ in plasma-off (a) and plasma-on (b) runs.
For comparison, the results of a background measurement without ion injection are likewise
shown in a plot with enlarged vertical scale (c). To guide the eye, the data points were
connected with straight lines.

All presented RFA scans were further performed with a total of 9 scan loops, with each
scan requiring a total measurement time of ≈ 15 h. The looped scan mode and alternated
plasma-on and -off cycles again reduced the potential impact of long-term drifts of exper-
imental parameters. As before, the ions were only permitted into the interaction region
following a 5ms long pre-storage in an ion capture well floated 70V above ground.

In order to study the mass and atomic structure dependence of the cooling process, sep-
arate RFA scans were conducted with ions of different alkali elements. In the following, I
first outline the data analysis procedure using a scan with 23Na+ ions as an example. Sub-
sequently, the results obtained with all studied ion species are discussed.

Analysis procedure RFA count profiles were obtained by considering all ion events at
arrival times < 1ms, i.e. ions escaping over the set retarding barrier once the exit-endcap
was opened. The wide range of the time gate ensured that all ions with longitudinal energies
larger than the barrier potential could leave the trap towards the detector (except for ions that
cooled into the entrance side ion well). RFA profiles obtained in an RFA scan with injection
of Na+ ions are depicted in Fig. 6.38 a) and b). The vertical axis shows the mean number of
ion counts detected per machine cycle over all scan loops and the given error bars correspond
to the standard errors of the mean.

The potential impact of plasma-induced ion counts on the RFA profiles was evaluated
through background measurements without ion injection. In order to shorten the measure-
ment duration, the background measurement was conducted with plasma-on cycles only.
The resulting count profile is shown with an enlarged vertical scale in Fig. 6.38 c). Again
presuming that the ion injection did not substantially alter the plasma dynamics, the con-
tribution of plasma-induced background counts to the RFA profiles obtained with ion in-
jection was minor under the experimental conditions of all presented measurements. This
result verifies the successful tuning of the experimental parameters for a suitable signal-to-
background ratio. With ∼ 2–6 events/cycle, the by far highest rate of background events is
seen at the lowest “retarding” voltage of 0V. In contrast to the count rates obtained with
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all non-zero retarding voltages, the background rate in this energy class did not drop with
increasing storage time but fluctuated around a constant level. As detailed below, this effect
can be understood by considering the impact of field penetration on the effective barrier po-
tential. Despite the low background level, the mean plasma-induced count rates obtained in
the background measurements were subtracted from the RFA count profiles acquired with
ion injection.

Due to field penetration, the on-axis retarding potentials Vr experienced by the ions
were somewhat lower than the retarding voltages Vr applied to the E2 electrode. To cor-
rect for this effect, the on-axis potentials resulting from various applied retarding voltages
were simulated in SIMION [528] and recorded throughout the barrier region with a 1mm
resolution. The respective retarding potentials, ϕr, were then taken as the maximal value
of the recorded on-axis potential values. Not accounting for electrode imperfections and
misalignment, this procedure can be expected to yield retarding potentials to an accuracy
of < 1V. Field penetration further induces a radial potential gradient in the barrier region
that causes ions with a larger displacement from the ion optical axis to experience a barrier
potential ϕr(r) > ϕr(r = 0). The largest radial displacement for successful transport to the
ES MCP0 detector is r ≈ 0.8mm. For the barrier voltages used in the tests presented here
(Vr ≤ 150V), the maximal radial barrier potential difference found in SIMION simulations
was ∆ϕ = ϕr(r = 0.8mm) − ϕr(r = 0) < 1V. Since this contribution is negligible
in comparison to the statistical measurement uncertainties, the impact of the radial barrier
potential gradient could safely be neglected.

According to Eqn. 6.15 and as mentioned earlier, the longitudinal ion energy distribu-
tion can, in principle, be directly deduced from the measured count data by estimating the
derivative of a given RFA count profile via finite difference methods. However, even after
data smoothing, the statistical fluctuations of the acquired data prevented such deductions
of the energy distributions. Therefore, the acquired RFA count profiles were instead fit-
ted by presuming a functional form that approximates the evolving ion energy distribution
reasonably well.

The choice of model function to describe the ion energy distribution is non-trivial since
simple analytical expressions for particle energy distributions are typically only available
for particle ensembles in thermodynamic equilibrium. The ion ensembles considered here
must, however, be assumed to be far from thermodynamic equilibrium throughout most
of the cooling process. Since a reduction of the energy stored in the ions’ centre-of-mass
motion sets in more rapidly and is thus more easily demonstrated than a reduction of their
energy spread, the pre-captured ions were deliberately started with a large axial centre-of-
mass velocity and a highly asymmetric velocity distribution resulting from the injection
from a capture well floated to 70V above ground. After injection into the interaction re-
gion, the ions are assumed to undergo energy-exchanging collisions among each other, and
with plasma electrons (presumed temperature Te ≈ 300–11 600K) and residual gas particles
(Tn ≈ 300K) that gradually drive them towards thermodynamic equilibrium. A suitable
model function must therefore offer a large flexibility to account for the expected varia-
tions in the longitudinal ion energy distribution. It must further account for the fact that
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the nested electric potential and the nature of the cooling process introduce two important
boundaries in the longitudinal energy space accessible to trapped ions. Firstly, ion-energy
loss through close-range Coulomb collisions with plasma particles ceases once an ion has
been decelerated to a longitudinal energy below the effective depth of the electron nest.
Once an ion has surpassed this threshold in ion-energy space, the cooling can continue but
will then proceed at rate set by other energy-exchange processes such as ion-ion and ion-
neutral collisions. When the energy loss rate induced by the plasma is substantially higher
than that due to all other energy loss processes, ions may temporarily pile up against this
threshold in energy-space until the slower energy-exchange processes transport them into
lower longitudinal energy classes. In this sense, the effective nest potential can act as a
quasi-boundary in the longitudinal ion-energy space. The second important boundary in the
longitudinal ion-energy space is naturally given by the two local minima in the nested trap
potential (both≈ 2.75V above ground) which place a hard lower bound on the energies ac-
cessible to trapped ions. The mentioned energy thresholds play an essential role in reducing
the centre-of-mass energy and the energy spread of trapped ions. The cooling against these
distinct (quasi-)boundaries in energy space can cause the ion-energy distribution to become
bi-modal in intermediate stages of the thermalization process. In fact, RFA profiles at longer
interaction times (> 2 s in the case of 23Na+) exhibit plateaus between sloped sections that
indicate such splitting into a bi-modal energy distribution.

In order to find a model function that meets the stated requirements, multiple distribution
functions including a standard normal distribution, a gamma distribution and a non-central
chi-squared distribution were tested to describe the axial ion energies. Bi-modal variants of
these distributions were also tested but were found to result in overfitting due to the limited
measurement statistics at longer interaction times. The best agreement with the experimental
data, as quantified by the respective values of reducedχ2 statistic, was obtained by assuming
a uni-modal truncated normal distribution with a lower bound of a = 0 and an upper bound
of b = ∞12. The probability density function of a truncated normal distribution is obtained
from that of the standard normal distribution, ϕG(x;µG, σG) with mean µG and standard
deviation σG, using the relation [560]

f(E;µG, σG, a, b) =
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0 else,
(6.16)

where ΦG(x) is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution.
The parameters of the presumed truncated normal ion energy distribution were extracted

by fitting the RFA count profiles with the model function

N(E;µG, σG) = Ni [1− F (E;µG, σG, 0,∞)] , (6.17)

12Formally, it would be appropriate to also apply a finite upper bound at an energy equivalent of the trap’s
smallest endcap potential (≈ 170 eV) since ions above this threshold would escape from the trap. Since the
experimental ion energies were always far below this limit, not placing a finite upper bound did not discernibly
alter the fit results and simplified Eqn. 6.16 because ΦG((b− µG)/σG) = 1 for b = ∞.
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mally distributed around the obtained best-fit values with a standard deviation given by the
respective fit uncertainties. From these distributions, 1000 different parameter sets (µG,σG)
were randomly sampled and the corresponding values for µE and σE were calculated with
Eqn.s 6.18 & 6.19, respectively. The uncertainties of µE and σE were then estimated as the
sample standard deviations of the obtained random samples.

RFA results and discussion Before discussing the RFA fit results, it is worth to take a
second look at the acquired RFA count profiles shown in Fig. 6.40. Recalling Eqn. 6.15, we
can interpret any statistically significant downward slope in the RFA count profiles as an
indication for the presence of ions at the energy class corresponding to the given retarding
potential. The down-sloped edges of the Na+ RFA profiles [Fig. 6.40 a)] exhibit noticeable
shifts towards lower retarding potentials as the interaction time increases. At interaction
times < 1 s, the shifts are substantially more pronounced in the plasma-on case, indicating
an increased energy loss in the presence of a co-trapped electron plasma. This behaviour
is in accord with the shifts of the Na+ arrival-time peaks observed in the measurements
without a retarding barrier (see Fig. 6.36). The RFA profiles obtained for K+ [Fig. 6.40 b)]
and Rb+ [Fig. 6.40 c)] exhibit similar shifts, but the differences between plasma-on and -off
runs become less pronounced towards higher ion masses.

The best-fit parameters obtained in the fits to the RFA profiles are exhibited in Fig.s 6.41,
6.42& 6.43. Wewill first discuss the emerging trends in the data. To obtain a more complete
understanding of the cooling dynamics underlying the experimental data, I subsequently
present a simplified model that, at least qualitatively, reproduced the observed ion energy
evolutions and helped to identify the primary energy loss mechanisms.

The mean energy evolution of the Na+ ions in Fig. 6.41 confirms the qualitative trends
seen in the RFA count profiles. For all studied ion species, both in the plasma-on and -off
runs, the mean ion energies drop noticeably towards longer interaction times. The energy
loss in plasma-on runs is consistently more rapid than in the plasma-off runs but the re-
spective splitting between the plasma-on and -off curves becomes progressively smaller for
ions of higher mass. The observed curves clearly show an enhanced slowing-down of the
longitudinal ion motions in the presence of a co-trapped electron plasma.

The imperfect vacuum conditions at the time of the measurements (p ∼ 2.2×10−9mbar
measured on the ion gauges in the ES and IS diagnostics chambers, presumably p ∼ 1 ×
10−8mbar in the trapping region) suggest elastic and inelastic collisions with residual gas
particles as a plausible mechanism for the longitudinal energy loss observed in the plasma-
off runs. Although elastic collisions preserve the overall kinetic energy in a collision, they
may transfer substantial amounts of kinetic energy from the ion’s longitudinal motion to
the collision partner or into the ion’s motion transversal to the magnetic field axis. In this
context, it is important to recall that the RFA scheme employed here only probes the ion’s
longitudinal kinetic energy.

Both the Na+ and K+ count profiles show a particularly steep drop at interaction times
< 1 s. Since the ion gauges outside the superconducting magnet provided no evidence for
a temporary increase in the residual gas pressure during plasma-on cycles, an additional
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 6.40. Background-subtracted RFA profiles obtained in plasma-on and -off cycles
with externally injected 23Na+ (a), 39,41K+ (b) & 85,87Rb+ (c). The solid lines mark least-
squares fits of Eqn. 6.17 to data points of the respective colour. See text for details.

energy loss mechanism must have been at play when ions and electrons were co-confined.
Further evidence for this statement can be obtained by comparing the plasma-on and -off
mean energy evolution of Na+ and K+. In fact, the energy-loss rate in plasma-off cycles
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the electron plasma dynamics are neglected, a three-dimensional description of the ion mo-
tion with realistic cooling forces remains a serious numerical challenge (see e.g. [561]),
both due to the small time step size dictated by the fast cyclotron motion and the need to
numerically solve integrals in the cooling forces. Since some critical parameters such as the
electron number density as well as the pressure conditions and the residual gas composition
in the trap were not well-constrained experimentally, the model had to be sufficiently ef-
ficient to enable an adjustment of the mentioned parameters to the experimental data. The
plasma-off background measurements clearly demonstrated that energy-loss mechanisms
other than electron cooling played an important role under the given experimental condi-
tions. A major objective of the modelling efforts was therefore to obtain a better qualitative
understanding and ideally an at least approximate theoretical description of these processes,
as the latter would allow to better disentangle the electron cooling contribution from back-
ground processes in the plasma-on measurements.

Here, I only give an overview of the cooling model and its underlying assumptions. For
a comprehensive description of the model, including implementation details and additional
background on ion-neutral and ion-plasma collisions, the reader is referred to appendix C.
The central model features and assumptions are summarized as follows:

• Due to the ions large initial centre-of-mass (COM) energy, throughout most of the
cooling process, the longitudinal ion energies can be assumed to be substantially larger
than the energy stored in the transversal ionmotions. Consequentially, only collisional
transfer of energy from the transversal into the longitudinal ion motion is simulated,
whereas any energy transfer into the longitudinal ionmotion is neglected. Two general
mechanisms for energy loss are considered: Ion-electron collisions and ion-neutral
collisions including both elastic as well as charge exchanging collisions.

• As the strong magnetic field forces ions onto helical orbits, we neglect all radial par-
ticle dynamics and assume that the ions follow the field lines like beads on a string.
The high field quality of the superconducting magnet permits us to neglect magnetic
field non-uniformity such that the problem of ion-orbit integration (where necessary)
is effectively reduced to a single dimension given by the trap’s symmetry axis. This
modelling approach is equivalent to orbit integration in a guiding-centre approxima-
tion in the limit of an infinitely strong, uniform magnetic field.

• Due to their small number (Ni < 100) the injected ions are considered tenuous, in
the sense that they do not significantly affect the plasma dynamics (e.g. by inducing
noticeable electron loss or exciting plasma oscillations). The ions may, however, per-
turb the plasma temperature, the associated model assumption being that any energy
deposited in the plasma is instantaneously (i.e. on timescales much shorter than the
1ms long simulation time step) distributed among all plasma electrons. The small
Ni and the comparatively large trap volume occupied by the ions further allow us to
neglect ion-ion interactions.

• As for the cooling calculations in section 6.2, the energy exchange between ions and
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plasma electrons is treated within the kinetic theory of unmagnetized plasmas. How-
ever, here we discard the assumption of a Maxwellian ion velocity distribution and
use relations that describe the stopping of fast, monoenergetic ions in a background
of plasma particles (see e.g. [484, 562]). The rate at which such ions dissipate longi-
tudinal energy is described by the longitudinal energy-exchange frequency,
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where Φ(x) denotes the error function. By tracing the trajectories of a larger set of
test ions in energy space, this approach allows one to describe arbitrary ion velocity
distributions. Energy fluctuations due to plasma-induced ion velocity diffusion was
not taken into account as the diffusion frequencies predicted by kinetic theory are
negligibly low under the considered conditions (see appendix C).

• In contrast to ion-electron collisions, ion-neutral collisions are comparatively rare
events (collision frequencies ∼ 30 s−1 under CPET vacuum conditions) that may
however induce significant changes of the longitudinal ion energy. Due to their low
frequency, collisions between ions and gas particles are treated through aMonte Carlo
collision method (see appendix C). At the beginning of each simulation time step, the
probability for a collision to occur is calculated as

Pcoll(t) = 1− exp

(

−
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∆t

)

, (6.22)

where lk is the ion’s mean free path with respect to the k-th neutral species, and the
effective velocity veff ≤ v(t) must be chosen such that Pcoll correctly predicts the
collision probability averaged over many axial ion oscillations. To this end, we set
veff = λvmax with vmax =

√
2E∥/m and calibrate the ion-energy- and trap-potential-

dependent velocity correction factor λ as a function of ion energy. The calibration
procedure is based on orbit integration of single axial ion oscillations at various en-
ergies (see appendix C for details) and is performed prior to actual simulation runs,
thus greatly reducing the simulation run time.

Once Pcoll has been calculated, a uniformly distributed random number x between 0
and 1 is generated. If x ≤ Pcoll, an ion-neutral collision is modelled; otherwise, no
ion energy is lost due to ion-neutral interactions in the given time step.

While the residual gas composition at the time of themeasurements is unknown, based
on earlier residual gas analysis in CPET, H2, H2O, CO and CO2 were presumed to be
a representative set of the major gas components. The respective partial pressures
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were adjusted in order to best match the evolution of the observables (Ni, µE & σE)
in plasma-off cycles.

• Ion-neutral collisions are described within a semi-classical model with a total colli-
sion cross section obeying the scaling σtot ∝ α/E1/3, where α is the neutral’s dipole
polarizability and Ecoll is the collision energy in the COM frame. The implemented
ion-neutral collisions fall into one of the following categories [563, 564], sorted by
descending cross section: (1) Small-angle elastic scattering with an induced-dipole
interaction potential of the form V (r) ∝ α2/3/r4, where r is the particle spacing,
(2) Langevin collisions with potentially large scattering angles (and thus large energy
transfer), and (3) charge exchange reactions that effectively replace a fast ion with a
thermal (Tn ≈ 300K) ionized gas particle.

• Combining the mentioned energy loss mechanisms, the time evolution of the ion en-
ergies and the plasma temperature is described by the coupled equations
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where Eqn. 6.23 represents Ni,sim equivalent equations, one for each simulated ion,
ι = Ni,exp/Ni,sim corrects for deviations between the simulated and experimental par-
ticle number, the term with the delta distribution describes discrete jumps in energy
due to ion-neutral collisions, where the collision time tjcoll is determined by the Monte
Carlo collision method, and the energy-dependent overlap factor κmeasures the frac-
tion of an axial oscillation period that an ion spends inside the plasma. For computa-
tional efficiency, both κ(E∥) and λ(E∥) are calibrated by performing axial ion-orbit
integrations at various E∥ prior to actual simulation runs (see appendix C). As all
transversal particle dynamics are neglected here, the radial ion-electron overlap is
assumed to be 100%.

• Except for the cyclotron cooling and small ion-induced perturbations13 in the plasma
temperature, all electron plasma dynamics are neglected. The plasma is assumed to
be centred on the trap axis (implying a fully damped out diocotron motion) and suffi-
ciently cold to acquire a uniform electron density throughout its entire extent. Based
on these assumptions, the lowering of the vacuum nest potential ϕnest by the plasma
space charge ϕp is approximated by truncating the nest potential to a user-defined
upper bound, ϕnest,eff=̇ϕnest − ϕp. The uniform density assumption is fair since the
Debye length, λD ∼ 120µm, is much smaller than the plasma radius, rp ∼ 1mm.

13Due to the small numbers of injected ions, ion-induced plasma heating as described by the left term on
the right-hand side of Eqn. 6.24 was essentially negligible in the present simulations as even distributing the
entire kinetic energy of the ion samples among the plasma electrons would have only raised the mean electron
energy by < 1meV; the term was still included to enable generalizations to large HCI samples.
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Particle in-cell (PIC) simulations confirmed (see appendix C) that the assumption of
a perfect flattening of the nest potential is a good approximation for plasma tempera-
tures Te ⪅ 11 600K and verified that the effect of the plasma space charge on the trap
potential is indeed negligible outside the filled nest region as long as ϕnest,eff ≲ ϕnest/2.

• Ions that have cooled into the first well do not reach the MCP detector and are dis-
carded in the post-processing of the simulation data. As ion-ion interactions and
plasma-induced ion velocity diffusionwere neglected, only ion-neutral collisions could
cause a simulated ion to become localized in one of the ion wells. In that case, the
lack of ion-electron overlap (κ = 0) is assumed to prevent any further ion-plasma
interaction, and the ion can from then on only be cooled by ion-neutral collisions.

• Ions were started with initial masses sampled such as to reproduce the given element’s
natural isotopic abundances (neglecting isotopes with a relative abundance < 1%).
The initial ion energies were sampled from truncated normal distributions with the
lower bound set to the bottom of the trap potential. The parameters µG and σG were
chosen only marginally different than those obtained in the fits to the RFA profiles at
10ms interaction time.

The model parameters were adjusted to best match the experimental data, resulting in the
parameters compiled in table 6.1. Generally, the plasma and residual gas parameters were
assumed to be constant throughout all measurements and thus kept identical in simulation
runs with different species. However, as the mean number of detected electrons, Ne, in the
Rb+ measurement was 10% below the (near-identical) Ne in the other runs, the electron
number density, ne, in the Rb simulation was likewise reduced by 10%, thus assuming a
linear scaling of ne with Ne. Including charge exchange was not found to improve the
agreement between model and experimental observables. Hence, PCX was set to zero in the
presented simulations.

The energy evolution of a 30 simulated ions, obtained is illustrated in Fig. 6.45. The
plasma-off data exhibits the sudden jumps in ion energy due to ion-neutral collisions; many
energy jumps due to elastic collisions are too small to be visible. The plasma-on simulation
results additionally show the smooth ion-energy variation due to the plasma-induced fric-
tion force. The simulation data was obtained after adjusting the neutral partial pressures, the
electron number density and the initial plasma temperature to best match the experimental
observables (Fig. 6.41, 6.42 & 6.43). The kinks in the steep initial drops of the experimen-
tally observed mean energy evolutions for Na+ and K+ were found to partially originate
from the variation of the ion-electron overlap factor, κ. To better reproduce the kinks, the
plasma was initialized with a temperature 5 times above the assumed equilibrium value of
Te,∞ = 300K. An initial increase in plasma temperature is expected in experimental reality,
as the HV switching operations for ion injection into the interaction region likely heated the
plasma through electrode cross talk.

The most direct comparison between model predictions and experimental data is ob-
tained by contrasting the measured RFA profiles to their simulated equivalents. After bin-
ning the simulated ion energies with a bin resolution of 1.25V, the simulated RFA profiles
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Table 6.5. Input parameters used to reproduce the experimental observables with the cooling
model. Note that themean ion energiesµE,∥ and the effective nest depthϕnest,eff aremeasured
with respect to the minimum of the trap potential.

Ion and electron plasma parameters:

Na+ K+ Rb+

µE,∥,0 (eV) 77.8 77.8 81.8
σE,∥,0 (eV) 10.7 11.0 10.0
Ni,exp 78 37 18
Ni,sim 100 100 100
Ne 4.1× 107 4.1× 107 3.7× 107

ne (cm−3) 1.7× 108 1.7× 108 1.53× 108

Te,0 (K) 1500 1500 1500
Te,∞ (K) 300 300 300
τe (ms) 79 79 79

ϕnest,eff (V) 27.25 27.25 27.25

Residual gas parameters:

H2 H2O CO CO2

α/(4πϵ0) (Å3) 0.787 1.501 1.953 2.507
p (mbar) 1.4× 10−8 1.6× 10−8 9.8× 10−9 1.1× 10−8

Tn (K) 300 300 300 300
PCX 0 0 0 0

were given by the complement of the cumulative ion-energy histogram. Fig. 6.46 shows
measured and simulated RFA profiles for K+ at various interaction times. As the ion losses
were not well reproduced by the model, the profiles were normalized to the respective in-
tensity in the lowest retarding potential bin for better comparison.

Despite small systematic shifts, the simulated RFA profiles are seen to reproduce the
shapes of the experimental profiles reasonably well, thus validating some of the assump-
tions of the modelling approach. The simulations further confirmed that the sharp edge
observed in the experimental RFA profiles at retarding voltages of ≈ 28V indeed arises
from the plasma-induced lowering of the nest potential. As alluded to earlier, the effective
nest potential depth therefore forms an important threshold that determines at which ion en-
ergy the electron cooling power ceases. This is in accord with earlier measurements [486]
with much smaller electron plasmas (Ne ∼ 105) that found the ultimately achievable tem-
perature of electron cooled antiprotons to correlate with the depth of the externally applied
potential. However, in that earlier work the electron space charge potential (∼ 0.1V) only
constituted a minor correction to the trap potential. Similar to a study of positron cooling
of antiprotons [565], our measurements probe the same effect in a regime of much higher
plasma space charge (ϕp ≈ 12V according to simulation). The edge in the measured and
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Ion number evolution The ion number evolutions shown in the top row of Fig. 6.47 qual-
itatively reproduce the experimental trends without a co-trapped plasma. Recalling that ion
loss in the simulation is exclusively due to ion localization in the entrance-side potential
well, we find that this mechanism can indeed substantially reduce the observed ion numbers
over the measurement duration and might dominate the (apparent) ion loss in plasma-off
cycles. Especially for the higher mass species, the simulation cannot fully reproduce the ion
loss observed in plasma-off cycles, indicating that additional loss processes are needed to
explain the experimental trends. The simulation also fails to describe the rapid ion loss seen
at short interaction times in plasma-on cycles. However, at longer interaction times, the
simulated ion loss rates in plasma-on cycles seem to match the experimental ones (despite
a large vertical offset between the ion count traces).

It remains unclear how the presence of a plasma increases the ion loss rates at early
stages of the ion-electron interaction period. Inelastic atomic processes such as electron
ionization or excitation can hardly explain the observed ion loss as the collision energies in
our measurements (Ecoll ≈ 1

2
mev

2 ∼ 1meV) are far too small for them to become relevant.
Strikingly, the observed ion numbers in plasma-on cycles drop linearly with t at short

interaction times. In order to extract the mass scaling of the plasma-enhanced ion loss rates,
linear functions were fitted to the respective subsections of the experimental plasma-on ion-
count evolutions using the method of least-squares [569]. The ion loss rates obtained from
the slopes of the linear fits [dashed lines in Fig. 6.47 a), b) & c)] are listed in table 6.6 and
scale as m−2, as seen in the second row of the table. In contrast, the duration of the linear
drop in ion count rate increases approximately linearly with the ion mass. It is unclear what
process causes these scalings.

Considering that the cooling model cannot even qualitatively describe the
plasma-enhanced ion loss, it appears likely that the underlying mechanism is to be found
in the radial particle dynamics. As mentioned earlier, according to SIMION simulations,
only ions with radial displacements smaller than rmax ≈ 0.8mm can reach the ES MCP0
detector. Thus, a temporary, plasma-induced increase in radial ion diffusion could reduce
the ion count rate by driving ions onto orbits that are not projected onto the detector.

As mentioned in the discussion of the ion-lifetime measurements (section 6.4.4), a plau-
sible mechanism that could cause the observed plasma-enhanced ion losses is centrifugal
separation [556–558] of the ions and electrons. In this phenomenon, the difference in the
rotation frequencies of two plasma species of different mass leads to a collisional exchange
of angular momentum that drives the lighter species towards and the heavier species away
from the trap axis. To the author’s knowledge, centrifugal separation has so far not been ex-
perimentally demonstrated in plasmas composed of oppositely-charged species. However,
calculations of test-particle trajectories [559] under the influence of drag exerted by a lep-
ton plasma indicate that centrifugal separation should also occur in these plasmas. The same
calculations predict radial ion transport rates orders of magnitude too slow to explain the ex-
perimentally observed separation rates both in the presented case as well as in other electron-
antiproton plasmas [558]. In these experiments, Andresen et al. [558] injected samples of
∼ 104 antiprotons into prepared electron plasmas (ne ≈ 1.5× 109 cm−3, Ne ≈ 1.9× 107 &
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Table 6.6. Plasma-enhanced ion-loss rates at short interaction times deduced from the slopes
of the linear fits to the plasma-on ion count data in Fig. 6.47 a), b) & c). In the case of 23Na+,
only two data points were available for the fit; hence, the respective loss-rate uncertainty
could not be estimated. After quadratic scaling to the mass of 23Na+ (mNa), the ion loss
rates agree within their 1σ confidence intervals (see second row).

23Na+ 39,41K+ 85,87Rb+

Ion loss rate (1/s) −86.4 −30.8±1.7 −6.1± 0.3

(m/mNa)
2× Ion loss rate (1/s) −86.4 −89.1±4.9 −84.3±4.1

Te ≈ 120K) and found the separation of both species to evolve on timescales of about 80ms
(similar to the electron cyclotron cooling time in their system). This separation timescale is
of similar order of magnitude as the plasma-enhanced ion loss rates in our measurements,
suggesting that both observations might derive from the same mechanism.

With Ref. [570], the centrifugal separation rate expected from collisional drag in our
plasma can be estimated to be ∼ 2 × 10−3 s−1, which is several orders of magnitude too
slow to explain the observed particle losses. However, centrifugal separation may also be
driven by collective plasma modes [570] such as them = 1 diocotron mode. Experimental
studies on electron plasma dynamics [571] have, for example, demonstrated that collective
effects can enhance the radial particle transport due to asymmetries in the trapping fields.
Kabantsev et al. [572] have recently observed rapid centrifugal separation in an electron-H−

plasma that correlated with a damping of the plasma’s diocotron motion. A detailed theoret-
ical explanation for the observed correlation of diocotron damping and radial ion transport
is, to the authors knowledge, still outstanding. As a damping of the diocotron motion has
been observed in previous work with CPET [508], it seems well possible that the same ef-
fect provided for the enhanced radial ion transport that could explain the plasma-enhanced
ion losses observed in the present measurements. In fact, the trap potential switching for
ion transfer into the interaction region provides a possible mechanism that could have in-
duce a diocotron oscillation at the beginning of the ion-electron interaction periods in our
measurements. Once more detailed theoretical descriptions of the radial particle dynam-
ics in non-neutral plasmas with oppositely-charged species become available, the observed
quadratic mass scaling of the ion-loss rates may help to identify the exact mechanism un-
derlying the observed ion-loss enhancement in plasma-on cycles.

An alternative option for an explanation lies in a recently predicted transverse friction
force [573, 574] that may transfer longitudinal energy into the cyclotron motion and thus
graduallywiden the ion’s Larmor radii. A quick estimate shows that expanding a 23Na+ ion’s
cyclotron orbit to a radius exceeding the critical displacement from the trap axis (rmax ∼
0.8mm) would, however, require an energy of at least 97 eV to be stored in the cyclotron
motion. This scenario seems highly unlikely considering that this value exceeds the ions’
initial longitudinal energies in the trap.
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Mean ion energy evolution The ions’ longitudinal-energy evolution (central row in
Fig. 6.47) is qualitatively well described by the cooling model. Despite some discrepan-
cies, the predicted energy evolutions generally match the observed energy loss rates both in
the plasma-on and -off case. Noteworthy discrepancies are seen in the plasma-off data for
Rb, where the fast energy loss between the first two data points is not reproduced by model.
Further, the late-time energy loss in the Na data is not well matched. This might be a sign
of the expected loss of predictive power at lower longitudinal ion energies, where the radial
kinetic ion energies become increasingly relevant, eventually causing the assumption of ion
motion parallel to the trap axis to break down. At energies> 20 eV, where electron cooling
dominates the energy loss, the agreement is rather impressive considering the simplicity of
the model. The observed cooling rates for the different ion species are seen to follow the
expected, near-linear14 scaling with the inverse of the ion mass.

These observations confirm the expectation [575] that unmagnetized plasma theory
yields a reasonable description of the electron cooling force under CPET conditions as the
ions’ Larmor radii are of similar or larger magnitude (e.g. rc = mv⊥/(qB) ≈ 99µm for
23Na+ at E⊥ = 1 eV) than the Debye length of the electron plasma (λD,e ≈ 120µm), ren-
dering the ions essentially unmagnetized. The fact that the plasma parameters suggested
by the cooling model are compatible with those reported for comparable plasmas in other
experiments [557, 558, 575] as well as with expectations based on earlier measurements of
electron plasma properties in CPET [508] provides further evidence that the electron cooling
force is well replicated in the present simulations.

Energy spread evolution The evolution of the ions’ longitudinal energy spread (here
quantified by the standard deviations, σE , exhibited in the bottom row of Fig. 6.47) provide
additional testing grounds for the model predictions. The initial increase and the subsequent
saturation seen in the experimental plasma-off data for σE are qualitatively well replicated
by the simulated curves. However, the predicted saturation levels overestimate the experi-
mental data by several volts. This discrepancy might either be caused by a non-optimal ad-
justment of the neutral partial pressures fed into the model or point to insufficiencies in the
underlying ion-neutral collision model. The second option could, in principle, be explored
by implementing a more complete collision model based on ion-atom interaction potentials
that include terms beyond the induced-dipole interaction (see [576]). However, we refrained
from this approach as, for almost all ion-atom systems of interest, no experimental or the-
oretical information could be found in the literature, thus preventing proper deduction of
the necessary interaction strength parameters. It is further possible that inelastic collisions,
which can enhance collisional energy loss by excitation of internal degrees of freedom (e.g.
vibrations and rotations in rest gas molecules), would also have to be modelled to obtain an
even closer agreement.

For all studied ion species, the evolution of the experimental plasma-on data for σE are
remarkably well reproduced by the cooling model. Deviations between model and experi-
ment are only seen at a few outliers that are predominantly found at long interaction times

14Neglecting terms of order me

m
, the longitudinal energy-exchange rate from Eqn. 6.20 obeys νE,∥ ∝ m−1.
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and derive from limited measurement statistics or the choice of the prescribed ion energy
distributions in the fits of the measured RFA profiles. The fact that model and experiment
agree closely in the plasma-on cases despite the discrepancies seen in the plasma-off data in-
dicates that the overall ion-energy loss is dominated by the plasma-induced drag. Moreover,
it verifies that plasma-induced diffusion of the ion velocities has indeed negligible impact
on the longitudinal ion energy evolution, as presumed by the cooling model.

Stages of the cooling process Evaluation of the ensemble-averaged properties and the
simulated energy trajectories of individual ions (see e.g. Fig. 6.45), allows us to explain
the experimentally observed evolution of µE & σE in detail. The cooling process can be
subdivided into three stages.

At short interaction times, the ions’ COM energy is dissipated by ion-plasma and ion-
neutral interactions as evidenced by the immediate drop in the mean ion energies. In this
initial stage, the energy spread exhibits a gradual rise, since most ions are still far from
reaching the energy boundaries imposed by the effective nest depth and the bottom of the ion
potential wells and may lose large fractions of their kinetic energy in ion-neutral collisions.

The second stage is entered once enough COM energy has been dissipated for a sizable
and gradually increasing fraction of the ions to pile up at energies just above qϕnest,eff. The
pile up occurs since the electron cooling power ceases as the relative ion-electron velocities
approach zero, and further energy loss can only be induced by slower energy-dissipation
mechanisms such as ion-neutral or (not modelled) ion-ion collisions. It is the second stage
that yielded the desirable reduction in ion energy spread.

The third and final stage is entered when almost all ions have been cooled to an energy
≲ qϕnest,eff (not reached in the Rb+ measurement). At that point, the plasma-induced energy-
spread reduction ends and the slower energy exchange mechanisms take over. The latter
successively transport ions into the ion potential wells, causing σE to turn over and saturate
at a slightly higher level.

The duration of the different stages are expected to depend on the rate of underlying
energy-loss mechanisms, which in the case of Na+ and K+ was given by the plasma-induced
energy exchange frequency νE,∥. This qualitative expectation is experimentally confirmed
by the increasingly stretched-out time evolutions of µE and σE for higher-mass ions.

Based on the mentioned considerations, we find that both the ion injection energy and
the effective nest depth critically affect the dynamics of the cooling process and the achiev-
able cooling timescales. As the substantial initial increase in ion energy spread is almost
entirely due to ion-neutral interactions, this effect can be regarded as an artifact arising from
the comparatively poor vacuum conditions during the present measurements. Under ultra-
high vacuum conditions suitable for storage of HCI (p < 1× 10−10mbar), this effect would
be strongly suppressed due to the smaller ion-neutral scattering rates and the energy spread
reduction should set in immediately. The electron cooling limit set by the effective electron
nest depth would, however, become even more important than in the present measurements
as the collisional ion transport into the two wells of the nested potential would evolve con-
siderably slower.
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Identifying the mechanism driving the plasma-induced energy loss With the aid of the
coolingmodel, we are now able to judgewhether electron cooling indeed forms the dominant
source of the ion stopping power exerted by the plasma. The cooling model’s capability to
reasonably reproduce the trends in the mean and the standard deviation of the ion energies
suggests that the plasma-enhanced ion loss at early interaction times did not significantly
distort the energy distribution of ions inside the detectable trap volume. The fact that the
cooling model reproduces the experimental cooling curves when using realistic electron
plasma parameters as model inputs therefore provides decent evidence that the observed
energy-loss enhancement in plasma-on cycles was due to electron cooling.

The only other plausible mechanism that could potentially produce similar energy-loss
characteristics are collisions of the ions of interest with impurity ions in the non-neutral
plasma. As the implemented ion-electron collision formalism remains valid irrespective of
the type of the charged background particles, we hypothetically investigated the observable
features to be expected from background ions by replacing me, ne and ve,th in Eqn. 6.20
with the mass, number density and thermal velocity of potential impurity ions, respectively.
Assuming protons as the background particles, the experimental mean ion energy evolu-
tion could be coarsely reproduced when using proton densities of np ∼ 4× 108 cm−3. The
accumulation of such large numbers of impurity ions (e.g. through dissociative electron at-
tachment to residual gas molecules) seems generally unlikely in sight of the near-negligible
background event rates observed on the MCP detector. Moreover, in contrast to the case
of an electron background (see Fig. C.1 in appendix C), the cooling force induced by back-
ground ions exhibits a strong velocity dependence since the fast, injected ions are initially at
velocities much higher than the thermal velocities of the background ions. This in turn alters
the ion energy evolution and prevented us from simultaneously matching the experimental
µE and σE curves in simulation with background ions. Based on these findings, it is very
unlikely that impurity ions in the plasma played a dominant role in the observed cooling
dynamics.

The reported measurements can thus be regarded as the first demonstration of electron
cooling in CPET. For all studied ion species, we observed cooling of the COM motion. By
comparison to the simple cooling model, the underlying energy exchange times τE = ν−1

E,∥

(which are for SCI approximately independent of the ion velocity in this regime, see Fig. C.1
in the appendix) are extracted as≈ 300ms,≈ 400ms and≈ 1000ms for Na+, Rb+ and K+,
respectively. Considering the approximate scaling τE ∝ m, these results are consistent with
an earlier experimental result [565] of τE ≈ 10ms obtained for cooling of antiprotons in a
positron plasma with parameters comparable to those assumed in the present simulations.
Although the trap potentials were not optimized for this purpose, we found a slight reduction
in energy spread for 23Na+ and 39,41K+. However, in the present measurements, the energy
spread compression was limited by the effective electron nest depth and collisions with
residual gas particles. Further, optimization of the trap potential and plasma parameters
could have likely still increased the obtained cooling rates. Adapting the trap potentials in
order to achieve lower effective electron nest depths would have allowed to electron-cool
injected ions to lower COM energies and smaller energy spreads.
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realize cooling of short-lived HCI under higher vacuum, but otherwise comparable condi-
tions to the present measurements. This estimate is two orders of magnitude higher than the
electron number density suggested by the two-component plasma model from section 6.2.
This discrepancy stresses the importance to account for the ion’s initial COM motion rela-
tive to the plasma, which causes the rapid reduction of the ion energy spread to set in with
a delay (see right plot in Fig. 6.48). To achieve plasma densities of ne ∼ 1 × 1010 cm−3

is an experimental challenge but, in principle, not unrealistic, as electron number densi-
ties of more than 1× 1010 cm−3 have been demonstrated in other Penning-Malmberg traps,
both with [577, 578] and in one case without [578] the use of rotating electric fields for
radial plasma compression. In any case, a number of technical and procedural improve-
ments would have to be implemented to attempt the realization of such cooling conditions
in CPET, as will be detailed in the concluding remarks in the following subsection.

6.5 Conclusion

The technical developments and the experimental studies presented in this chapter resulted
in the first demonstration of electron cooling of trapped ions in TITAN’s cooler Penning trap
(CPET).

Working up to this milestone, a number of unforeseen technical challenges had to be
overcome. In analogy to technical difficulties encountered in the retardation spectrometers
of the Karlsruhe Tritium Neutrino experiment (KATRIN) [579] and the Weak Interaction
Trap for Charged Particles (WITCH) [580], the primary obstacles were posed by Penning
discharges and stray-electron-induced detector background. These effects were suppressed
by a number of hardware modifications and procedural adaptations. Special care had to be
taken to avoid the accumulation of beam or plasma electrons in unwanted regions of the
trap assembly. To this end, the experimental cycle was re-designed to include additional
stages for excess-electron dissipation and plasma temperature relaxation. These develop-
ments enabled us to generate electron plasmas with reproducible electron numbers of typ-
ically Ne ∼ 4 × 107 and to combine them with element-separated, singly charged ions
within a nested trap potential. To facilitate electron-ion interaction studies, experimental
procedures were developed to achieve well-controlled initial ion conditions and to probe
the ions’ kinetic energies upon extraction from the cooler trap.

The reported electron cooling studies confirmed a plasma-induced energy loss for all
studied ion species, namely non-radioactive isotopes of Na+, K+ and Rb+. Due to the com-
paratively high residual gas pressure at the time of the measurements (p > 2× 10−9mbar),
the interpretation of the cooling data was complicated by background energy-loss processes
due to ion-neutral interactions.

A simplified, one-dimensional model of the cooling dynamics was developed and al-
lowed to disentangle the plasma-induced cooling power from that due to ion-neutral inter-
actions. The mass scaling of the measured energy loss rates and the overall close agreement
with the model predictions verified electron cooling as the dominant energy-loss mech-
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anism. The model further allowed to deduce estimates of experimentally-unconstrained
plasma properties such as the electron number density (ne ∼ 2 × 108) and the plasma
dimensions. These quantities were previously inaccessible as our means to diagnose the
trapped plasmas were strongly limited by the strong magnetic expansion of electron orbits
upon extraction from the trap, combined with the need to leave both ends of the cooler
trap unobscured for electron and ion transport. To obtain an alternative diagnostic tool,
efforts were underway to pick-up image currents induced in trap electrodes by plasma os-
cillations [548, 575]. The deduced cooling time scales and plasma properties are consistent
with an earlier experimental study on positron cooling of antiprotons [565].

The electron cooling measurements revealed a plasma-induced enhancement of the ap-
parent ion loss rate. This enhancement evidenced as a linear decline of the detected ion
number that was only observed over the first few 100ms of the cooling process and the
rate of decline was found to scale inversely with the square of the ions’ mass. The under-
lying mechanism of the ion-loss enhancement and the related scalings remains unclear. It
appears likely that the apparent ion losses were due to a plasma-induced enhancement of
the radial ion transport that drove ions onto orbits that cannot be projected onto the MCP
detector outside the superconducting magnet. The observed loss rates are orders of mag-
nitude larger than the rates predicted for radial diffusion due to collisional drag exerted by
the plasma electrons [559, 570]. However, the timescale of the ion-loss enhancement in
our measurements agrees with radial ion transport rates observed in experimental studies of
centrifugal separation [558, 572]. In one of these studies [572], a damped diocotron motion
was suggested as the driver for the enhanced centrifugal particle separation rates. Theoreti-
cal work [570] has also pointed towards such connections between radial particle diffusion
and collective plasma motions. However, to the author’s knowledge, a detailed theoreti-
cal account of the mechanisms underlying the enhanced radial transport remains elusive.
Clearly, further experimental and theoretical work in this direction is desirable to obtain a
more comprehensive understanding of the dynamics of non-neutral plasmas composed of
oppositely-charged species.

A more complete cooling simulation that also models the radial particle dynamics in
CPET would be helpful to clarify whether the observed plasma-enhanced ion loss at short
interaction times is indeed a result of radial ion transport. However, such simulations pose
a numerical challenge that exceeds the scope of the present work. Specialized plasma codes
that use the guiding-centre approximation [581] to average over the fast cyclotron motion
could make a more detailed analysis of the ions’ motion during the cooling process compu-
tationally tractable. A noteworthy example is the ASCOT code [582] which models the
slowing down of ions in a magnetized plasma by using a guiding-centre version of the
Fokker-Planck equation.

As the presented proof-of-concept measurements, were primarily intended to demon-
strate electron cooling of the COMmotion of ion samples in CPET, the experimental param-
eters were clearly not optimized for maximal cooling efficiency in regard to the ion’s energy
spread. Nonetheless, we used the experimentally-calibrated cooling model to tentatively as-
sess the cooling times expected for HCI subjected to comparable electron plasmas. Using the
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case of fully-stripped 74Rb ions as an example, we found that the increased ion charge sub-
stantially speeds up the energy loss as compared to the presented measurements with singly
charged ions. However, our model extrapolations indicate that, in order to limit decay losses
to a tolerable level (< 50%), electron cooling of radioactive HCI with half-lives ≤ 100ms
would require electron plasmas with number densities approaching ne ∼ 1 × 1010 cm−3.
Plasmas of such particle densities have been experimentally produced [577, 578] but their
generation typically requires advanced plasma manipulation techniques such as a rotating
wall plasma compression [556, 577, 583].

Although the present work provides important indications, a number of questions re-
main concerning the feasibility and practicality of in-trap electron cooling of stable and
radioactive HCI. For antiprotons, electron cooling down to energies below 100meV has
been demonstrated in a cryogenic Penning trap [584]. Despite groundbreaking work [565,
585] within the antihydrogen community, the limits of electron (or positron) cooling of
oppositely-charged ions are generally less well established. A particular challenge in elec-
tron cooling of positively-charged ions in a nested Penning trap lies in the fact that the
different particle species will eventually become spatially separated, causing the cooling
power to fade. The absence of a damping force that continuously drives ions towards the
bottom of a potential well, as exploited in buffer gas cooling, complicates the formation of
temporally compressed ion bunches upon ion extraction. It remains to be shown to which
degree the ion energy reduction achieved inside the cooler trap can be translated into re-
producible ion bunch properties suitable for re-capture in a downstream precision ion trap.
Moreover, the potentially detrimental effect of centrifugal separation, while theoretically
predicted also in these systems [565], has, to the author’s knowledge, not been experimen-
tally verified in plasmas composed of oppositely-charged species. If non-fully stripped ions
are to be targeted, it would be advisable to assess the extent of potential ion loss due to di-
electronic recombination more comprehensively than has been done to date [65], either in
experimental studies or through atomic structure calculations. In the realm of rare isotope
science, the most pressing questions to be addressed experimentally pertain to the realisti-
cally achievable cooling times and the extent of ion losses in the cooling process.

Building on the present work, some of these aspects could be explored in further studies
of in-trap electron cooling. In light of the reported results, cooling studies with radioac-
tive HCI would have demanded several technical improvements to the CPET setup. To
prevent charge exchange reactions, the pressure in the trap chamber would have to be re-
duced by at least 1–2 orders of magnitude to a level below 1 × 10−10mbar. This could
have been realized by baking the trap vacuum chamber to activate its non-evaporable get-
ter coating. The in-situ low-temperature bake out performed within this thesis, however,
suggests that reaching the necessary activation temperature without quenching the super-
conducting magnet would have been more challenging than anticipated from earlier tests in
a mock setup [508]. The highest electron densities demonstrated in CPET were on the order
of ∼ 8 × 108 cm−3 [508]. Realizing the electron densities necessary for efficient cooling
of short-lived HCI (ne ∼ 1 × 10−10 cm−3, see previous subsection) would hence have re-
quired an active plasma compression by application of rotating wall fields and an increase
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in the trapped electron numbers back toNe > 1× 108. While the accumulation and manip-
ulation of such electron numbers would potentially have required additional precautions to
prevent Penning discharges, the improved vacuum conditions would have likely alleviated
this issue (see e.g. [580]). In order to achieve cooling cycles that match the typical repetition
rates for mass measurements in MPET, a single electron plasma would have had to be re-
used over many successive cooling cycles to reduce the impact of wait periods for plasma
generation (∼ 200ms), cyclotron pre-cooling (∼ 400ms) and rotating wall compression
(∼ 1–5 s [578]). In sight of these technical complications, it was decided to re-direct efforts
towards cooling of radioactive HCI at TITAN to evaporative cooling within the EBIT.

The reported measurements, as well as the presented solutions to the experimental chal-
lenges encountered in the approach to them, may also provide valuable information for
work towards in-trap electron cooling of non-radioactive HCI at other facilities and for ex-
periments on non-neutral plasmas with oppositely-charged species. In particular, our results
emphasize the critical impact of the ions’ initial COMmotion and the space-charge-induced
flattening of the nested potential well on the cooling dynamics. They further indicate that
the radial particle dynamics in the cooling process likely deserve additional theoretical and
experimental attention, as unexpectedly fast radially-outward transport of ions could result
in a premature loss of cooling power.





Chapter 7

Conclusion and outlook

The increasing amount of nuclear data becoming available from rare isotope beam facilities
around the world each year provide us with important clues to answer some of the most
pressing questions in modern physics. At the same time, theoretical astrophysicists are em-
powered by a rising availability of high-power computing resources and astronomers are
leveraging a new generation of space-based observatories to acquire astronomical data of
unparalleled resolution. These fruitful conditions let researchers strive to unravel some of
the deepest mysteries of the known universe such as the origin of the solar element abun-
dances or the interior structure of neutron stars. In these efforts, collaboration between
fields such as astronomy, astrophysics, atomic and nuclear physics becomes increasingly
important to make scientific headway. Many intriguing questions that will likely only find
answers by such interdisciplinary collaboration evolve around the physics of neutron stars.

A promising way to narrow in on the parameters of accreting neutron stars in binary
systems are studies of type I X-ray bursts. Since their first observation almost five decades
ago [102, 120], impressive progress has been made both in terms of the astronomical ob-
servation as well as the theoretical description of these highly luminous thermonuclear ex-
plosions [39, 108]. Nuclear astrophysicists have developed a comprehensive picture of the
nuclear reaction sequences that power X-ray bursts [48, 91, 109] and identified the cen-
tral role played by the rapid proton capture process (rp-process) in shaping the burst light
curve [111]. The theoretical progress enabled large-scale sensitivity studies [50, 51] that
identified the most critical nuclear model inputs, thus providing guidance and motivation
for targeted measurement campaigns at rare isotope beam facilities. Experimental nuclear
physicists have gladly accepted the challenge to eliminate nuclear input uncertainties from
X-ray burst models. While almost all relevant β-decay half-lives and most of the relevant
masses have been measured, a number of crucial mass inputs and a vast set of proton capture
rates remain ill-constrained by experiment [32]. Addressing these nuclear uncertainties re-
mains a key objective on the quest to use X-ray bursts as probes of their underlying neutron
star [43, 45].

The precision mass measurements of 60−63Ga [425] discussed in the first part of this the-
sis constrain the rp-process flow near the 60Zn waiting point and mark a small, yet important
step in this direction. Assessing the impact of the new mass data in a one-zone X-ray burst
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model allowed us to exclude a hypothesized [155] secondary bypass of the 60Zn waiting
point through sequential two-proton capture on 59Zn. We further found that the three times
smaller mass uncertainty of 61Ga reduces the respective uncertainty on the burst light curve
by more than a factor of 2. A small mass-induced uncertainty remains on the light curve,
indicating a potential need to re-measure the mass of 61Ga to even higher precision in the
future. However, the most critical mass uncertainty near 60Zn is now given by the unmea-
sured mass of 62Ge which limits accurate calculations of the 61Ga(p,γ) rate. A precision
mass measurement of 62Ge is therefore urgently needed and would allow to re-assess the
possible need for an even more precise 61Ga mass measurement. An iterative approach of
measurements followed by updated sensitivity analyses to guide further experimental efforts
will provide an effective roadmap to eliminate nuclear input uncertainties from X-ray burst
models.

Much of the scientific progress achieved within precision mass spectrometry over the
last three decades has been owed to novel measurement schemes and technical innova-
tions. This statement is exemplified by the presented 60Ga mass measurement, which was
only enabled by the drastic background suppression provided by the mass-selective retrap-
ping technique [357]. A different technique that is unique to TITAN is its capability to
charge breed radioactive ions in an electron beam ion trap (EBIT) prior to the mass mea-
surement [58]. While this technique has led to substantial increases in mass precision and
resolving power [61, 63], the full potential of mass spectrometry with highly charged ions
(HCI) can currently not be accessed at TITAN as the charge breeding process increases the
ion energy spread.

A potential way to counteract the charge-breeding-induced increase in ion energy spread
is electron cooling in a cooler Penning trap [65]. As the second main topic of this thesis, the
prospects of this technique were explored through tests of electron cooling of stable, singly
charged ions in TITAN’s cooler Penning trap (CPET) [55]. The injection and trapping of
ions from a surface ion source and the generation of electron plasmas in nested trap po-
tentials was commissioned. Further technical developments enabled the first co-storage of
ions and electrons in CPET. Electron cooling studies were, however, initially prevented by
Penning discharges and electron-induced detector background. These issues were addressed
through a series of hardware modifications for improved HV breakdown strength as well as
operational changes, such as the development of special procedures to remove stray elec-
trons from the nested trap potential. These adaptations enabled the successful demonstration
of in-trap electron cooling of different singly charged alkali ion species. A specialized ion
extraction scheme for retarding field energy analysis facilitated quantitative studies of the
ion energy evolution inside the cooler trap. The interpretation of the experimental ion en-
ergy data was aided by the development of a simplified cooling model that yielded a detailed
understanding of the cooling dynamics. Isolating the electron cooling power from ion en-
ergy loss due to ion-neutral collisions, we found characteristic ion-electron energy exchange
times of ≈ 300ms, ≈ 400ms and ≈ 1000ms for 23Na+, 39,41K+ & 85,87Rb+, respectively.
In cycles with a co-trapped electron plasma, the ion count rate on the detector showed a fast,
linear drop over the first few 100ms. While the cause of this behaviour remains unclear, the
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most probable explanation is a plasma-induced enhancement of the radial particle transport
that prevented an increasing fraction of the trapped ions from reaching the detector. Sim-
ulations with a full three-dimensional treatment of the ion trajectories during the cooling
process could help to elucidate this hypothesis but are beyond the scope of this thesis. If the
observed ion losses are confirmed to be due to plasma-enhanced radial transport, trapping
configurations similar to the ones presented here could yield valuable information on radial
transport in multi-component, non-neutral plasmas.

Extrapolating the cooling results obtained with SCI to HCI, we find that cooling of
charge-bred radioactive ions with half-lives below 100ms would tentatively require plas-
mas with electron number densities of ne ∼ 1× 1010 cm−3 to limit radioactive decay losses
of the ions to ≤ 50%. While such electron densities have been realized in other Penning-
Malmberg traps [577, 578], their creation is a technical challenge and would likely add sev-
eral second long wait times for plasma generation, rotating wall plasma compression and
cyclotron cooling to the cooling cycle. The technical complexity and the additional wait
times introduced by such plasma preparation stages are not necessarily compatible with
on-line mass measurements of short-lived HCI, which are typically performed at repetition
rates of≥ 1Hz. Although re-using a plasma over many successive cooling cycles with inter-
leaved plasma re-generation and compression could potentially mitigate the impact of such
wait times, the realization of electron cooling of short-lived radioisotopes certainly remains
a considerable technical challenge. After a cost-benefit analysis, it was decided to direct
the present resources available at TITAN towards evaporative cooling by injection of light,
inert gases into the EBIT. If this technically less complicated and more resource-efficient
approach for cooling HCI does not yield satisfactory results, the option of in-trap electron
cooling could be further explored by building on the findings from the present study. The
reported electron cooling studies may also provide valuable information for similar efforts
towards in-trap electron cooling of stable HCI at other facilities. Our results stress the crit-
ical roles played by the ions’ initial COM oscillation in the trap potential and the radial
particle dynamics during the cooling process. Especially the latter aspect might need addi-
tional attention as unexpectedly fast radial ion transport could potentially result in a spatial
separation of ions and electrons, and thus a premature loss of cooling power.

As a new generation of rare isotope beam facilities such as ARIEL at TRIUMF, FAIR at
GSI and FRIB at Michigan State University is presently approaching day-one experiments,
we are entering a new era of rare-isotope science. Coupled to innovative new measurement
techniques as those highlighted in this thesis, these upcoming facilities will provide ample
opportunity to expand our understanding of the structure of neutron stars and will help to
address many other open questions within nuclear physics and nuclear astrophysics.





Appendix A

Development of a Python package for
fitting time-of-flight mass data

This appendix gives an overview of the development of EMGFIT [426], a Python package for
fitting and analysis of TOF mass data. The package was developed for the analysis of the
mass data presented in this thesis and has since been used in multiple other TITAN publica-
tions [586–588]. EMGFIT wraps and heavily relies on the curve fitting package LMFIT [569].
The following, non-exhaustive description highlights key features of EMGFIT, presents se-
lected results from accuracy tests and gives some relevant numerical implementation details.
Further, potential uncertainty contributions that were evaluated but found to be negligible
in the case of the presented gallium mass data are presented.

A.1 Comparison of a Gaussian and a hyper-EMG fit
The advantages of the hyper-EMG lineshape over a regular Gaussian in the case of tailed or
asymmetric TOF peaks are illustrated in Fig. A.1. The exhibited mass data was taken from
a 85Rb+ test measurement with ≈ 1.4 million measured events. The automatic tail order
determination routine described in section 5.2 identified a hyper-EMG(3,3)1 distribution (i.e.
a Gaussian with three negatively- and three positively-skewed exponential tails) as the most
suited lineshape for the given data. For comparison, an MLE fit was performed both using a
regular Gaussian and a hyper-EMG(3,3) distribution. Clearly, the Gaussian fails to properly
describe the extended tails of the peak. As a result, in the case of the Gaussian fit, one is
forced to narrow the fit range down to ≈ 1 FWHM in order to at least coarsely reproduce
the data and to obtain reasonable parameter uncertainty estimates. For well-separated and
fairly symmetric peaks, such fitting may yield an acceptable determination of the peak’s
centroid position relative to that of a reference peak. However, if one aims to deduce realistic
estimates of the area of asymmetric or heavily-tailed peaks the Gaussian line shape is clearly
inadequate. The same is true if one aims to obtain accurate peak area or centroid estimates in
scenarios with unresolved, overlapping peaks. Considering instead the hyper-EMG(3,3) fit,

1The first and second number in brackets denote the number of negatively- and positively-skewed expo-
nential tails in the distribution, respectively.
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where ai is the amplitude of the i-th peak and the hyper-EMG distribution is defined as

hemg(x;µ, σ,Θ, η−, τ−, η+, τ+)=̇Θh−emg(x;µ, σ, η−, τ−) + (1−Θ)h+emg(x;µ, σ, η+, τ+),

(A.2)
with h−emg and h+emg denoting the negatively-skewed and positively-skewed hyper-EMG
distributions, respectively, whose relative contributions are determined by themixingweight
Θ ∈ [0, 1]. The negatively- and positively-skewed hyper-EMG distributions are defined as
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(A.3)

where µ and σ are the standard deviation of the underlying Gaussian, respectively, N± de-
note the respective numbers of positively-skewed and negatively-skewed exponential tails,
η±=̇{η±1, η±2, ..., η±N±

} and τ±=̇{τ±1, τ±2, ..., τ±N±
} are the sets of tail weights and expo-

nential decay constants, respectively. Exploiting the definition of the complementary error
function, erfcx(z)=̇ exp(z2)erfc(z), h−emg and h+emg can each be expressed by two equiva-
lent relations [589]:

hemg,±i =
η±i

2τ±i

exp (u±)erfc(v±), (A.4)

=
η±i

2τ±i

exp

(

−
(
x− µ√

2σ

)2
)

erfcx(v±), (A.5)

(A.6)

where the arguments u± and v± are given by

u± =

(
σ√
2τ±i

)2

∓ x− µ

τ±i

, (A.7)

v± =
σ√
2τ±i

∓ x− µ√
2σ

. (A.8)

The challenge in implementing hyper-EMG distribution functions numerically lies in the
fact that, in double floating point precision2, exp(u±) overflows for large arguments, u± ⪆

709.78, erfc(v±) underflows for large positive arguments, v± ⪆ 26.54, and erfcx over-
flows for large negative arguments, v± ⪅ −26.54. As a result, Eqn. A.4 and A.5, taken
on their own, will at some point suffer from loss of numerical accuracy as one moves to
large positive or negative arguments. In principle, this issues can be prevented by resorting
to arbitrary-precision implementations of the mentioned functions (e.g. from the MPMATH
Python package) but this comes at the price of a drastic increase in computation time.

2The stated limits for over- and underflow pertain to Python implementations of the exponential and the
error functions from [590] and [591], respectively.
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Fortunately, by careful consideration of the argument ranges where exp, erfc and erfcx
are numerically well-defined, one finds that all mentioned over- and underflow issues in the
computation of hemg,−i and hemg,+i can be circumvented by dynamically switching between
the equivalent expressions, such that the formulation in terms of erfc (Eqn. A.4 is used for
the computation whenever v± < 0 and the formulation in terms of erfcx (Eqn. A.5) is used
whenever v± ≥ 0. It should be noted that there is a certain range of values that could be
selected as the threshold to switch between the different expressions, but v± = 0 appears
as the most natural choice. This is the approach adopted in EMGFIT to prevent numerical
accuracy loss in calculations of hemg,+i and hemg,−i. Essentially the same approach has been
adopted in Ref. [589].

A.3 Comparison of different cost functions
In order to fit a model function to count data, one typically defines a suitable cost function
and optimizes the model parameters such that the cost function becomes minimal with re-
spect to all varied parameters. The choice of an appropriate cost function needs to include
consideration of the stochastic nature of the type of data at hand. The most widely used
approach to fit a model function f(x; p) with a set of parameters p to a set of count data,
(xi,yi), is likely the method of least squares3. In this approach to statistical inference, the
best-fit model parameters p̂ are usually determined by minimizing the chi-squared statistic,

χ2 =
N∑

i=1

(f(xi)− yi)
2

σ2
i

, (A.9)

where σ2
i is the variance of the i-th datum andN is the number of fitted data. As one usually

does not have knowledge of the true variance of each datum, σi has to be estimated directly
or indirectly from the data. Assuming the data to be created by a Poisson process, one
oftentimes takes σi =

√
yi + 1, which avoids a divergence for yi = 0 and leads to Neyman’s

chi squared statistic4

χ2
N =

N∑

i=1

(f(xi)− yi)
2

yi + 1
. (A.10)

Alternatively, one may use the model prediction at each iteration of the optimization to
estimate σi, as is done in Pearson’s chi squared statistic [432]

χ2
P =

N∑

i=1

(f(xi)− yi)
2

f(xi)
(A.11)

It has been known for a while that the aforementioned cost functions have shortfalls in
cases of Poisson-distributed data with low statistics. For example, χ2

N has been shown to
underestimate the true area of a peak, and χ2

P has been shown to overestimate the true peak
3Note all considerations and the expression given here presume that the data are uncorrelated.
4Alternatively, this statistics is also often defined using σ2

i = (min(√yi, 1))
2 as the denominator.
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area [430, 432]. In order to address some of these shortfalls, further variants of χ2 have been
proposed in the literature, namely the chi-squared gamma statistic [430],

χ2
γ =

N∑

i=1

(f(xi)−min(yi, 1)− yi)
2

yi + 1
. (A.12)

and the modified chi-squared gamma statistic [592]

χ2
γM =

N∑

i=1

[

(χ2
γ,i − ⟨χ2

γi⟩)
√

2

σ⟨χ2
γi⟩

+ 1

]

, (A.13)

where χ2
γ,i = [yi + min(yi, 1) − f(xi)]

2/(yi + 1) and the corresponding mean, ⟨χ2
γi⟩, and

standard deviation, σ⟨χ2
γi⟩
, are explicitly given in Ref. [592].

A known shortcoming of the χ2 statistic lies in the fact that the model parameters in-
ferred with it become biased at low statistics. This is because the derivation of the chi-
squared distribution presumes the data in each bin to be normally distributed, which, for
Poisson-distributed data, is only a fair approximation for large yi. A proper description of
the Poisson nature of counting data, even in case of many low-statistics bins, can be obtained
by performing a binned maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) with a Poisson likelihood
as the cost function. Here, we consider the following (negative, doubled) log-likelihood
ratio5 [432, 433]

L = 2
N∑

i=1

[

f(xi)− yi + yi ln
(

yi

f(xi)

)]

. (A.14)

The so-defined Poisson log-likelihood ratio yields results identical to those from a regu-
lar Poisson log-likelihood but, according to Wick’s theorem, has the convenient feature to
asymptotically (i.e. for large N ) approach the χ2 statistic, thereby providing a convenient
measure of the absolute goodness-of-fit [433] and enabling the deduction of confidence in-
tervals as in a χ2 fit [432].

An additional feature of the log-likelihood ratio is that all its summandsLi = f(xi)−yi+
yi ln

(
yi

f(xi)

)

are semipositive definite (i.e. non-negative). This property can be exploited to
express Eqn. A.14 as a sum of squares,

L =
N∑

i=1

(√

2Li

)2

, (A.15)

effectively converting the minimization of the scalarL into a least-squares problem. Hence,
L can not only be minimized using scalar optimization methods (such as the Powell method)
but also by use of algorithms optimized for least squares problems (e.g. Scipy’s
“least_squares” optimizer). Tests showed that the latter typically yield substantially faster
computation times than scalar optimizers, which is relevant for some of the Monte Carlo
methods implemented in EMGFIT. This aspect will be addressed in more detail in the subse-
quent section.

5A derivation of this quantity can be be found in Ref. [593].
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2. Discard burn-in period and thin Markov chains: To ensure sampling results indepen-
dent of the initialization, the first 500 MCMC steps were discarded (“burn-in”). The
random samples in a MCMC chain are not independent but exhibit a degree of auto-
correlation that decreases with the number of sampling steps between two samples in
the chain. The autocorrelation time of a parameter provides a measure of the charac-
teristic number of sampling steps after which two Markov samples for the parameter
can be assumed to be independent. In order to ensure independent sampling results,
the MCMC chain was “thinned” by discarding all but every n-th sample, where n
was chosen to be similar to the parameter’s autocorrelation times in the given Markov
chain. As an example, MCMC samples after burn-in and thinning are displayed in
the correlation map in Fig. A.6.

3. Randomly draw 1000 shape parameter sets from the sampling results.

4. Re-perform the IOI fits for each of the 1000 selected peak shapes. Calculate new final
mass values and peak areas.

5. Estimate the peak-shape uncertainty of the peak’s mass and area as the RMS error of
the resulting set of mass values and peak areas (see example histograms in Fig. A.7).

In all studied cases, including both measured and simulated spectra, theMonte Carlo routine
resulted in smaller peak-shape uncertainties as compared to those from the ±1σ-variation
procedure. The latter can therefore be assumed to yield conservative upper limits on the
peak-shape uncertainty; the Monte Carlo routine, in turn, yields more accurate uncertainty
estimates at the price of a higher (but, with typical computation times of≈ 1 h, manageable)
computational expense. Confirming the general expectation for cases where both the mass
calibrant and the IOI peaks are well resolved, the peak-shape uncertainties obtained for
60−63Ga with the Monte Carlo routine were all on a negligible level, (δm/m)PS < 3×10−8.
However, in cases where IOI peaks reside in the tails of peaks with substantially higher
intensity, the Monte Carlo peak-shape uncertainty has been found to become relevant.

A.6 Uncertainty due to the finite bin width
In fits to binned spectroscopic data with limited statistics, the finite bin size can induce
systematic uncertainties in peak centroid determinations. The recorded TOF data comes
inherently binned due to the finite time resolution of the time-to-digital converter (TDC).
During the mass measurements presented in this thesis, the TDC bin width was set to 1.6 ns,
which for the 61Gamass measurement corresponded to a mass bin width7 of∆m ≈ 31.6µu.
The peak fitting was performed with the original mass bins as calculated in the MAc soft-
ware [423] based on the TDC time resolution of the raw data; no re-binning was performed.

7Due to the scaling m ∝ t2, a uniform binning in time results in mass bins of non-uniform width. How-
ever, for the isobaric mass spectra considered here, the differential non-linearity was only on the order of
DNL = max(∆m)−min(∆m)

max(∆m)+min(∆m) ≈ 0.037%, where∆m are the widths of the mass bins. Hence, the present analysis
assumed uniform mass binning.











Appendix B

Hardware modifications for improved
HV breakdown strength

Initial attempts of ion trapping in CPET were hampered by HV discharges. This appendix
gives a more detailed description of the observed discharge phenomena and reports the hard-
ware modifications applied to improve the HV breakdown strength of the trap assembly.

The discharges encountered during early ion-trapping tests were typically observed as
background events on the ES MCP0 detector. With the detector’s phosphor screen biased to
⪆ 1 keV, the discharges could be observed as bright flashes (indicating a spark discharge)
or in more severe cases as steady illumination of the screen (indicating a sustained dis-
charge). These MCP signals were generally insensitive to the voltages applied along the
electron-injection beamline, suggesting UV- or X-ray radiation emitted in the discharges as
the primary signal origin. However, since stronger discharges also deposited measurable
currents (> 1µA) onto various electrodes along the trap structure, we avoided using the
MCP detectors for extensive studies of the observed discharge phenomena in order to not
risk detector damage through excessive current deposition. Once ignited, a discharge of-
ten spread and, within a few seconds, produced detectable discharge currents on multiple
power supply channels, oftentimes resulting in over- or undervoltages. These more severe
discharges could typically only be stopped by ramping the HV biases of all affected elec-
trodes to zero.

At the time of these tests, the pressure in the ES diagnostics chamber (as measured
with the ionization gauge IG1, see Fig. 6.10) was elevated from the typical level of ≈
2×10−9mbar to 5.3×10−8mbar. Installing an ionization gauge on the IS diagnostics cham-
ber (IG2) later revealed that the pressure in the IS diagnostics chamber was even higher, at a
level of≈ 6.5×10−6mbar, indicating a vacuum leak in this beamline section. A subsequent
search with a He leak checker confirmed that the elevated chamber pressure originated from
a faulty feedthrough in the IS diagnostics chamber. At the time of the above ion trapping
tests, the pressure level in the trapping region can therefore be assumed to have been ele-
vated to somewhere between 1 × 10−6–1 × 10−8mbar. The elevated pressure very likely
exacerbated the observed discharges. However, electrical breakdown due to switching of
the gate electrode voltages had already been observed in earlier ion trapping tests with better
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vacuum conditions (≈ 3× 10−10mbar measured on IG1 and presumably ≲ 1× 10−9mbar
in the trapping region).

Since the discharges prevented stable electrode biasing and increased the risk of detector
damage, they had to be addressed to enable a reliable system operation. In order to identify
the mechanisms triggering the discharges, an extensive root-cause analysis was conducted.

In a first stage, the systemwas operatedwhile only biasing a single or a few selected elec-
trodes at a time. These tests identified a number of electrodes with insufficient HV break-
down strength. HV insulation resistance tests were performed with a 2.5 kVmegaohmmeter
while the trap assembly was under high vacuum and installed inside the superconducting
magnet. Subsequently, the trap assembly was removed from the superconducting magnet
and the trap-vacuum housing for further HV insulation tests at atmospheric pressure vi-
sual inspection. Since, according to Paschen’s law [596], the breakdown voltage for a gas
discharge between two conductors is generally a function of the product of the ambient
pressure and the gap length, the tests at atmospheric pressure should be interpreted with
caution. Nonetheless, they turned out to be particularly helpful to pinpoint potential areas
with insufficient breakdown strength as the electrode structure could be visually monitored
during HV insulation tests without obstruction by enclosing vacuum chambers. Insulation
resistance was tested with negative and positive polarity between electrodes and grounded
conductors (i.e. chamber walls, and metal components in the support structure) as well as
among adjacent electrodes. The minimal obtained insulation resistances between the dif-
ferent electrodes with respect to grounded conductors are listed in table B.1. Resistances
between different electrodes are not listed, since only between the DT1 and harp electrodes,
a measurable resistance of 0.3MΩ was observed in the initial tests at atmospheric pressure.
The insulation strength of the detached feedthrough section was likewise tested under at-
mospheric pressure and all terminals reached the meter’s sensitivity limit of ∼ 1000GΩ.
Generally, any insulation resistance above 100MΩ is considered excellent and was there-
fore assumed to be sufficient for our purposes. The visual inspection and the HV insulation
tests identified the following issues:

• Most electrodes in the trap assembly became prone to breakdown at high voltages
between 1–2.5 kV. In vacuum, electrodes generally exhibited a lower breakdown
voltage when negatively biased. Since field emission is the primary cause of electrical
breakdown under high vacuum [597], this pointed to electrode surface non-uniformity
or sharp wire bends as potential sources of breakdown.

• Sparking was observed between the DT1 drift tube and stainless steel screws in the
harp detector assembly.

• A ceramic insulator in the wire connector assembly that attaches to the feedthrough
section was cracked, likely compromising the breakdown voltage for the G1 electrode
bias.

• For multiple electrodes, sparking was observed in the wire connector assembly. The
sparking was likely caused by copper wires not being well-centred inside the holes of
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Table B.1. Comparison of insulation resistances between various electrodes and earth
ground measured with a 2.5 kVmegaohmmeter under different ambient pressures (p) before
and after the modifications for increased breakdown strength (see text). For each electrode,
the minimal resistance obtained in measurements with both positive and negative polarity is
reported. In cases listed as OL (for open loop) the sensitivity limit of the meter was reached,
indicating a resistance ≳ 1000GΩ.

Electrode Before modifications After modifications
p = 1 atm p ≈10−6–10−8mbar p = 1 atm p ≈10−8–10−9mbar

Harp 49GΩ OL 131GΩ OL
DT1 0.6MΩ 4.6MΩ 118GΩ OL
G1 88.3MΩ 300MΩ 277GΩ OL

Trap electrodes Not tested 6.1MΩ† > 120GΩ 240GΩ‡

G2 700GΩ 0.4MΩ 77.4GΩ OL
DT2 113GΩ 104MΩ 149GΩ 91GΩ

†Listed resistance measured with all trap electrodes shorted outside the vacuum chamber.
‡Listed resistance measured on one segment of the D25 electrode; all other trap electrodes yielded OL.

the aluminum end plate of the connector assembly [see Fig. B.1 (a)], thus reducing
the spacing between the wires and the grounded end plate.

• Dark discoloration was seen on the exposed end section of the copper wire leading to
the DT2 drift tube, likely resulting from a discharge in this region.

Informed by these observations, a number of operational changes and hardware upgrades
were applied to ensure a stable system operation. A new trapping scheme was devised that
foresaw the operation of the trap electrodes at voltages near earth ground (to within −100–
200V) rather than the original floating voltages of 0.8–1.2 keV. This implied that most
electrodes along the trap assembly could be operated at substantially lower voltages, thus
reducing the likelihood of electrical breakdown. Working with trapping potentials near earth
ground also allowed to connect trap electrodes to laboratory equipment such as spectrum an-
alyzers and frequency generators, thereby greatly simplifying excitation and image-current
detection of plasma oscillations or diagnostics of ambient noise in the trapping region.

A complication of the new trapping scheme lay in the fact that injected ion bunches
had to be decelerated to trappable energies by pulsing the voltage bias of the DT1 drift
tube. Since field penetration from grounded conductors was essentially negligible along
the electron beampath, the electron transport potentials could simply be shifted by a fixed
voltage offset to accommodate the new trap bias and only required minor re-tuning to re-
establish electron transmission into the trap. The ion-injection beamline, however, included
the grounded drift tube inside the feedthrough section as well as other transport sections
prone to field penetration from the grounded vacuum chamber. Therefore, the viability of
the new ion injection and extraction schemes was verified through SIMION [528] trajectory
simulations as reported in [512, 545].









Appendix C

Detailed description of the cooling model

The following gives a more comprehensive description of the one-dimensional cooling
model that aided the interpretation of the measurements presented in section 6.4.5. After
an overview of the simulation approach, the underlying ion-electron and ion-neutral colli-
sion models are introduced and their computational implementations are discussed. Finally,
an overview of the full procedural flow of a simulation is given.

C.1 Simulation approach and separation of timescales
Using an appropriate expression for the electron-induced friction force acting on an ion,
in principle the electron cooling process could be modelled by tracing the full threedimen-
sional trajectories of a swarm of ions orbiting within the trap potential. However, since we
are interested in the evolution of the longitudinal ion energies, care has to be taken to ensure
energy conservation over the entire simulation time (i.e. 3710ms when aiming to reproduce
the experimental cooling cycles). This demand prohibited the use of standard trajectory
tracing tools with Runge-Kutta orbit integration such as SIMION, because the Runge-Kutta
method is known to be prone to numerical energy drift [582] and would have required pro-
hibitively small time steps to conserve the ion energies. Due to the fast cyclotron gyration
(e.g. with an orbital period of Tc = 214 ns for 23Na+ in a 7T field), tracing of the ions’
full orbital motion becomes numerically expensive if one seeks to follow the ion motion
over ∼ 107 cyclotron gyrations. However, when assuming that the fields and dissipative
forces acting on an ion only vary appreciable over many successive cyclotron periods, the
ions gyromotion becomes redundant and can be “averaged out” through a so-called guiding
centre approximation [582].

As we are anyhow only interested in the ion’s longitudinal energy evolution, the simu-
lations of the cooling process were carried out employing a guiding centre approximation
in the limit of an infinitely strong and perfectly uniform magnetic field. In this case, tracing
the ion motion is reduced to a one dimensional problem and the ions can be considered to
move like beads on a string. However, even in this approximation, the axial ion motion,
with typical periods ∼ 10µs, has to be integrated over several 105 oscillations. Combined
with the small time step size (∆t ≤ 100 ns) required to conserve the ions’ total energy, this
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circumstance still resulted in unpractically long computation times when aiming to integrate
the orbits of several 10 ions on a personal computer.

Tomake tracing of the longitudinal ion energy evolution computationallymore tractable,
the problem was de-composed into the well-separated time scales of the different processes
of interest. All considered processes inducing ion energy loss, namely the ion-electron en-
ergy exchange, elastic ion-neutral collisions and charge exchange between ions and rest gas
neutrals, evolved on characteristic timescales > 10ms. Therefore, these processes could
be modelled separately from the axial ion motion (Tz ∼ 10µs). Similar as in the two-
component plasma model from section 6.2, the ions’ longitudinal energies, as the main
observable of interest, could be modelled with a set of rate equations and a time step of
∆t ≈ 1ms.

However, as the ion-neutral collision frequencies vary with the ion velocity, a correct re-
production of the ion-neutral collision dynamics would require a simulation time step small
enough to resolve changes in the ion velocity. To overcome this limitation, the respective
collision probabilities were bounce-averaged1 by precalibrating all relevant quantities on a
grid of ion energies through ion orbit integrations before a simulation run. Thereby, dur-
ing a simulation run, the computationally-expensive ion orbit integrations could be avoided
and the average collision frequencies remained correctly described although the simulation
time step was 2 orders of magnitude larger than the typical axial ion oscillation period.
Ion-neutral collisions were then handled in an event-based Monte Carlo approach that only
demanded expensive orbit integrations in the comparatively rare time steps where an ion-
neutral collision occurred. In conjunction, these procedures reduced the required simulation
run times from many days to a few hours on a standard personal computer, thereby enabling
repeated simulation runs without the need for high-power computing. The following sec-
tions describe the briefly mentioned procedures in more detail.

C.2 Integration of axial ion oscillation

The asymmetric and anharmonic nested trap potential used for the electron cooling studies
reported in section 6.4.5 prevented an analytical treatment of the motions of trapped ions. A
more realistic theoretical description of some of the relevant physical processes, such as col-
lisions between ions and neutral rest gas particles (see details below), therefore required the
numerical integration of the ion orbits. The vacuum trap potential for the integration of the
axial ionmotionwas based on SIMION field calculations with CPET’s realistic electrode ge-
ometry. The on-axis potential was pre-calculated in SIMION and recorded on an uniformly-
spaced grid [z0, z0 + δz, ..., zN ] with a resolution of δz = 1mm. The vacuum trap potential
ϕvac(z) at an arbitrary position z was then obtained by a cubic spline interpolation of the pre-
calculated potential array [ϕ(z0), ϕ(z0 + dz),..., ϕ(zN)]. The lowering of the electron-nest
potential by the plasma-space-charge potential ϕp was approximated by truncating the vac-
uum nest potential to a user-defined effective nest depth ϕnest,eff = ϕnest(z)−ϕp(z) ≈ const.

1Bounce-averaging refers to an average over the axial ion oscillation in the trap potential.
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Any impact of the plasma space charge on the trap potential outside the filled nest region
was neglected. This approach yields fair approximations of the true trap potential as long as
ϕp ≲ ϕnest/2 and kBTe ≪ ϕnest. Simulations of CPET’s effective trap potential performed
with the particle in-cell code WARP [598] and following the methodology outlined in [599]
verified the assumed flattening of the trap potential and confirmed that the plasmas of in-
terest here only marginally perturbed the trap potential outside the nest region filled with
electrons (see Fig. 6.33). Outside the plasma, the axial ion acceleration at a given posi-
tion was then calculated from the smoothed vacuum potential data using first-order finite
differences, resulting in the following combined relation:

dvz

dt
(z) =

q

m
Ez(z) = − q

m

∂ϕ(z)

∂z
≈







0 , for zl < z < zr

− q

m

ϕint(z+∆z)−ϕint(z)
∆z

, else
(C.1)

where ∆z was taken as 1µm and the two plasma endpoints zl and zr are defined by the
relation ϕint(zl) = ϕint(zr) = ϕnest,eff. Since, under all studied conditions, the relative ion
energy loss per pass through the plasma was ∆E

E
≤ 10−4, the ion slowing-down due to ion-

electron collisions could be neglected when integrating over a single half-oscillation in the
axial trap potential. The same goes for ion-neutral collisions which exhibited collision fre-
quencies several orders of magnitude lower than the axial ion oscillation frequencies. The
ion’s equations of motion in the trap potential were integrated using a Python implementa-
tion [591] of the explicit 8th order Runge-Kutta integrator DOP853 [600].

C.3 Electron-ion collisions
Based on the results from section 6.2, plasma-induced ion-loss processes such as radiative,
dielectronic and three-body recombination can be considered irrelevant for singly charged
ions under the given measurement conditions and were not implemented in the present sim-
ulations. Consequentially, only ion-electron interactions through elastic Coulomb collisions
were simulated.

As for the cooling simulations in section 6.2, Coulomb collisions between ions and elec-
trons were described based on the kinetic theory of unmagnetized plasma [484, 562]. Since
the ion samples in our measurements started with a large centre-of-mass motion and were
presumably far from thermal equilibrium throughout most of the interaction period, the as-
sumption of a Maxwellian ion energy distribution was discarded and the cooling process
was described by considering the energy loss of individual, non-interacting ions. Consider-
ing the large trap volume, as well as the low charge (q = 1e) and the rather small quantities
of the trapped ions (on average < 100 ions per cycle), the assumption of negligible ion-ion
interactions certainly seems appropriate in the presented measurements2. This scheme, in

2Assuming for example, that Ni = 100 ions trapped in CPET uniformly occupy a cylindrical volume
0.8mm radius and 20 cm length results in an ion number density ni = 2.5 × 102 cm−3. The respective
ion self-collision frequency can be estimated as [601] νii = 4.8 × 10−8(q/e)4(m/mp)

−0.5ni ln(λ), where
ln(λ) ≈ 23 − ln(q2m/(e2mpTi)

√

(2niZ2/Ti))), Ti is in units of eV and mp denotes the proton mass. For
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principle, allows one to model the evolution of arbitrary ion velocity distributions by tracing
the energy evolution of many individual ions with initial velocities sampled from a given
velocity distribution. An obvious drawback compared to Maxwellian-averaged plasma de-
scriptions is the typically much higher numerical cost of this approach.

According to kinetic plasma theory (see e.g. [562]), the deceleration of initially mono-
energetic ions passing through a Maxwellian background of plasma electrons at velocity v
is described by the slowing-down frequency

νs=̇− ⟨∆v∥/v⟩
∆t

= 2ν0

(

1 +
m

me

)
ve,th

v
G

(
v

ve,th

)

, (C.2)

where ve,th =
√

kBTe/me is the thermal electron velocity, the pre-factor

ν0=̇
4πq2e2ne ln(Λ)

m2v3e,th
(C.3)

is a characteristic collision frequency of importance to various transport processes and

G(x) =
Φ(x)− xΦ′(x)

2x2
, (C.4)

where Φ denotes the error function,

Φ(x) =
2√
2

ˆ x

0

du exp
(
−u2

)
. (C.5)

The Coulomb logarithm in Eqn. C.3 is given by [601]

ln(Λ) = 23− ln
(
q
√
ne

e T
3/2
e

)

, (C.6)

where ne is taken in units of cm−3. Since G(x) peaks at x = 1, the slowing-down rate is
largest for ions with velocities v ≈ ve,th.

According to the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, the drag force exerted by the electrons
must be accompanied by velocity diffusion that gradually spreads out the initially mono-
energetic ion velocity distribution. The rate of this spreading is described by the longitudinal
velocity diffusion frequency

ν∥=̇− ⟨(∆v∥/v)2⟩
∆t

= 2ν0
v3e,th

v3
G

(
v

ve,th

)

(C.7)

and the perpendicular velocity diffusion frequency

ν⊥=̇− ⟨(∆v⊥/v)2⟩
∆t

= 2ν0
v3e,th

v3

(

Φ

(
v

ve,th

)

+G

(
v

ve,th

))

, (C.8)

Na+ ions with ni = 2.5× 102 cm−3, Ti = 10 eV andm ≈ 23mp, one obtains νii ≈ 1.6× 10−6 s−1, which
indicates that the rate of energy exchange by ion-ion collisions is indeed negligible compared to the timescales
of other energy exchange processes in the system.
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method, but were not included due to the unknown residual gas composition in the trap and
the lack of readily available cross sections for these atomic processes.

In the direct simulation Monte Carlo method, ion-neutral collisions are modelled as oc-
casional, instantaneous events that may induce substantial jumps in an ions’ energy. The
probability for a collision to occur in a given simulation time step spanning the interval
[t, t+ δt] is given by [603]

Pcoll(t) = 1− exp
(

−v(t)
l
δt

)

, (C.11)

where the ion-neutral collision frequency νin = v(t)
l
in the exponential is determined by the

respective particle velocity and the mean free path, l = 1/(nnσ), which in turn depends on
the neutral number density nn and the collision cross section σ. Generally, the mean free
path l is also dependent on the ion velocity, as the collision cross sections usually vary with
the collision energy. For Eqn. C.11 to yield realistic estimates of the collision probability,
the time step δt has to be chosen small compared to ν−1

in and should be small enough to
resolve changes of the ion velocity v(t).

The elastic ion-atom collisions and the charge exchange reactions were described by
means of a semiclassical scattering model adapted from those presented in [564, 604]. The
interaction between the ion and atom arises from the dipole moment the ion induces in the
neutral and gives rise to an interaction potential of the form V (r) = −C4/(2r

4), where r
is the particle spacing and C4 = αq2

4πϵ0
is a strength parameter that depends on the neutral’s

dipole polarizability α and the ion charge q. All experimental dipole polarizabilities used
in the simulations were adopted from Ref. [605]. The probability for an ion to undergo
an elastic collision or a charge exchange reaction was deduced based on the total cross
section [604]

σtot = π

(
µC2

4

ℏ2

)1/3(

1 +
π2

16

)

E
−1/3
coll , (C.12)

where µ is the reduced mass and Ecoll is the collision energy in the COM frame.
Based on the impact parameter, elastic collisions in this intermediate energy regime

(1× 10−4 eV ≲ Ecoll ≲ 30 eV) can be grouped into two categories [563].
The dominant category are glancing collisions that occur for large impact parameters

and only lead to a small deflection with minor momentum and energy exchange. The COM
scattering angle for a glancing collision characterized by a r−4 interaction potential is given
by [564]

θ = π − 2b̃
√
2

√

b̃2 −
√

b̃4 − 1K
(

2b̃4 − 2b̃2
√

b̃4 − 1− 1
)

(C.13)

with K(y) =

ˆ π/2

0

1
√

1− y sin2(x)
dx, (C.14)

where K(y) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind and b̃ = b/bmax is the impact
parameter normalized by the largest relevant impact parameter, bmax =

√

σtot/π.
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and leaves the trap volume, whereas the neutral collision target is ionized and typically re-
mains confined in place of the projectile ion. Neglecting the thermal motion of residual gas
particles, an ion undergoing charge exchange in the simulation is thus replaced by a neutral
(m→ mn) with a total energy defined by the effective trap potential at the collision location,
zcoll, and the neutral’s (typically negligible) thermal energy (E∥ → qϕeff(zcoll)+kBTn ). The
energy loss of an ion undergoing a glanzing or a regular Langevin collision, is calculated
from the COM angle θ as

∆E∥,coll = Ecoll

[

m

m+mn

+

(

1− m

m+mn

cos(θ)
)2

− 1

]

. (C.15)

C.5 Ion-energy and plasma-temperature evolution
Taking into account both ion-electron and ion-neutral interactions, the time evolution of
individual ion energies and of the plasma temperature were determined by the coupled dif-
ferential equations,

dE
j

∥

dt
= −

(

E
j

∥ − ϕnest,eff

)

κ ν
j

E,∥ −∆Ej

∥,coll δ(t− t
j
coll), (C.16)

dTe

dt
= +

2

3kB

ι

Ne

Ni,sim∑

j=1

(

E
j

∥ − ϕnest,eff

)

κ ν
j

E,∥ − Te − Te,∞

τe
, (C.17)

where Ni,sim is the number of simulated ions, Eqn. C.16 represents the Ni,sim equivalent
equations for all simulated ions, ι = Ni,exp/Ni,sim enables runs with different simulated
and experimental ion numbers,∆Ej

∥,coll quantifies the instantaneous energy loss due to ion-
neutral collisions occurring at randomly sampled collision times tcoll, the overlap factor κ
measures the fraction of an axial oscillation period that ions spend inside the plasma, Te,∞ is
the equilibrium plasma temperature and τe is the effective cyclotron cooling time introduced
in section 6.2.

Upon first inspection, these equations appear quite similar to those of the two-component
plasma model used in section 6.2. However, the following two complications make numer-
ical integration of Eqn.s C.16 & C.17 substantially more elaborate:

1. The ion-plasma overlap factor is a non-trivial function of the longitudinal ion energy
and the effective nest depth: κ = κ(E∥, ϕnest,eff).
While under the given measurement conditions, νE,∥ is essentially constant over all
relevant ion velocities (see Fig. C.1), the energy dependence of κwill cause the effec-
tive energy transfer frequency κνE,∥ to vary throughout the cooling process. As the
variation of κ in the anharmonic nested trap potential did not follow a simple func-
tional form, κ was calibrated by integrating the axial motion of test ions. To this end,
ions were started on an equidistant grid of energies spanning the energy range from
0–120V in steps of 0.5V. At each energy, the ion motion was integrated over half
an axial oscillation and κ was set to the obtained fraction of the integration time that
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an ion spent inside the plasma. To allow for variation of the experimentally unknown
plasma space charge potential, this procedure was repeated for various values of the
effective nest depth (10V ≤ ϕnest,eff ≤ 40 eV in 0.5V steps). A subset of the κ(E∥)

curves obtained by integrating over axial oscillations of 23Na+ ions is shown in the left
subplot of Fig. C.3. By linear, two-dimensional interpolation of these pre-calculated
values, κ could then be obtained at arbitrary points within the covered range of the
(E∥,ϕnest,eff)-plane. As κ also weakly depends on the ions’ mass-to-charge ratio, sepa-
rate overlap factors were pre-calculated for each ion species. Using the pre-calculated
values circumvented the need to perform repeated, numerically-expensive orbit in-
tegration in the numerical integration of Eqn.s C.16 & C.17, and thus substantially
reduced the computation times.

2. As already mentioned, the standard Monte Carlo approach for modelling ion-neutral
collisions requires time steps sufficiently small to resolve variations in the ion veloc-
ity. As the ions in CPET underwent axial oscillations with periods Tz on the order of
a few 10µs, the latter condition would require the axial ion motion to be integrated
over the full simulation time (3710ms) in fine steps of< 1µs in order to properly treat
ion-neutral collisions by means of Eqn. C.11. Such fine-grained orbit integration was
found to result in unpractically-long execution times (multiple hours to propagate a
single ion when performing the integration in the compiled Julia programming lan-
guage) on a standard notebook. The important realization for overcoming this limita-
tion lies in the fact that, like all observables of interest, both the ion-electron and the
ion-neutral collisions times vary on timescales> 10ms. The ion energy thus remains
nearly constant over many successive axial oscillation periods and it seems appropri-
ate to average over the ions’ axial bounce motion. However, in choosing time steps
∆t≫ Tz care must be taken to retain a correct description of the ion-neutral collision
frequency, νin. In particular, the collision probability per time step Pcoll must be av-
eraged over the ions’ axial bounce motion. Rewriting Eqn. C.11 in the infinitesimal
limit ∆t→ dt, we obtain

dPcoll = 1− exp

(

−
∑

k

|v|
lk
dt

)

≈ −
∑

k

|v|
lk
dt. (C.18)

If the mean free path, lk, was independent of ion velocity, averaging over dPcoll would
be trivial and the bounce-averaged collision probability would simply be obtained
from Eqn. C.11 by replacing v with an effective velocity given by the mean (i.e.
bounce-averaged) ion velocity. The mean free path in our collision model, however,
scales as lk ∝ σ−1

tot,k ∝ v2/3, where the second step assumes the neutral velocity to
be negligible compared to v. In this case, integration over Eqn. C.18 reveals that the
bounce-averaged collision probability is obtained from Eqn. C.11 by the transforma-
tion v → veff = λvmax, where the velocity scale factor λ is given by

λ =

(
1

Tz

ˆ Tz

0

|v(t)|1/3dt
)3

/vmax (C.19)
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the ion masses were randomly selected from the respective naturally-occurring isotopes,
with probability weights chosen to respect the natural isotopic abundances. Isotopes with a
natural abundance < 1% were not considered.

The main program then iterates the simulation time with a fixed step size of typically
∆t = 1ms. Within each time step, the following procedures are executed for each ion:

1. Check if an ion-neutral collision occurred in the time interval [t,t+∆t): To this end, a
random number x ∈ U(0, 1) is drawn and compared to the bounce-averaged collision
probability,

Pcoll(∆t) = 1− exp

(

−
∑

k

veff nk σ(veff)∆t

)

, (C.20)

where the σtot,k are given by Eqn. C.12, and the velocity scale factor in veff = λvmax is
interpolated from the pre-calculated λ values. Only a single collisions per time step is
permitted which is a fair simplification as ν−1

in ≫ ∆t. If x ≤ Pcoll(∆t), an ion-neutral
collision is to be modelled. Otherwise, the simulation directly advances to step 3.

2. Model ion-neutral collision: If an ion-neutral collision is to be modelled, the pro-
gram proceeds as shown in the right flow chart of Fig. C.4. First, the type of the
collision target is randomly selected from the user-specified residual gas compo-
nents. To ensure that random selection correctly represents the relative collision fre-
quencies, each neutral species (indexed by k) is probability-weighted with a factor
Pcoll ∝ 1 − exp(−veff nkσtot,kδt), where the adaptive orbit integration time step was
typically δt ≤ 0.5µs.

Subsequently, the ions’ axial position and velocity at the time of collision are deter-
mined by starting single ions from one of their turning-points in the trap potential
and integrating over one axial half-oscillation. The time of collision is then randomly
selected from all integration time steps with each step, tj , probability-weighted by
a factor Pcoll(tj) = 1 − exp(nnσtot,nv(tj) tj), where the index n now refers to the
pre-selected target species.

Next, a linearly distributed impact parameter is generated from the relation
b = bmax

√
y, with a random number y ∈ U(0, 1). For b > bc the collision is mod-

elled as a glanzing collision, otherwise as a Langevin collision. If the collision is of
Langevin-type, another random number x ∈ U(0, 1) is drawn to decide whether the
collision is a regular Langevin collision (x > PCX) or a charge exchange reaction
(x ≤ PCX).

For glanzing collisions, the COM collision angle θ is calculated from the impact pa-
rameter according to Eqn. C.13. For Langevin collisions, θ is drawn from the uni-
form distribution U(0, π). In the case of a glanzing or a regular Langevin collision,
the ion’s longitudinal energy loss∆E∥,coll is then calculated from Eqn. C.15. To sim-
ulate a charge exchange event, the ion is replaced with the ionized collision target
(m → mn) and the energy loss is set to ∆E∥,coll = E∥ − qϕeff(zcoll) − kBTn. With
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∆E∥,coll determined, the simulation proceeds in the main program (left flow chart in
Fig. C.4).

3. Calculate plasma-induced energy loss and update ion energy: After interpolating the
pre-calculated ion-electron overlap factor κ to the given ion energy E∥, the plasma-
induced energy loss ∆E∥,ie is calculated from a discretized version of Eqn. C.16.
Subsequently, the obtained ion-neutral and ion-electron energy loss are subtracted
from the total longitudinal energy, E∥. Then the next ion is treated.

4. Once the last ion has been processed, the plasma temperature is updated according
to Eqn. C.17 and the simulation time is advanced.

The listed steps are iterated until the specified simulation end time is reached. Then evolu-
tion of ensemble properties such as the ensemble-average and the standard deviation of the
longitudinal ion energy are calculated and prepared for visualization.
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